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ABSTRACT

Assessments were made of water quality and water level issues at Gull Lake, in south

eastern Manitoba, to provide recommendations to the local cottage owners association for

maintaining acceptable standards of water quality. The water level issue was addressed

with reference ro a proposal by the Gull Lake Ratepayers Association (GLRA) for

recharging the lake with groundwater. Although this approach qualifies as an engineering

solution to an ecologicatly based problem it is intended as a part of a broader plan to revive

the lake, the success of which ultimately depends on phosphorus containment.

A questionnaire was distributed to lake residents to ascertain user habits and gauge attitudes

and awareness of key management issues; and a water balance was devised to enhance

hydrological information about the iake. Results of this research were used to evaluate the

feasibility of recharging the lake with groundwater from a nearby aquifer.

V/hile conclusions of this srudy were that recharging the lake could achieve some degree of

success more data are required, particularly for groundwater, before feasibility of the

project can be confidently stated. Other conclusions were that, with or without

implementation of the project, the long-term sustainability of Gull Lake as a viable

recreational resource depends on a comprehensive management plan that includes greater

public involvement. A program of ongoing resea¡ch in the basin is recommended and the

need for communicating this research to lake users is emphasized.
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1.0 Introduction

1.1 Backeround

Some of the problems rypically experienced at recreational lakes include degraded water

quality, groundwater a¡rd well contamination and conflicts between different user groups.

Development of lakes for recreation has usually proceeded in accordance with individual

property rights, sometimes at the expense of the collective good. Development patterns

tend to become established long before any potential adverse impacs will be felt, and

solutions to these adverse impacts are more elusive and expensive at later stages of

development because of the relatively large number of affected parties. Most problems

associated with recreational lakes can ultimately be traced to overdevelopment of lakeshores

as rhey become more heavily utilized. More specifically it is the unplanned and

unsustainable nature of development that has created the problems which threaten peoples'

enjoyment of these precious resources.

At an elevation of 20-30 metres above the surrounding terrain, Gull Lake has been

unaffected by pollution outside the watershed, however the absence of either in-flowing or

out-flowing surface streams means that polluunts generated in the watershed will not be as

quickly flushed our. Furthermore any prolonged absence of rainfall and reduction in

groundwater flow to the lake will tend to exacerbate existing water quatity problems.

Extensive non-point sources of pollution within the lake's small watershed (approximately

four square km.) have, in fact, led to a marked decline in water quality.

Until approximately fifteen years ago Gull Lake had a reputation as a small, spring fed lake

with high quality water. Fraser (no date) refers to it as the place beyond the hill with clea¡

spring waters, white sand beaches and surrounding forests of pine and birch. The lake has

been a recreational destination for Manitobans since the early part of this century but, t

despite its popularity, it was not easily accessible by large numbers of people until the

1950's, when improvements in road infrastructure and increasing recreational demands, led



to heavy development of the lakeshore.

The capacity of the lake to assimilate the impacs of this intensive use may have been

exceeded some time ago and periodic blooms of algae and weeds, apparent since the

1930's, have become more frequent. Early concerns related to fish die offs during the

winter but by the late 1960's the emphasis of concerns had shifted to the excessive growth

of weeds and swimmer's itch (Beck 1936). In the last several years the quality of water

has declined further with accompanyrng algal blooms and increased turbidity. In a trophic

study of the lake Beck (1986) found phosphorous to be the limiting nutrient with

approximately 657o of the total phosphorous supply coming from artificial sources. A

significant reduction in the rate of eutrophication could therefore be achieved by removing

the artificial sources of phosphorus (Beck 1986), which come from the septic fields and

outhouses of approximately 285 cottages. Figure 1.1 is a graph showing the accelerated

increase in the Ma¡ritoba Water Quality Index at Gull Lake since 1984.

Manitoba Water Quality Index at Gull Lake'
1984-1991

Pgotr 
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Figure 1.1 Waær Quality Index at Gull Lake, 1984-91. Source: Gull Lake - l9o0 and l99l Water Ouality

Update; Manitoba Envi¡onment - Water quality Management Section 
,

l,ow index numbers represent good water qualify and high numbers represent poor water

quality, based on a combination of biological and physical variables. Water quality was not
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monirored from 1985 through 1988 although during that time it rose 7.5 points from 45.8

to 53.3. The visible increase in turbidity since 1989 reported by many lake users is

dramatically shown by the index, which doubled from 53.3 to 106.4 in only two seasons.

The deterioration of water quality has been accompanied by a signifrcant decrease in the

level of the lake, and the generally drier conditions during the 1980's have likely intensified

the water quality problems at Gull Lake by reducing the volume of the lake. In contrast to

the 1980's, where drought was a prominent concern, the 1970's were characterized by

high water levels which were damaging or threatening to flood private property around the

lake. Residenrs requested the Rurat Municipality of St. Clements to lower the level of the

lake and prevent future flood occurrences. A drainage ditch was built during 1975 under

guidance of the Water Resources Branch. A rock filled weir was added late in 1976 to

control flows. The top of the structure was measured to be253.96 metres A.S.L. (833.2

fee$. In August, 1981 the weir was capped with concrete at253.82 metres (832.75 feet)

(Manitoba Water Resources). No cause and effect relationship between the weir and the

cu¡¡ent water deficit can be demonstrated because there was no thorough documentation or

gauging of surface drainage prior to (or after) installation of the weir. The assumption that

the surplus water drained from the lake during the late 1970's would have alleviated the

cument water deficit can neither be proven nor disproved. Other theories have been

proposed to try and account for declining water levels; such as, gtound water discharge at

the north end of the lake, holes or voids in the impermeable layers and gravel pit operations

on the west side of the lake. However, intermittent drought conditions since 1980 have

ultimately had a major effect the water level of the lake.



The Ratepayers were successful in having a bylaw passed that would require all

cottages to be equipped with sewage holding tanks, and in 1989 they began to address

the problem of declining ,water levels. In 1990 they approached the R.M. of St.

Clements arrd the Province of Manitoba for financial assistance, and the Minister of

Natural Resources for advice, on raising the water level of Gull Lake by pumping

groundwater from an aquifer into the lake.

Figure 1.2 Concreæ Weir at north end of Gull t¿ke. The shallow channel leading to the weir is

visible in the foreground. Photograph taken in spring 1991



1.2 Site Descriotion

Gull Lake is a small lake with a surface area of 104 hectares (260 acres), located

seventy kilometers (42 miles) northeast of Winnþg. The basin is thought to have

fomred 8,000 to 10,000 years ago when a large ice sheet c¿rme to rest and melted over a

glacial outwash delta @eck 1990). The lake basin has formed in a shallow depression

created by the weight of stagnant ice. Underþing deposits of clay and relatively

impermeable ú11 have inhibited the drainage of water from the basin into adjacent sand

and gravel deposits. The maximum and aveÍage depths of the lake are 5.2 metres and

3.3 metres respectively.

Figure 1.3 Aerial view of the lake,looking northwest across highway 3M. Lake Winnipeg is visible
in the background. Photograph taken in October, 1991
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A circular ridge of 5- 1 8 metres encloses the lake. There are no permanent rivers or

streams flowing into the basin, however, water flows out over a weir at the north end

of thelakeifthelevelisinexcess o1253.82metresA.S.L. (832.75feet). Thebasinis

enclosed by two ridges or moraines ranging in elevation from 255 metres at the north

end of the lake A.S.L to as high as275 metres on the east and west sides of the basin.

1.3 Problem Statement

Water qualiry problems have been reported for Gull Lake since the 1930's (Beck

1990). In 1986 the lake was mesotrophic and bordering on eutrophic (Beck 1986).

Ongoing water quality tests suggest the lake has deteriorated further since then, and

many lake users have reported noticeable increases in water turbidiry. Declining lake

levels and degraded water quality are regarded as a crisis situation by conage owners

because of the implications for property values, currently estimated to be $15 million

(GLRA pers. comm.), as well as diminished recreational opportunities. The

relationship beween water level and water qualiry is a complex one, but it is likely that

factors contributing to eutrophication of the lake i.e., poor water quality, would be

ameliorated if the volume of water in the lake were increased. The main issue to be

addressed was whether the level of ttre lake could be raised by pumping water into it for

extended periods of time.



1.4 Objectives of the Study

The primary objective of this study was to identify and assess alternative courses of

action to address water level and water quality problems at Gull Lake.

Specific objectives were:

1.4.1) to examine factors related to the biological and physical processes essential to

the life cycle of lakes similar to Gutl Lake through a review of relevant literature and

profes sionaVexpert opinion ;

1.4.2) to conduct a survey of cottage owners at Gull Lake to determine their anitudes

and perceptions of proposed management initiatives;

I.4.3) to determine the extent of natural fluctuations in water levels;

1.4.4) to calculate a water balance of all measurable inflows and ouflows at Gull Lake;

1.4.5) to estimate the potential costs of building and maintaining an aqueduct to

recharge Gull Lake during drought conditions; and,

I.4.6) to provide recommendations to the Ratepayers Association for maintaining

acceptable standards of water quality and lake levels.

1.5 Methods

The methods used to reach the stated objectives were: a review of literature related to

the problem; a questionnaire; informal discussions with cottage owners; a water balance

calculation and consultation with professionals and experts from disciplines related to

the management of water resources.

9



Literature Review

The literature review was necessafy to define the characteristic biological and physical

processes essential for maintaining the health of small prairie lakes over the long run. It

also indicated if similar research had been done by others. The literature review

involved a library search and personal interviews with professionals and experts in the

field. C-onsultation with agencies and individuals famitiar with the area, including

many cottage owners, was also invaluable in providing necessary information on the

natural history of Gull Lake and other similar lakes.

Ouestionnaire:

A questionnaire with return postage was delivered to cottage owners and lake users. Its

purpose was to collect information about the awareness and acceptability for proposed

and potential management options for Gull Lake. Questions were intended to deal with

various issues without specific reference to them so that the true level of awareness and

knowledge would be more apparent. The questionnaire was able to quantify

information, previously lacking, on important issues, such as the level of support and

awareness for recent initiatives to restore the lake to a healthy condition and cottage

owners' awareness and perceptions of water quality and water level.

Water Balance

Some cottage owners at Gull Lake regard it as crucial to have more water in the lake,

but before time and money were committed to a project for raising the level of the lake,

it was necessary to assemble some hydrologic data to predict the feasibility and the

long-term effects of pumping water into the lake. The water balance provided a more

complete picture than previously existed of the relative magnitude of water flows in and

out of the basin. The water balance involved calculating, or in some cases estimating

the volumes of inflows and outflows such as evaporation, evapotranspiration,

precipitation, groundwater flows and surface runoff. Withdrawals from the lake for

10



domestic use were also estimated.

1.6 Importance of the Study

Wherever possible human activities should compliment natural processes so that the

health of the lake is ensured, but a trophic study of Gull Lake, completed in 1986 has

indicated that these processes are being compromised to a degree that recreational

prospects are uncertain. It was recommended by the Minister of Natural Resources and

the R M of St. Clements that there should be an assessment of the hydrologic

conditions of Gull Lake to explain why the lake level has fallen and to determine if the

enhancement measures proposed by the Ratepayers would be effective. Their desire to

preserve the lake for future generations to enjoy, and to protect and maintain property

values, was the basis for their proposal to artificially recharge the basin. The resea¡ch

in this report was conducted to evaluate the potential impact of implementing that

proposal.

1.7 Limitations of the Srudy

A recent proposal to enhance the long-term water qualiry and water level of the lake was

considered in detail, however certain assessments were beyond the scope of this

research and might remain to be addressed. This snrdy did not attempt, nor was it

possible, to determine the technical feasibility of pumping groundwater into the lake or

whether the aquifers could, in reality, suppty a sufficient volume of water to increase

the level of the lake. The objectives were to detail the costs of implementing the project

and assess its feasibility in terms of:

-the general availability and quality of groundwater,

-potential hydrologic and ecological impacts on the lake,

-retention capacity of the lake basin,

-provincial resource management policy, and

-alternative measures for enhancing water quality.

11



2.0 Literature Review

2.1 Processes of Lake Formation

Lakes and their basins have been formed in many different ways, from catastrophic events

such as landslides, earthquakes, volcanic activity and even meteorites; to more gradual

processes such as wind and water erosion, acting selectively on different types of terrain.

For many years, scholars have attempted to classify lakes according to their origin, using

very different approaches. Davis (1882) adopted a formal classification of the processes

which may produce lake basins, grouping them as constructive, destructive or obstructive.

Hutchinson (1957) felt this classification tended to "obscure the regional grouping of

lakes". The catasuophic origin of lakes during ice ages or periods of intense tectonic, or

volcanic activity, implies a localized distribution of lake basin types, so lakes tend to be

grouped into lake districts Hutchinson (1957). The concept of lake districts is the most

useful means of broadly classifying lakes, and the specific process by which any one lake

basin may have been formed, is a means of further distinguishing a basin within a given

lake district.

In addition to his classification of lake types, Davis (1882) also emphasized the contrast

between the immature landscape with an abundance of lakes, and the relatively lakeless

mature landscape. This distinction is important because it calls attention to the

impermanence of lakes. Natural environments ffe continuously changing, although on a

human time scale they can remain much the same, if left undisturbed. All lakes a¡e destined

to become shallow as their basins are fitled in with sediment. Prairie lakes in Manitoba are

naturally nutrient en¡iched because they are situated in productive land so they are likely to

evolve more quickly through progressive stages of development. Due to the complexity of

interrelationships within ecosystems the human impact on lakes was apparent long before it

was understood and could be effectively minimized.

t2



2.1.1 Glaciation

On the North American continent lakes have been formed in vast numbers by glaciation.

The immense number of small lakes produced by glacial activity is a quite exceptional

phenomenon (Flutchinson 1957). During the Pleistocene glaciations 10,000 years ago, ice

sheets of comparable size to what now exist over Greenland and Antarctica blanketed the

northern hemisphere. The movement of glaciers across large areas of what is now

southern Manitoba, created the present landscape. The action of glaciers in mountainous

areas may produce forms quite different to those of ice sheets in regions of more mature

and gentle relief (Hutchinson 1957). In either case lakes may be produced but the way in

which this happens may be quite different, and the resulting basins may have such diverse

forms that throughout their entire histories their character will reflect this difference in

origin (Hutchinson 1957).

Gull Lake fits into a category of lakes that have been formed by the melting of ice as

glaciers receded from the area. This process is illustrated in figure 2.1. Large deposits of

sand and gravel surrounding the lake a¡e believed to be outwash deposits (Charron 1975),

which are formed by the fluvial action of melt water from glaciers spreading layers of

sorted material across depressions and valleys. (See figure 2.2 for a map of sand and

gravel deposits and topographic high points). Large blocks of ice would occasionally

become detached from the receding ice sheets and left immobilized while they continued to

melt. In cases where outwash material has enveloped or surrounded these icebergs,

depressions called kettles have been left behind.

Hutchinson (1957) lists five variations of glacially formed lakes which he refers to as

Types 35 through 39. Gull Lake is probably most similar to Type 38; lakes in kettles

within the till of continentat ice sheets. Till is the most widespread deposit left by I

glaciation, consisting of unstratif,red stony blue-grey or brown clay, reaching thicknesses of

more rhan sixty metres (Sparks 1972). The Selkirk map area is distinguished by nine
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ropographic high points (figure 2.2) composed primarily of three till lenses (Charon

197s).

Figure 2. I Formation of various types of Kettle Lakes.; d, rereadng continental ice, with outwash

plain conøining stagnant ice blocks. B, l¿kes formed in ounvash and in till by by melting ice blocks,

and as inegulariry in ground moraine (after Zumberge). (Source: Hutchinson, E. Treatise on

Limnology 1957)

The thicknesses of till betow the high points are generally in excess of sixty metres.

Gull Lake is located on high point number 3 (see figure 2.2, and figure 3.2 for a profile

of the basin). The colour and texture of the till is dependent on the terrain through

which the ice sheets passed. Deposits of till a¡e normally of minor relief but they may

be diversified by kettles (Sparks L972). Many small lakes occupy kettles with their

shape and size extremely variable, rangrng from dozens of metres to several kilometres

across ([Iutchinson L957). Generally the smaller ones have simple relief and

uncomplicated shore line development, having been formed by the action of only one

mass of glacial ice (tlutchinson 1957). Gull Lake is probably a simplified kenle lake

basin, oval in shape, with a shallow, uniform depth. Sand and gravel around the lake

may be rhe remnants of moraines piled up by the action of glaciers before they melted. '

Moraines are unstratified deposis of rocþ debris caused by the movement of glaciers

and, like till, they are composed of unsorted material.
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Figure 2.2 Mry of sand and gravel deposits; topographic high points; and flowing and
non-flowing wells. Source J-E. Charron, A Hydrogeological Study of the Selkirk
Are¿Manitoba 197 5
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2.1.2 Lake Basin T)¡pes and their Sources of Water

The supply of water for a lake must come from at least one of the following sources: 1)

precipitation,2) rivers or streams, 3) groundwater seepage in through the lake bed, and

4) discrete gtoundwater springs. The relative imporunce of these sources for any

given lake is variable. It is probable that lakes exist in which nearly all the water enters

by just one of these sources (Flutchinson 1957). A major distinction can be made

between seepage lakes which are fed by precipitation and groundwater, and drainage

lakes which are recharged and discharged primarily by rivers or streams. Lake basins

may also be either open or closed with ttre latter type losing water only to evaporation.

Most seepage lakes, in this sense, are almost certainly open basins (Flutchinson 1957),

since they are subject to considerable groundwater flux through the lake bed.

Seeoase Lakes

Seepage lakes can occur in both open and closedl basins, but are generally associated with

highly permeable gtacial drift soils (Stephenson l9lL) that would permit significant

shallow subsurface inflow into a basin, subject to topography. Seepage lakes are spring

fed or groundwater fed, generally with insignificant direct surface inflow or outflow

(Stephenson 1971). Gult Lake is likely an open basin seepage lake. In a typical year it will

receive 520 mm. of precipitation, which translates into 615,000 cu.m. of precipitation

directly on the lake surface; 1,050,000 cu.m.of precipitation on the watershed of which

430,000 cu.m.becomes runoff to the lake and 620,000 cu.m. is used by vegetation; annual

lake evaporation of 600,000 to 750,000 cu.m.; and an apparent net outflow of

approximately 800,000 cu.m. per year calculated from the yearly change in lake volume.

Net outflow is composed of two major unknown factors in the lake's water budget:

seepage inflow and seepage outflow. Total inflows using the figures above are 
,

1 The word "closed" is used by Stephenson to describe lakes with no in-flowing or out-flowing streams, but

which may lose water by seepage; whereas Hutchinson uses the word "closed" to refer to lakes that lose

waær by evaporation only.
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1,045,000 cu.m. (615,000 + 430,000) and total yearly outflows from known sources

(lake evaporation) of say 650,000. The difference (1,045,000- 650,000) indicates a

surplus of water each year of 395,000 cu.m. which is equivalent to a gain in lake

volume of l}Vo per year. In reality the lake volume has declined by an average of

75,000 cu.m. per year since its peak volume n t97417 5' If the inflows and outflows

are estimated correctly the difference between the expected gain in lake volume and the

actual loss can only be accounted for by an apparent surplus of seepage out of the lake

over seepage into the lake, hereafter refered to as net outflow.

This apparent loss of water from the lake suggests that it is an open basin with some

porrion of the lake basin being naturally permeable. Seepage is probably confined to

the upper part of the basin otherwise the lake could not exist as it is, perched on a high

point. Unforrunately relatively linle is known about the behavior of groundwater which

imposes limitations on explaining and predicting changes in lake level. Without actual

field measurements the magnitude and influence of subsurface flows remains

unknown. Some generalizations are possible based on the literature of other watershed

studies where these type of data have been gathered.
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2.2 Groundwater V/ithin Lake Environments

Fluctuations of the lake level are a response to the local groundwater table around it,

which in turn is connected to a larger regional groundwater table underneath it. Several

comments made by Stephenson (1971) are parricularly relevant to any discussion of

Gull Lake water levels. He states:

Two areas of concern for any lake type include its quality and quantity, or stage

flake level]. For seepage lakes these aspects have special significance due to the

absence of surface-water inflow to such a lake. Thus stage is directly related to

water table fluctuations and is not readily manipulated.

Most small lakes not in rock basins are sepamted from the groundwater by a seal which

represents the initial deposition of clay and very fine silt that has settled out of the lake

during its early stages of development (Broughton 1941, Hutchinson lg57). This seal

not only permits the lake to retain water regardless of seasonal variations in

groundwater level, but also results in considerable chemical differences beween

groundwater and lake water (Flutchinson 1957). There are at least two ways to

determine how well the Gull Lake basin is sealed; first, a comparative analysis of lake

water and groundwater chemisnry to check for differences, and second, charting the

elevations and fluctuations over time of the lake relative to the adjacent groundwater.

The frst alternative has never been done, although it would be relatively easy to

incorporate into a water quality monitoring progaT. The second alternative has been

done at one site by the Water Resources Branch using data from the observation well

and manually recorded data from a lake level gauge shown in figure 3.1. The level in

the observation well and the lake level follow each other closely (see hydrograph in

pocket). It is possible that the well is too close to the lake to reflect the true water table. '

The prevalence of sand and gravel around the lake means it is likely that the lake and the

gfound water adjacent to it will always tend to be similar. A well located further away
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from the lake would probably display a different correlation. The diagram in figure 2.3

is adapted from a theoretical example used by Winter (1981b). It depicts a lake and its

associated water table. Note that in figure 2.3 only the water table itself is shown, not

the land surface. The arrows indicate the direction of water flow as they subside from

the mounds in the water table. The point marked with an "S" is a stagnation point

where flows of water from opposite directions meet and diverge. The heavy lines

Figure 2.3 Theoretical diagram of local and regional water tables, adapted from a diagram by Winær

(1981a)

Sediments below the lake impede the escape of water but seepage could still occur from

nea¡ shore areas that are more permeable. Winter's originat series of diagrams explain

that regardless of the permeability of the basin, seepage is more dependent on the

gloundwater conditions. If the hydraulic pressure under the lake, influenced in part by

the water table mounds, is greater than the pressure exerted by the height of the water

column in the lake there will be a net gain of water in ttre lake due to groundwater flows ,

in through the bed.

't9
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Where the shore is not significantty elevated above the lake, shallow subsurface water

can flow out of the lake. Such a situation exists at the north end of the Gull Lake basin

adjacent to the weir where the shoreline relief is low. Water can leave the lake as

shallow groundwater through the permeable surface deposits. The lake can be

characterized as a seepage lake but during high water years drainage of excess water, at

or near the surface, into the forest at the north end gives it some characteristics of a

drainage lake type.

2.2.1 The Importance of Groundwater in Water Resource Planning

The evaluation of lakes as they are related to groundwater flow systems is of special

concern prior to efficient planning and development of recreational areas (Stephenson

1971,>. ln most cases the quantity of ground water inflow and ouflow are unknown

and they are assumed to have little significance in the water budget (Crowe, Franklin

and Schwartz l98I). Because groundwater flow nea¡ lakes has been poorly

understood, its discussion in water or nutrient balance studies is often limited (Winter

l97l). The implications of subsurface flow in this study remain theoretical due to an

absence of actual data for groundwater. The collection of more detailed hydrologic data

for the watershed would $eatly facilitate the evaluation of future development and

enhancement proposals.

The significance of groundwater in most small watersheds tends to be overlooked.

Winter (1971) describes the interaction between lakes and groundwater as "the most

elusive factor of all". Its role in the water balance is complex and, unlike precipitation

and evaporation, is not confined to watershed boundaries. The geology and

topography of small drainage basins is often less complicated than large ones, bener

lending themselves to practical and theoretical studies (Tóth 1963). Nevertheless,

attempts to define groundwater are generally made only for large basin watersheds of

greater economic interest.
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2.2.2 Groundwater Monitoring

Groundwater motion in a given a.rea can not be conceived of as generally known until

certain characteristics of the flow system involved are well defined, the most important

of which are: the location and extent of recharge and discharge areas, the direction and

velocity of flow at any given point in the region, and the depths of the flow systems

Cfóth 1963). The importance of consistent, long-term monitoring of groundwater is

apparent from the literature. Field observations made while t ytng to define

groundwater flow patterns, can be misleading since the observed phenomenon relating

to flow systems may be due to different causes in different situations (Tóth 1963).

Winter (198lb) cautions against errors that can result when point data are taken as

representative of general conditions. Groundwater recharge is variable in time and

space, depending on the thickness and permeability of the unsaturated zone through

which infiltrating moves. The complex and transient groundwater flow systems that

result, have a significant impact on contiguous surface water (Winter 1983).

Definine Groundwater Flows in Glacial Till Basins

The flow of water within the saturated zone of till areas is extremely variable and the

higher the topographic relief, the greater is the importance of the local flow systems

Tórh (1963). Greater relief produces greater water table mounds which influence the

local flow direction and intensity. In the previous section several authors indicated the

uncertainty of ascertainin g groundwaterÄake level rel ationship s especially Winter

(1981b and 1983), who suggests that one observation well adjacent to a lake shore is

insufficient for defining groundwater flow adjacent to lakes. Without an adequate

knowledge of groundwater, seepage can not be adequately defrned and neither can the

feasibility of water engineering projects for lake restoration. While little is currently

known about Gull Lake the data base could be easily and quickly improved using

standard hydrologic observation techniques. Depending on the type of constntction,
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existing wells can be used to monitor gloundwater levels on a basin wide scale as paft

of a program to determine the effect of groundwater on surface water bodies.

Piezometer nests can also be easily installed for the same purpose.

Piezometer Nests

A piezometer is a simple device consisting of a transparent tube with a perforated tip

that can be installed manually, or by power auger, in shallow parts of lakes or on land.

They can be installed at any depttr up to at least wenty metres. Once installed it will

measure the hydrautic head at that point. The common procedure is to install several

piezometers grouped together in nests, each at different depths. Williams and

Farvolden (1967) demonsrated with piezometer nests at various sites, in northeastern

Illinois, that hydraulic potential does not increase uniformly through till after a

precipitation event. Differences in the response of hydraulic potential at different sites

after precipitation were attributed to paths of high permeability within glacial till. These

paths in the till, called joints, permit water to move peripherally through the till at

different rates relative to the surrounding till. This suggests that underground aquifers

normally confined by relatively impermeable till may be selectively recharged if they are

connected to joints of higher conductivity. The effect of these joints in till would be to

enhance the ability of till to transmit water into or out of a lake basin and to increase the

variability of the flow through space. The presence of joints below the unsa¡¡rated

zone would increase the infiltration rate of precipitation (Williams and Farvolden 1967),

altering the runoff potential to nearby lakes and affecting the recharge and yield of

aquifers.

2.2.3 Groundwater Modelling

Theoretical models to describe groundwater flow were used by Winter (1981b and I

1983) to predict the extent of seepage from lakes. The models can be useful as

predictive tools if they are applied judiciously to actual watersheds. \ü/inter (1983)
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concluded that local recharge of groundwater does not always occur where it is

commonly assumed to and, for lakes situated in permeable media i.e., sand and gravel

deposits, it is conceivable that local recharge could cause a hydraulic head dam (a zone

of higher water pressure due to the pressure exerted by a water table mound) that is

sufficiently large to prevent seepage from a lake. Seepage would eventually occur in

after the mound has dissipated. Winters (1983) analysis highlights the complications

of designing field studies to assess the interaction of lakes and groundwater. Even

several wells in the vicinity of a lake (as are commonly relied on) are probably not

sufficient to define the interaction (Winter 1983).

Figure 2.4 depicts a lake situated between two high points of land, one higher than the

other. The division between regional and local flow systems is shown similar to figure

2.3. Seepage may occur from the left side of the lake bed if the hydraulic pressure at

the stagnation point "S" (expressed in metres above sea level) is higher than the lake

level. Hydraulic pressure at "S" depends on the amount of precipitation recharging

local groundwater, the slope of the hydraulic gladients (not shown) and the slope of the

water table near the lake, on the downgradient side of the basin.
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Figure 2.4 Regional and local groundwater flow systems associated with a lake. Adapted from

Winær (1981b). Lake Ievel is at 230 meres ASL Shaded upper portion is the unsaturated zone,

unshaded lower portion is groundwater.

The identification of all losses of water is critical for accurately defining the water

balance of lakes. Precipitation and evaporation components can be estimated within

reasonable margins of emor but the measurement of groundwater presents problems.

Although direct monitoring is preferable, groundwater is often measured indirectly as a

residual amount to save time and money. Williams (1968) assessed the flow of

groundwater in three small glacial till basins (basin A, B, and E) containing marshes

rather than lakes. The area and slope of the basins varied, the largest being

approximately two square kilometres. Comparison of hydrographs derived from

piezometer nests, precipitation data, and the level of marshes in these basins indicated

that the effect of precipitation on the marshes was variable. Williams explained this

variability through differentials in hydraulic conductivity ofjoints in the till and by

temporal va¡iation of rainfatl. During prolonged dry periods the marshes in two of the

basins were discharge areas; that is, they consumed water, either by direct open water

evaporation or evapo.transpiration from the aquatic vegetation. During heavy rain these
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two marshes changed from discharge areas to temporary recharge areas, recharging the

groundwater. The marsh in the third basin remained a discharge zone depleting

groundwater throughout the season.

Overall conclusions were that depressions in some till basins (containing in this case

marshes) behave as groundwater sinks a majority of the time, whereas others are more

often recharge areas for groundwater. Precipitation intensity, basin area, and basin

slope are significant factors in determining whether till basins change from recharge to

discharge areas (Williams 1968). The significance of this research for lakes in till

basins is that; like marshes, they can act as either as sinks by consuming groundwater,

or recharge areas that replenish groundwater. Whether Gull Lake is primarily a

groundwater sink or a recharge area needs to be conf,rrmed.

The remainder of this chapter deals with three major areas on which this snrdy has

focused. The first is the water balance, the second is eutrophication, which is the

natural aging process that gradually transforms lakes into more enriched and productive

ecosystems, and the third area of focus deals with approaches for managing aquatic

environments that might be appropriate for Gull Lake.
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2.3 The Water Balance

An understanding of the volumes and pattern of flow of water in and around a lake is

important Nutrient budgets are of primary importance in lake restoration projects but

strictly hydrological information is also required for improved prediction and

assessment of rehabilitation techniques. The calculation of a water balance is

necessary, not only for an understanding of the hydrology that governs a lake, but for

understanding how the transfer of nutrients in a basin is affected by the flow of water.

One objective of this study was to define the water balance for Gull Lake.

Small scale resea¡ch or enhancement work has been undertaken interminently at least as

early as the 1930's. These efforts focused on specific issues such as fish die-offs or

the control of swimmers itch. Davidson's (1973) study of management approaches has

been the only attempt at devising an integrated basin management plan for the lake and

Beck's Trophic Study of Gull Lake (1986), completed with the assistance of cottagers,

has been the most comprehensive and intensive study of water quality to date.

Although the Trophic Study (1986) included quantification of the main hydrologic

factors affecting the nutrient cycle, this study focused in more detail on the hydrologic

processes affecting the lake in order to assess the feasibility of pumping water into the

lake. Analysis of the water balance provides new information for management options

forrestoring the lake to its former condition and provides lake users with a broader

information base with which to promote wise and òustainable use of the lake.

Water quality and lake level are directly affected by the hydrologic cycle. By def,rnition

it has no beginning or end, but it is convenient to think of precipitation as the primary

input to the system. The flrst step is to define the bounda¡ies of the hydrologic system

affecting the lake. The area within the bounda¡ies is the watershed or catchment area

(the Gull Lake watershed is shown in figure 1.4). The next step is to define and
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quantify the distinct components of the water balance. These are described below.

Losses of Water - Evaporation. Transpiration and Interception

On a broad geographic scale there are no losses of water in the hydrologic cycle since

water lost by one process is gained through another. For localized areas it is true that

for short time periods, losses of water due to evaporation or transpiration may not be

offset by precipitation.

2.3.1 Lake Evaooration

Evaporation is one of the ways by which the temperature of a body of water is

regulated so that biological processes within that water body can be maintained. It

occurs wherever there is a difference in moisture between two adjacent locations such

as the lake and the air above it. Evaporation from the lake surface, known as lake

evaporation can entail a considerable loss of water from lakes and can easily surpass the

volume of precipitation. The three conditions necessary for evaporation from a free

water surface are: energy input, a vapour pressue gradient between the lake surface

and the atmosphere, and the circulation of air at the water's surface @unne and

Leopold 1973). Since evaporation depends on solar radiation, its variability is often a

function of geographic latirude, season, time of day and cloudiness (Dunne and

Leopold 1978).

The morphological cha¡acteristics of water bodies, such as volume, depth, and surface

area will also affect the rate of evaporation. Solar radiation is initially absorbed by

lakes without significant evaporation until the water heats to a temperatue at which

evaporation will occur more readily. If a lake is deep and cold this process will take

longer than in shallow warmer ones. There is little change in net amount of energy

received annually by a lake, even though on a monthly basis it can vary widely @unne

and Leopold 1978). The warming effect of the sun is more rapid in shallow lakes so
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evaporation would tend to commence sooner in Gull Lake which has an average depth

of 3.2 metres.

The rate of evaporation is directly proportional to the difference in vapour pressure

between the water surface and the atmosphere directly above, therefore wind blowing

across a lake surface will accelerate the rate of evaporation by replacing the humid air

and increasing the vapour pressure gradient between the air and the water. It follows

that there should be an inverse relationship bet'ween evaporation rates and the size of a

lake since the exchange of air across small lakes is greater, as is the vapour pressure

defîcit (Dunne and læopold 1978).

Measurine Evaporation

The standard technique for measuring evaporation from open water surfaces is by the

use of an evaporation pan. There are four types of pans, which produce a range of

estimates acceptably close to the actual evaporation rate. Errors in estimating

evaporation can be quite high for short time periods, but are within acceptable margins

over periods of a month or more. The essential design is a circular galvanized metal tub

ten inches to two feet deep and three to six feet wide. They can be floated on a lake,

dug into the ground, or mounted above the ground on a palette with air circulating

underneath. The change in water level in the pan is measured daily and precipitation is

recorded by an adjacent rain gage. The difference in the daily levels, with corrections

made for precipitation, is the apparent evaporation fiom the pan. The rate of

evaporation from a pan is greater than for lakes so a coefficient is applied to the pan

data to determine the equivalent lake evaporation (these coefficients are based on a

complex formula and vary between .6 an .8 according to the type of pan). The class A

pan, mounted above ground, is most commonly used because it is more stable than ¡

floating pans, has a stable evaporation coefficient, provides more data, does not collect

as much dirr and debris and is the easiest to install (Chow 1964). Experimental
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evidence from many parts of the world indicates that.7 is the appropriate coefficient for

class A pans (Ward 1967 b). Class A pan data is measured at six sites in the province

and the data are published in various formats. This data can be applied satisfactorily to

most lakes especially if they are in close proximity to a weather station.

2.3.2 Interception

A certain percentage of rainfall is evaporated back into the arnosphere from the surface

of vegetation and other cover types, never reaching the ground, where it would be used

by vegetation, contribute to runoff, or percolate into the groundwater. Interception of

rainfall by dense vegetation prevents rain from falling directly on the soil. This

dramatically reduces soil erosion but may increase the proportion of rainfall lost to

evaporation. A light rainshower falling during warm weather conditions could

ttreoretically be completely intercepted by forest cover resulting in no net contribution to

runoff or groundwater. The contribution of rainfall under such conditions is limited to

what falls directly on the lake. The volume of water on the wetted surfaces of leaves

and branches is called interception storage, and the quantity of this storage depends on

the characteristics and density of the vegetation. Interception storage evaporates,

during and after a rainfall. Even during rainstorms when the atmosphere is very

humid, evaporative losses are appreciable because the total area of wetted leaf surfaces

is large @unne and Leopold 1978).

Precipitation must also penetrate the leaf litter layer that covers the ground before it can

enter the mineral soil below and contribute to soil moisture or ground water. Helvey

(1967) has estimated that anywhere from2.5 percent to 4 percent of gross precipitaúon

is intercepted by the litter layer depending on its organic composition @unne and

Leopold 1978).

Generally lower atnospheric temperatures in rural areas would result in less
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evaporation during rainfall events compared with urban areas, although the dense

natural canopy of jacþine and birch, covering much of the Gull Lake watershed, could

result in greater interception of rainfall, causing a higher evaporation loss.

A knowledge of the species composition and density of vegetation and other cover

characteristics is necessary to estimate interception of rainfatl. Coefficiens applicable

to general conditions are also available, where field analysis is not practical, though the

inclusion of such detail in the analysis of water related problems at Gull Lake was not

feasible.

2.3.3 Evapo-transpiration

The term evapc.transpiration is used to describe the combined evaporative loss of

intercepted rainfall and water transpired by vegetation and trees. The two factors are

difficult to separate so they are treated as one component and catled evapo-'transpiration

@T). There is a further distinction between actuol and potential evapo'transpiration.

Evapo-transpiration seldom reaches is potential rate in actual field conditions because

soil moisture is limited and generally below the capacity of vegetation to use it.

The difference between rainfall and runoff is largely explained by evapo-transpiration

@unne and Leopold 1978). Once water is withdrawn from the soil by a tree or plant, it

is ultimately lost to ttre atmosphere by evaporation through pores on the leaf surface

called stomata. Transpiration is highly dependent on numerous factors such as air

temperature, relative humidity, soil moisture, soil porosity, and solar intensity. Over

short periods of time these factors are critical in the water balance because, as they

fluctuate, they strongly influence the flow of water through the unsaturated zone

determining how much reaches the lake. On an annual basis it is fairly accurate to 
,

apply the average rate reducing the potential for error.
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Actual vs Potential Evapo-tran spiration

A standard text þook coeffrcient for ET was used. Tables devised for estimating

potenrial ET allow the researcher to calculate this coefficient based on the biological and

physical characteristics of the study area- The coefficient is then applied to precipitation

data to determine the consumption of water. ET has been intensively studied but it is

inherently difFrcult to define accurately due to the numerous variables which affect it, so

actual rates are seldom practical to calculate. Potential rates were used instead.

2.3.4 kecioitation

Studies which require estimates of precipitation sometimes have access to data recorded

within the area of interest, but more often weather stations outside the study area are the

only source of data. In either case a method for converting the point data (preferably

from several gauging sites) to areal averages must be used. The three common

methods of determining areal averages for precipitation are the arithmetic mean,

Thiessen polygon method and the isohyetal method (Winter 1981a). Each method

produces stightly different, but comparable, results.

Thiessen polygons are often employed because they are easily applied and produce

relatively accurate results. The a¡ea of interest is divided into polygons each with a

weather station at its centre. The watershed is superimposed over the polygon network

and the fractions of each polygon covered, are used to compute a weighted average for

precipitation. In this way precipitation recorded atthe stations with the greatest

percentage of their polygons in the watershed, will be weighted more heavily. This

technique requires a large enough watershed to span several polygons, and was not

suitable for the small Gull Lake watershed of only four squale kilometres.

Most preferable is the isohyetal method because it addresses some of the limitations of

the Thiessen polygon terhnique, but it was not readily applicable to the study area either
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because of the large ungauged area surrounding the lake. The notable absence of

stâtions near the lake makes it impossible to draw accurate isohyets through the region

where the lake is located. Apart from a weather station installed in 1Ð1 at Stead,

Manitoba (which operates from May to September only), and Grand Beach which

operated for only a few months in total, no recording weather stations have ever been

located near Gull Lake. In fact the lake is located in the centre of an area 3800 km 2,

where no yearly weather observations are recorded.

A simple arithmetical average technique was adopted instead. Data from seven stations

nearest the lake was compiled for the period 1972-91, including Beausejour, Gimli,

Great Falls, Pinawa, Pine Falls, Selkirk, and Brokenhead (from 1981-84).

Sources of Error in Estimating Precipitation

Several factors affect the accuracy of rain gauge measurements which are impornnt to

consider in the inteqpretation of precipitation data. Rain gauges were being used more

than 2000 years ago, but in spite of this, it is still not possible to measure the amount of

precipitation falling at a point on the earth's surface to a known degree of accuracy

(WMO 1973>. The essence of the problem of rainfall measurement is the rapid change

in precipitation over both space and time (Bunoughs 1990). Actual on-site

measurements are always preferable to measurements from weather stations further

away because of the extreme areal variability of precipitation. This variability is

observable over small or large areas, and even data recorded on-site and extrapolated to

an entire watershed, can be in error. The degree of error can be quite high for

individual rainfall events but declines substantially for longer periods of time. A

network of rain gauges produces the most reliable estimates of precipitation, especially

over large areas. After a review of selected literature on the relative accuracy and ¡

precision of different types of rain gauges, V/inter ( 198 1 a) concluded that wind is the

major source of variation in rain gauge data. Other sources of variation were
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attributable to the style of the gauge, its height above the ground, and general exposure.

In general, sampling errors (of precipitation data) tend to decrease as the gauge network

density is increased and as the duration of precipitation and size of the study area are

increased (Winter 198 1a).

Figure 2.5 "North Shore" of Gull Lake looking south from public access area.; Note vegetaúon

encroachment on beach. A trial installation of an AES rain Gauge is visible as a small whiæ object,
in centre of photo. Observation well is 20m to the left of edge of frame. Photo taken September, 1991

2.3.5 The Runoff Cycle:

The runoffcycle described by Hoyt(1942) is comprised of five phaseswhich are

influenced by topography, geology, vegetation, land use, and climatic factors. Each

phase is a state of being for any given area determining its response to rainfall and

runoff.
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Phase 1 is the rainless period preceding a rainfall event when groundwater is subsiding

at some rate governed by the permeability of the ground. Vy'ater infiltrates much faster

through sand and grcvel than glacial till, and till is more permeable than pure clay. The

Gull Lake basin contains layers of all three of these materials but their location,

thickness and extent are not precisely lnown except where deep wells have been

drilled.

Phase 2 occurs during the initial period of rain. Some rain falls on the lake itself and

contributes directty to its volume, some is intercepted by the forest canopy, some

infiltrates the soil directly or is retained in small surface depressions, and some

evaporates into the atmosphere or is transpired by vegetation. There is linle or no

runoff during phase 2 except on bare impervious surfaces.

The occurrence of Phase 3 depends on the duration of the rainfall. It is associated with

surface runoff which occurs when the rate of rainfall exceeds the rate of infilration.

When enough rain has infiltrated to fill the zone of aeration (the unsaturated zone above

the water table), it can no longer move downwards to be stored as shallow groundwater

so it moves laterally in the form of subsurface runoff flowing toward lower elevations

and eventually into lakes and rivers. After frost has left the ground there would be a

rapid increase in groundwater recharge accompanied by an equivalent decrease in

surface runoff. Groundwater adjacent to Gull Lake rises dramatically each spring by as

much as 0.6 metres in only a few days.

Phase 4 is reached when all natural storage capacity has been exhausted. The

infiltration rate of the rainwater will approach the rate of water movement through the

zone of aeration (which is now satuated). If the rain continues to fall the water table

will rise until groundwater has been fully recharged; all rain after this point becomes

surface runoff. This condition is rarely ever reached but is sometimes observed in flat
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sw¿ìmpy areas after periods of heavy and prolonged rainfall (Chow 1964).

Phase 5 begins immediately after rainfall has stopped and it ends with the start of phase

1, when groundwater and runoff begin to subside. The latter phases, particularly phase

4, are not always reached. For example, if phase 2 rainfall abruptly ended then the

cycle would start again at phase 1 and the volume of rainfall would not have been

suffrcient to recharge groundwater.

2.4 Case Studies in Lake Resea¡ch

At a certain stage in the development of natural areas for human use, the need to

re-develop or enhance the area to suit the changing needs of users will eventually arise.

Before this is done there are usually questions that must be answered. This can be the

first realization that more information is needed to make decisions which are intended to

improve conditions for human use. It may be permissible to make decisions despite a

lack of sufficient information if they a.re not expected to adversely affect the area or its

potential uses. It is not practical to implement intensive studies of every area that is

directly or indirectly subjected to human impacts. As an alternative, data generated by

studies of hydrology, ecology and meteorology in representative areas can often be

applied to areas with no existing data base. The following section outlines examples of

some of these areas which are being intensively studied to provide information which

can be used predict development impacts in other areas.

Mirror Lake and its V/atershed

An extensive and comprehensive study of Mirror Lake, New Hampshire was begun in

the early 1980's as an extension of a sn¡dy on a larger upstream watershed, ongoing

since 1955 by rhe U.S. Forest Sewice. With reference to Mirror Lake, Likens (1985)

commented on the need for comprehensive ecosystem research as follows:

Attempts to understand or manage environmental problems are usually based on
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information pieced together from studies isolated in time, sp,ace, or habitat. This
approach ignores important functional; linkages whichare vital to narural ecosystems.
Thê purpose of the Mirror Lake Study was to evaluate historical and present day
linkages between the atmosphere and terrestrial and aquatic components comprising the
Miror Lake watershed-ecosystem (Likens 1 9 8 5).

Table 2.1 below outlines the type of data that has been gathered since 1955

Table2.7

Average Annual Hydrologic Budget for Watersheds 1-6 of the Hubbard Brook

Experi Forest Durine 1956 to 1980 (uu numbers in millimetres)

I C"ttuin watersheds subjected to experimental Eeatment a¡e not included in the data after disturbance.

Sou¡ce (Likens 1985, Table tr B-2)

Precipitation is measured in the Hubbard Brook valley, where Mirror Lake is situated,

by a series of rain gauges, one for every thirteen hectares of watershed, and two near

the lake. The Thiessen polygon method is used to calculate rainfall distribution over

each watershed including Mirror Lake. Hydrologic measurements have been recorded

for the whole valley by the U.S. Forest Service since 1955. From this record it has

been determined that 131.1 cm. of precipitation falls on the experimental watersheds.

Precipitation on the MirorLake watershed is 1215 mm., of which 821 mm. (63

percent) becomes streamflow and 490 mm. (37 percent) is lost through evapo'

transpiration (Likens 1985). The range of variation in the table above is different for

each component. Evapo-transpiration is quite stable from year to ye¿ìr while ¡

precipitation and streamflow vary more than two-fold. Because annual evapo'

transpiration is so constant from year to year, the amount of streamflow is highly and

MEAN

STD Deviation

Vo of Total

414-537951-1857 s01-1361
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directly correlated with precipitation (Likens 1985). Evapo-transpiration noted at

Mirror Lake is probably close to the potential rate having a standard deviation of only

6.5 mm. out of a total of 490 mm. whereas in Manitoba ET is limited to actual rates

somewhat less than the potential. Trees and vegetation can only use what is available.

If soil moisture is depleted plants will use less water. Soil moisture depletion resulting

in stress to crops, is a reality in Manitoba and Saskatchewan. According to Ash (1991)

average evaporation during the growing season at Gimli (May 1- Aug. 8-20) since

l972,is 260.4 mm. (26.04 cm.) while the average growing season precipitation is

214.1mm. (21.41 cm.) indicating that evaporation, on average, exceeded precipitation

by 46.3 mrn. or 4.63 cm. A simila¡ moisture deficit can be observed in the Gull Lake

hydrograph between June through September each year, when there is a gradual but

steady decline in lake and groundwater levels. Annual precipitation at Mirror lake is

1311 mm. per year, 2.6 times the amount received annually at Gull Lake. Precipitation

in southern Manitoba averages 500 mm. per year.
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2.5 Water Oualit),

Assessments of the causes of lake deterioration and the success of management and

resroration pdects are based on nutrient budgets (Winter 1981a). The nutrient budget

of a lake is fundamental to the interaction between terrestrial and aquatic environments.

The watershed and the airshed surounding a lake deliver nutrients, including

phosphorus, nitrogen, and carbon, to aquatic ecosystems according to a balanced

nutrient budget. In the long term, nutrients are removed from sites of accumulation

within terrestrial systems and transported to less accessible sites in lacustrine or marine

sediments (Likens and Bormann 1974). Forests and other areas under natural

vegetation would be examples of sites of accumulation. There is a gradual downslope

movement, by water, of dissolved nutrients and particulate matter from higher to lower

elevations. Lakes retard this downhill movement of detritus by storing matter in the

sediment layer as lacustrine deposits. Under natural conditions erosion and deposition

of material is kept to a minimum by the biologic structure of the ecosystem and changes

in a lake will occur very gradually. Uncontrolled human exploitation of an ecosystem

inevitably disrupts the balanced nutrient budget resulting in increased erosion,

accelerated eutrophication, and rapid changes to the physical character of the land and

water. Successful rehabilitation of damaged lakes addresses these imbalances with

measures that restore the balance of nutrients.

2.5.1 Eutrophication

Eutrophication is a term used to describe the progressive enrichment of aquatic

environments with nutrients. It is a natural process that is associated with the

accumulation of sediments in a lake basin and increased biologic activity (Sze 1986).

The process is accelerated by the presence of human activity near a lake which often

results in dramatic increases in nutrient discharges directly or indirectly into a lake.
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Elevation of the Gull Lake basin above the agricultural plain to the east and south, and

the absence of surface streams into the lake eliminates the hazard of non-point sources

of pollution. However, a perched lake with a small watershed is more sensitive to

pollution from within the \¡/atershed because the water exchange rate is slower. The

residence time for nutrients within seepage lakes may be greater than comparably sized

drainage lakes [that are connected to a network of streams] (Stephenson 1971). Gull

Lake probably has a lower tolerance for increased nutrient loads than other small lakes

which are fed by surface water i.e., d¡ainage lakes. Lakes, Streams, swamps, and

marshes embedded within the terrestrial landscape have a variety of linkages for energy

and nutrient exchange with the terrestrial ecosystems surrounding them (I-ikens and

Bormann 1974). Disturbances to the natural flux of nutrients can grossly accelerate

ecosystem output in the form of algae and weeds. Such disturbances are conveyed by

the downhill flow of water which will carry any available excess nutrients. The

immediate ecosystem response [to nutrient inputs] is increased photosynthesis, plant

growth and algae which leads to increased productivity at all levels of the food chain up

to and including fish (Vallentyne 1974). This process may or may not be desirable

depending on the intended use of the water body.

2.5.2 The Role of Phosphorus

No other element in fresh water ecosystems has been studied as intensively as

phosphorus and its associated ecological impacts. In comparison to the rich natural

supply of other major nutritional and structural components of biological systems

(carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur), phosphorus is least abundant and most

commonly limits biological productivity (Wezel 1983).

The effects of eutrophication, in terms of recreation, drinking water supply and

aesttretics; are generally unwanted, whereas effects on fish production may or may not

be desirable depending on the extent to which fish [such as carp] that thrive under
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eutrophic conditions are needed as food (Vallentyne 1974). In affluent regions such as

North America, where lakes and rivers are appreciated for their recreational potential

and aesthetic qualities eutrophication is a problem because it detracts from those

qualities.

2.5.3 Trophic States

Eutrophication takes place in nearly all lakes, however the rate at which it occurs varies

gIeatly. Lakes are but a temporary feature of the landscape in geologic tetms. Their

ultimate fate is to become filled with sediment and replaced by forests or grasslands

(Vallentyne 1974). Confusion [over the terrn eutrophication] occurs because

historically it has been applied not only to process, but to describe types of water

(Rosenburg and Freedman 1985, 3:239). Th¡ee types of water are often named to

describe the rophic status of lakes. At one extreme are oligorophic waters which are

often relatively young lakes with deep basins. At the other extreme are eutrophic lakes

which a¡e nutrient rich and may support extensive algal growths during the summer

(Sze 1986). Waters that are intermediate between oligonophic and eutrophic are called

mesotrophic. There are no clear divisions between these trophic states, in fact,

mesotrophy is not always recognized as a distinct Eophic state, but rather a convenient

term for describing water bodies which are between the nvo extremes. The extremely

slow, almost imperceptible process of natural europhication contrasts sharply with the

rapid changes in lakes caused by cultural eutrophication. The principal nutrients

involved are compounds of phosphorous and nitrogen because they are in short supply

which makes them the limiting factors to growth of aquatic plants. The ratios by

weight of phosphorous, nitrogen and carbon present in all plants are given by

(Vallentyne 1974) as:

1P:7N:40C:100 DRY weight or,

1P:7N:40C:500 FRESH weight
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If one of the three elements is in limited supply and all other elements are present in

excess of physical needs, the sudden introduction of that element will cause an

ecosystem response. For example, phosphorus (with a ratio by weight of 500 fresh

algae:lphosphorus) added to a stable ecosystem can theoretically generate 500 times its

own weight in living algae, nitrogen 71 times (500:7), and carbon 12 times its weight

(500:40) (Wetzel 1983). In a lake such as Gull Lake where phosphorus is limiting the

implication of these ratios are that each kilogram of extra phosphorous from external

sources, like sewage and greywater, can potentially produce 500 kilograms of algae or

other aquatic vegetation. Figure 1.1 shows the sharp increase in the water quality index

for the lake due to cultural eutrophication. The external (or artificial) load of

phosphorus in Gull Lake was determined by Beck (1986) to be 170.8 kg.per year,

based on a current lake volume of 3,200,000 cubic metres. Not all phosphate and

nitrogen entering a lake is in a form which can be directly utilized by aquatic vegetation

(Beck 1986). The ratios (by mass in milligrams) of nitrogen to phosphorus, required

by plankton and algae are given by Beck (1986) as:

plankton

and for algae

7 .24 mg N:lmg P,

10.86 mg N:lmg P

Three different ratios for these two elements in Gull Lake were calculated by Beck

(1986), one based on the theoretical maximum supply of each element, and nvo others

based on different estimates of the percentage of total N and P which can be utilized by

algae and plankton.

1) theoretical maximum supply (Gull Lake)

2) modification based on Cowan and læe (1976)

3) modifrcation based on Hutchinson (1957)

80.91 N:l P

188.79 N:1 P

13.& N:l P

There is a wide variation in the three ratios but all are above the critical range which
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indicates that phosphorus is the limiting nutrient. Concentrations of phosphorous and

nitrogen compounds are 1000 times higher in sewage than in natural lake water. The

human sources can therefore trigger far more explosive algae blooms and macrophyte

grcwth than natural sources can but the two sources are different in one important

respect, human induced eutrophication is easily reversible because the source of

nutrients can be contained and prevented from entering the ecosystem. The nanral

phosphorous load for the lake is 92.5 kg.per year while the actual load is estimated by

Beck (1986) to be 263.3 kg.per year.

Phosphorous was found to be the limiting nutrient at Gull Lake and with approximately

65 percent of the total phosphorous supply coming from artificial sources a significant

reduction in the rate of eutrophication could be achieved by removing this source (Beck

1936). Early attempts to control eutrophication of lakes in Europe and North America

had the desired effect, but were ultimately unsuccessful because they reated the

symptoms and did not remove the source of nutrients. Using chemicals to control algae

glowth; one of the symptoms of eutrophication, is only temporarily effective because

nutrients remain in the system and will continue to produce algae when the conditions

are right.
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2.5.4 Environmental Factors

Algae and weed growth depend on more than a nutrient supply to initiate and maintain

their growth cycle. 'Water temperature, depth and visibility, solar radiation, and

composition of the lake bed are some factors that must be appropriate before aquatic

vegetation can grow.

Thermal S tratific ation

In response to seasonal temperatures lakes will tend to smtify into layers of different

temperature. Deeper lakes develop a thermocline during the spring which is a zone of

abrupt remperature change dividing the upper level of the lake (the epilimnion) which is

warmed by the sun, from the lower level (the hypolimnion) that remains cold. The

decrease in temperature in the thermocline is also associated with a rapid increase in density

of the water. Such a density gradient acts as a barrier to the vertical mixing of water (Sze,

1986). Vertical mixing in a lake has important consequences for algae and weed growth.

In a stratified lake they are restricted to the epilimnion which limits the availability of

nutrients for their growth.

Lake Depth

Opportunities for weed and algae growth are enhanced in shallow lakes because they

are not deep enough to thermally stratify in the summer. In the absence of a

thermocline the zone of mixing extends to the bonom of a lake providing a greater

source of nutrients for plant production. Beck (1986) notes that significant macrophyte

gowth (bonom rooted weeds) may inhibit wind induced mixing action. This lvould

tend to inhibit algae growth, however, the extent of macrophyte growth may vary each

year and between different areas of the lake, so the effect of macrophytes on wind

mixing and algae $owth is unreliable.
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Lisht Penetration

The production of algae also depends on light for photosynthesis. Each species of

aquatic flora have their own optimum light requirements so any given level of light

intensity, in addition to nutrient supply, will favour certain plant species. Light

decreases exponentially as it penetrates the water column due to its absorption by

particulate matter including weeds and algae. Near the surface light is sufñcient and

nutrients would be the only limiting factor to algae growth. Light intensity may be

excessive for some species and there is also a compensation depth where the amount of

light is just sufficient for cellular maintenance without the production of new biomass.

Above the compensation depth biomass is increased and below it the species cannot

survive (Sze 1986).

Oxvsen Deoletion

Organic material from sewage may severely deplete oxygen in the deep layers of a lake

as it decomposes. Additionally, dead cells settling out after algae blooms will also

decompose in the hypolimnion and, in lakes with massive summer gtowths of

phytoplankton (algae), the algae may be the principal control on oxygen content of the

lake (Sze 1986).
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2.6 Methods of Lake Restoration

Effective physical restoration techniques have been devised for reversing the effects of

eutrophication where the abatement of phosphorus loading alone, has been insufficient

It is presupposed in all cases where these methods have been used, that an effective

means of nutrient connol has been established and is ongoing. Restoration does not

imply the permanent reinstatement of a lake to conditions which may have prevailed

during a former phase of its development. It is supposed to restore conditions in a lake

such that it becomes an acceptable environment for the purposes for which it was

intended. Several of these restoration methods are reviewed in the following section.

2.6.1 Suction-Dredging

Overloading of lakes with nutrients from external (artifrcial) sources can lead to

accelerated europhication of lakes. Even if the extemal loading is reduced to normal

levels, intemal loading from nutrient rich sediments can prevent recovery (Björk 1988).

Conventional remedial measures to reduce nutrient input and slow down or reverse the

process ofeutrophication are often unrealistic because there are already sufficient

nutrients in the system and they wiil be recycled, keeping the lake in a hypertrophic

state @arica 1981). The exchange of phosphorus between lake sediments and the

water column above is complex. Under aerobic (oxygenated) water conditions the

exchange of phosphorus is largely unidirectional from the water toward the sediments

(Wetzel 1983). Under anaerobic conditions phosphorus can migrate from a depth of 10

cm. in the sediments back into the water above in only fwo to three months (Weøel

1933). This is a further nutrient load added to what may be already entering a lake

from artificial sources.

Bacterial agents also play a role in this process but the chemical process is the most

critical. Oxygen depletion can develop in the hypolimnion after algae blooms and
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aquaric macrophytes (weeds) have died off and begun to decay. The oxygen content in

the hypolimnion (bottom layer) of europhic lakes becomes severely depleted during

summer stratification. In contrast" an oligotrophic lake experiences oxygen depletion in

its epilimnion (upper layer) and retains high dissolved oxygen in the hypolimnion.

Oxygen consumption, from the biological oxidation of organic matter in the

hypolimnion of eutrophic waters, is not offset by the same oxygen renewal

mechanisms (aeration, circulation, and photosynthesis) that occur at the surface of a

lake. If wind mixing over the predominantly shallow depths of Gull Lake is sufficient

to prevent stratification, then anoxic conditions are not as likely to occur. Potential

anoxic conditions are more threatening in winter months when ice cover prevents the

entry of oxygen into the lake.

The phosphorus content of lake sediments in combination with oxygen saturation of the

water, over the winter will have an effect on the phosphorus concentration of the water

and hence the growth of algae. Whether the removal of external afüf,tcial phosphorus

sources brings the desired results may depend on the conditions at the sediment water

interface. It is thus useful to examine alternate strategies of phosphorus reduction

which have been necessary elsewhere.

Lake Trummen: An example of Suction-Dredging

Located in South Cennal Sweden, Lake Trummen had an area of one krn2, a maximum

depth before restoration of 1.2 metres, and a theoretical water residence time of four

months. Heavy development at this lake in the 1970's resulted in increased pollution

by industrial waste water and municipal sewage. Originally an oligotrophic lake, it

displayed all the signs of a collapsed ecosystem such as fish-kills, heavy blooms of

blue-green algae and repulsive odou¡s. Sewage diversion had been accomplished in

1958, but continuous and intensive internal loading prevented its recovery.and eleven

years after the diversion of sewage water quality was no better having a secchi disc
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transparency of only 10-20 cm. @jörk 1988). A decision was made to re-develop the

lake and the land around it to improve is recreational and aesthetic potential. Only

suction-dredging is of interest for the removal of soft organic sediments that cause

internal nutrient loading @jörk 1988). At Lake Trummen there were 50 cm. of black,

loose top sediments on top of the natural layer. The nutrient enriched quality of the

pore water in these sediments made it necessary to avoid creating tu¡bulence during

suction of the material from the bottom. A custom designed apparatus was built and

sediments were pumped out of the lake into settling basins. The high volume of runoff

water was treated with aluminum sulfate to precipitate the phosphorous before it was

retumed to the lake. The suction-dredging period lasted nine summer months during

1970-71during which time 600,000 cu.m. of water-sediment mixture were pumped

out of the lake. The sediment was sold for use in various applications as a fertile soil

supplement (Björk 1988).

The removal of sediments resulted in an immediate and permanent decline of nutrient

concentrations and phytoplankton [algae] biomass so that winter oxygen deficiencies

and massive algae blooms no longer occured @jörk 1988). From 1976-79 an intense

culling program of selected fish species was carried out leaving populations of

predatory species, like pike and perch, intact. The fish management program was not

maintained and results of this aspect of the restoration were undetermined.

2.6.2 Dilution/Flushing

The exchange rate of water in lakes reflecs on their trophic status and has implications

on water quality (Kudelska 1989). Poor water quality in a lake is often mistakenly

assumed to be the result of a long water residence time, but a study of several hundred

lakes in Poland by Kudelska (1989) found that lakes with greater water exchange rates

had inferiorwater quality to lakes with longer water residence times, as long as the

latter had not been subject to non-point sources of pollution. Results of Kudelska's
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study are an indication that an increasing the hydraulic load to a lake does not guarantee

improvements in water quality unless the water source is of high quality. Pollution and

nutrient loading from tributaries was determined to be the cause of poor water quality in

these lakes despite the faster flushing time. Dillon (1975) found a more complicated

relationship between the hydraulic load and water quality. Two lakes in northwestern

Ontario, one with a phosphorus loading rate twenty times higher than the other, had

virrually identical phosphorus concentrations which he attributed to the difference in the

flushing rates of each lake. His explanation that greater flushing rates tend to reduce

nutrient concentrations even though the P loading rate in the flush water is high,

contradicts Kudelska's conclusions. Other factors such as phosphorus retention

coefficients, not analyzeÅby Kudelska, probably explain the different findings of the

two studies.

Dilution and flushing a.re two distinct effects resulting from diverting water into a lake

basin. The effect of dilution is primarily to reduce the growth rate of algal biomass and

the effect of flushing is to increase its physical loss rate (U.S. EPA 1981). The

physical loss of biomass will only occur if the lake has an outlet which wilt physically

transport it out of the watershed.

Dilution of large bodies of water requires large volumes of water; such that, where this

has been practiced, rivers have been diverted to supply the water. This is obviously not

practical in most situations even where it is technically possible. Another source of

water was used at Green Lake, Washington (104 ha, mean depth 3.8m); a lake smaller

and shallower than Gull Lake. l-ong-term dilution at a low rate was attempted using the

Seattle domestic water suppty ru.S.EPA 1981). Over a 13 year period the average

water exchange rate was increased from .88 times per year to 2.4 times per year. A

striking improvement in both chlorophyll a, P, and secchi disc visibility resulted.
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2.7 Management Priorities

Environmental protection and nunagement is only practical when it re-establishes

conditions in a lake that are suitable either to its current level of development or, more

ideally, to a realistically determined socially optimal level of development. If the

socially optimal level of development has already been exceeded and environmental

degradation has occurred, it should logicatty be the choice of public and private

stakeholders and interest groups to decide what type of restoration is appropriate.

Restoration schemes devised by experts, regardless of how ecologically sound they

are, are not likely to succeed without the support of the people who will be affected.

Initially only the affected public may be aware that a problem exists and in these cases

some degree of public involvement is inevitable, but regardless of who initiates an

inqurry into an envi¡onmental matter, public participation should be the basis for

discussions leading to a proposed solution. An active participation not only increases

general public awareness of environmental affairs, but can contribute significantly to

the elaboration of the design and implementation of environmental policies and

protection measures (Åkerman 1990). There is also an opporruniry for "experts" to

learn from the public. On the local watershed level, participation in planning allows for

local knowtedge and concems about the watershed to be articulated (Pinkerton 1991).

Some of the key factors that are essential for devising and implementing an effective

management plan are outlined by Pinkerton (1991). They include consensus building

among interested parties to identify problems and find solutions; a focus on the

solutions rather than on who is causing the problem; careful selection of a committee or

joint management boa¡d that represents all interest goups; access to appropriate

technical and educational resources; promotion of community involvement and

volunteer programs; the development of a specific set of strategies to add¡ess the

problems and recommendations that lead to an action plan.
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2.7.1 Recent Approaches to Lake Management

The need for integrated environmental management has become increasingly apparent in

western Canada and provinces are taking steps to mitigate past damage and prevent

further degradation of their natural resources. The Alberta Lake Management Society

(ALMS) was officially founded in 1991 in response to a need and a desire to preserve

lakes and reservoirs. It was formed by a collection of interest groups and individuals

concemed with the management and restoration of lakes. Workshops were held to

bring together cottage owner associations, public and private seÆtor groups involved

with water resources, municipalities, resort owners, and concerned citizens. The

ALMS also became the first Canadian chapterof the North American Lake Management

society (NALMS), a vast resource network providing technical support to its members

in the form of magazines, journals, video and slide presentations, conferences,

workshops, funding and other resources. The ALMS provides a link between

individual cottage owners and their associations, who may have little or no experience

in lake management issues, and large public and private sector agencies specializing in

environmen tal man agemen t.

Another example of how a joint committee can organize and administer a

comprehensive management plan at Gull Lake, can be seen on a much larger scale in

the Dauphin Lake basin in western Manitoba. The Dauphin Lake Advisory Boa¡d

formed in November, 1989 at the request of the Minister of Natural Resources for the

pu{pose of halting the rapid deterioration of the lakè and its extensive watershed.

Representatives for an advisory board were sought from fifty nine agencies, interest

groups, and local levels of government so that basin residents could play a decision

making role in the program (DLAB 1992).

There is a need to ensure that subsequent developments for Gull Lake conform to a

sustainable use of the resource. Choosing a course of action which most effectively
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mitigates past damage is more difficult and expensive than preventing its occurrence in

the first place, but the management infustructure required to do either is much the

same. Mobilizing public support and involvement at Gull Lake is a manageable

prospect since the lake is small and the number of individuals is limited. For reasons

noted above, public involvement in the planning and execution phases of a long-term

management plan to restore and protect the lake, are essential to its success.
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3.0 Methods

3.1 Ouestionnaire

The aim of the questionnaire was to fînd out more about the attitudes, perceptions and

awareness of residents at Gull Lake about m¿magement issues. It was divided into 3 parts:

Part A dealt with the attributes of respondents and their properry. Questions related to the

age and type of cottage, ownership status, patterns of use, intensity of use and other factors

related to the consumption and use of water.

Parr B dealt wittr the behavior patterns of respondents, with the objective of hnding out

what kinds of recreational activities they are involved in while at the lake.

Part C dealt with water quality, water level and lake management issues and how these are

perceived by respondents.

In Pan A respondents were asked to check the most appropriate answer from a list of

choices. Question format in the latter two parts was different. Respondents were asked to

rank alternatives or express their level of agreement with specific statements using a five

point Likert Scale. A blank questionnaire appears in appendix A.

Samole Size

The entire population of cottages was sampled. Questionnaires were hand delivered, one to

each cottage, which could be filled out by any member of the household. Cottages or

trailers that had obviously been vacant for some time, did not receive questionnaires.

These amounred to approximately 5 percent of the total number of habitations. The period

of distribution was concenrated over three weekends in August. Approximately 265

questionnaires were handed out. Postage paid envelopes were included so respondents

could complete and return the questionnaires at their convenience.

The identity of respondents was not solicited in the questionnaire to gu¿ìrantee anonymity to
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the respondents, and because no follow up interviews were planned. People were asked to

state their general location relative to the lake so that results could be stratified by location.

The main intent was to see if there were differences in between on-lake and off-lake

respondents. The sample of trailer owners was not expected to be large enough to draw

any statistical inferences between that group and property owners.
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3.2 Water Balance

This section outlines the techniques used to calculate a water balance for Gull Lake. All

flows of water entering and exiting the lake basin for the period 1972-91were considered.

The intent was to determine if their had been any trends or changes in the hydrologic

regime of the lake that would account for declining water levels and enable more informed

assessment of initiatives for the enhancement of the lake.

3.2.1 The Water Balance Equation

The water balance of any hydrological system for a given time period is expressed by the

following equation:

Equation 3.0 INFLov/ = ourFlo\il + GHANGE IN sroRAGE

This is the simplest form of the water balance equation. Each term must be separated into

its sub-components for its application to specific case studies. Equation 3.0 thus becomes:

Equation 3.1 I surf + I sub +P = O surf +O sub +E 0 + ( VZ - Vt)

where:
I surf + I sub = volume of inflows from surface and subsurface streams and

ground water

P = volume of precipitation onto watershed area

O surf, O sub = volume of surface and subsurface outflows to streams and
groundwater

E p = volume of water evaporated from watershed area

V I , V2 = volume of lake at beginning and end of measurement period so

that (V2-V1) = change in storage

Few lakes provide conditions that minimize errors in estimating the parameters in the

equation above (Dunne and Iæopold 1978). Some lakes with small drainage basins and ho

inflow or outlet may have a very simple water balance (Chow ß64). For Gull Lake the
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two tenns I surf and O ,*lwero eliminated from the equation since surface inflow is

negligibte and there has been no surface ourflow from the lake since June 1979.

Determining the inflow from groundwater is complex and there were no provisions for

doing so in this study so the term I suþ was deleted from the equation on the basis of two

assumptions: A) that I s¡6 is roughly constant on an annual basis and therefore produces

no net change in lake volume, and B) the magnitude of I sub is minimal in comparison to

precipitation volume. Assumption A is commonly adopted for water balance studies where

I s¡þ cânnot actually be measured, whereas assumption B is a potential source of error

because there is no actual data to suggest how dependent the lake is on groundwater flows.

The majority of water reaches the lake by shallow subsurface runoff due to rainfall and

snow melt. and the lake is assumed to be dependent primarily on local groundwater

recharge, which in turn is dependent on precipitation. Equation 3.2 is the water balance

equation amended for Gull Lake.

Equation 3.2 P=Osub*E0+(VZ-Vt)

3.2.2 Gull Lake Water Balance

Precipitation (P) and evaporation (Ej are often the largest components in the water balance

of prairie lakes, especially when there is no surface drainage. Data for these components

have not been recorded in the viciniry of Gutl Lake but estimates were obtained using data

recorded at the nearest weather stations. Each component was converted from linear

amounts to volumetric equivalents in cubic metres.. The method of conversion is explained

in the sections below.

Lake level (Vz-Vr)

Both monthly and annual periods were considered. V2 represents the lake level at the enp

of some perid of interest and V1 is the level at the beginning of the same perid, thus (V2-

Vt) is the change observed in lake level for any given period. Lake level data were
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converted from menes above sea level to volumetric equivalents based on the bathymetric

survey of the lake bonom used by Beck (1986). The area of the lake is first determined

with a planimeter (a device that calculates the area of iregular shapes by racing their

circumference). The total volume of the lake is then calculated by summing the volumes of

each successive one metre depth contour. Gull Lake is approximately five metres deep so

the total water volume is the sum of the volume of each of the five stratum. The volume of

each stratum is found using the following formula:

volume =Jl (ar + A2 +\Ãi;Ð
3

where H is the vertical depth or thickness of the stratum in metres; A1 is the area of the

upper surface of the stratum in square metres, and A2 = the area of the lower surface of the

stratum whose volume is to be determined. Volumes of precipitation were added and

evaporation subtracted from a base lake volume used by Beck (1986) to arrive at the

expected monthly and annual lake volumes found in appendix E and table 4.?.

Precioitation (P)

The mean monthly and annual amounts of precipitation were calculated from records of the

seven weather stations nearcst to the lake. Precipitation recorded on-site is always

preferable and more accurate than applying data recorded at other sites nearby. As

explained in section 2.3.4; precipitation is extremely variable over time and space. The

potential for error in applying precipitation data toungauged sites i.e., Gull Lake, is

acknowledged, especially for short periods of time, but over monthly and annual time

periods this error is minimized and data becomes more representative of precipitation at

ungauged sites in reasonable proximity to the area of measurement. Precipitation data used

in the water balance is displayed in tables D-3 and D-4 in appendix D. Snowfall

measurements in winter months are expressed as water equivalents. Several stations

@eausejour, Brokenhead, and Selkirk) have incomplete records but where available, the
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data was used for calculating monthly and annual means. The annual mean of all seven

stations in table D-2 is the sum of the values in that column and is not an average of all the

annual totals for each station. The table is arranged from July 1 through June 30 of each

year to correspond to the water balance period.

Volumetric equivalents of precipitation in cubic metres were calculated foreach month of

the the 19 year period using Equation 3.3 below.

Equation 3.3 @)Volume = @)Depth x Area

where (P)Volume is the volume of precipitation in cubic metres; (P)Depth is the

precipitation depth in metres; and Area is the area of the watershed in square metres,

including lake (calculated to be 3,932,000 square metres or 3.932 square kilometres)

Surface and Subsurface Inflows (Isub and I surÐ

Surface and subsurface runoff are normally treated separately in a water balance calculation

but for this study they were estimated together because the surface runoff component is

relatively small. Surface runoff only occurs during heavy or sustained rainfall events. (see

section 2.3.5 for an explanation of factors affecting inflows from runoff).

The Sandilands-V/oodridge group of soils dominate the area. These are dry sand or

gravelly soils with low water holding capacity and are classified as dominantly rapidly

drained. The southern portion of the watershed is characterizedby the Carrick-St. Labre

group of soils which are dominantly well to imperfectly drained witlt highly variable texture

of surface deposits (Smith and Ehrlich 1967). Davidson (1973) includes a thorough

discussion of drainage and surface deposits around Gull Lake.

Measurement of the area contributing to runoff (the watershed area) was done using I

planimeury. Surface stratigraphy was examined with an auger in the forested areas on the

east side of highway 12 to confirm the supposed permeability of the surface deposits. The
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volume of combined surface and subsurface runoff was estimated to be 30 percent of the

incoming precipitation. In other words 70 percent was assurned to be consumed by evapo-

transpiration. Calculation of this runoff coefficient is detailed below.

Calculation of the Runoff Coefficient

Using techniques described by Gray (1970), a runoff coefficient (C) of .3 was estimated

for the Gull Lake basin. The coefficient C represents a volumetric coefficient or ratio of the

total volume of runoff to rainfall (Gray 197 0). The magnitude of this coefficient varies

with factors such as (a) nature of the land surface, (b) its slope, (c) surface storage, (d)

degree of saturation prior to rainfall, and (e) rainfall intensity Gray (1970). Table 3.1

shows the average consumptive factors associated with different types of terrain. The

runoff coefficient (C) is obtained by selecting one value from each group (topog¡aphy, soil,

and cover) that best approximates the watershed being studied then their sum is subtracted

from unity. The topography of the watershed at Gull Lake is predominantly hilly, soils are

sandy and cover is woodland. The values of C for the Gull Lake watershed thus becomes:

C = l-(.10 + .40 +.20 ) =.39
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Table 3.1

Deductions from UniW to Obtain the Runoff CoefTtcient fbr Agncultural Ateas

Tvpe of Area

TOPOGRAPFIY

Flat land with average slope of 1 -3 ft per mile .30

Rolline land with averase slope 15 - 20 ft per mile .20

Hillv land with averase slope of 150 - 250 ft. per mile .10

SOIL

Tieht impervious clav .10

Medium combinations of clay and loam .20

Ooen sandv loam .40

COVER

Cultivated lands r0

Woodland .20

Source: Gray 1970, Table Vlll.2 (After Bernard, 1935)

Subsurface Outflows ( O ru¡ )

The predominance of till, which is a semi permeable material, underneath the lake is a

factor that will influence subsurface outflow (seepage) and inflow in the lake basin.

Seepage through lake beds is transient and speculation that seepage is greater at the north

end of the lake are supported by the literature discussed in section 2.0, results of the water

balance (outlined in section 4.2),and by a stratigraphy assessment (section3.2.4).

Surface ouflows (O s".r)

This component was not significant in ttre Gull Lake water balance because there has beep

no surface outflow from the lake since June, 1979. The volume of outflow prior to the

weir construction is unknown and no gauge was installed subsequently, so the annual
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volume of surface ouflow between JuIy 1972 and June 1979 could only be estimated

roughly by comparing the annual oudlows in column 9 (after evaporative losses are

deducted) with the annual inflow from precipitation (column 4).

Evaporation (Eç)

Evaporation is a relatively significant portion of the hydrologic cycle of prairie lakes and is

roughly equal to srrnmer rainfall. Soil moisture deficits on the prairies are common in

agricultural areas so it is logical to expect corresponding deficits for lakes in those regions.

The effect of rising topography around the lake, close proximity to Lake Winnipeg, and

extensive forest cover could theoretically produce a wetter microclimate around Gull l¿ke

than the lowlying agricultural areas east and south of the basin, though this effect has not

been documented. This would help to overcome moisture deficits caused by excessive

evaporation. Pan data derived from areas with similar attributes to Gull Lake such as

proximity to water bodies and forest cover was used. Two components of evaporation

were estimated. Lake evaporation (EL) and evapo'transpiration @T).

Lake Evaooration

Meteorological conditions have never been monitored at the lake so the only practical

approach to estimating evaporation at Gull Lake was to assume that it is simiÌar to the

calculated pan evaporation at Bissett" Gimli and Indian Bay. Pan data calculated at Bissen

ftom 1972-84 was used and data from Gimli for 1985-91 completed the record. Readings

from Indian Bay were used where data was missing in the records of the other two

stations. The data are published in the Monthly Record for Western Canada. (See appendix

D, Summary of Pan Data).

Evapo.transpiration ,

The difference between rainfatl and runoff is largely explained by evapo-transpiration

@unne and Iæopold 1978). Rainfall and runoff were estimated using separate procedures
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mentioned above, so evapo-transpiration was assigned the residual amount since field

measurements are complex, uncertain, and were not practical for this study. In general it

was assumed that, if precipitation is known and that if runoff is 30 percent of precipitation

(from table 3.1), then evapo-transpiration must be 70 percent. This component is

negligible in the winter months and does not intensify until after spring runoff continuing

until the growing season has ended. May through September precipitation volumes in

column 4 of the table in appendix E were multiplied by .7 to arrive at a figure for evapo-

transpiration (column 5, appendix E). The volume of precipitation falling directly on the

lake was not included in this calculation .

3.2.3 Calculation of the Water Balance

Data for each of the components in the water balance were assembled in tabular form using

Microsoft Excel. Lake volumes (converted from levels) for the beginning and end of each

monthly and annual period were used to calculate the change in lake volume for that period

(V2 -Vl). Precipitation was added and lake evaporation and evapo-transpiration were

subtracted from the initial volumes of the monthly and annual periods, to determine

expected month end and year end volumes of the lake. The difference beween the

expected and actu.al volumes was attributed to the following, in order of decreasing

magnitude: subsurface oufflow, surface ouflow (up till June 1979), residual error of

estimation, and domestic water consumption. Actual lake volumes were derived from

actual lake elevations. Figwe 3.1 shows the lake level recording gauge which is used to

measure actual lake elevation. The results of all monthly calculations are assembled in

appendix E and table 4.2 is an annual summary.

Exolanation of Tables in Aooendix E

Column 1 simply indicates the month for which each row of data applies.

Column 2 displays the year and ttre calculated lake volume where data were available. The
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surnmer months (June 1 till September 1). Spring and fatl season readings are incomplete.

Column 3 lists the depth of precipitation in metres. Winter precipitation is converted to

water equivalents by the Atmoqpheric Environment Service (AES) by multiplying snow

depth by one tenth.

Column 4 lists the estimated volume of precipitation that fell each month, calculated from

the mean of seven weather stations around the lake. A table showing the geographic

position of these weather stations is provided in appendix D.

Figure 3.1 I¿ke level recording gauge positioned on southwest side of lake since spring 1991, view faces
easlnorfheasL Former location was near public access area on north shore. Photograph taken Oct. 1991
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Column 5 displays calculated lake evaporation values extracted from the Monthly Record

and converted to cubic metres of water using the same formula as for precipitation.

Column 6 contains the calculatedpotential evapo-transpiration from the watershed around

the lake, in cubic metres for the months in which it is applicable.

Column 7 shows the lake volume expected at the end of each month and is calculated by

adding the net increase or decrease of water in the basin (calculated from the other columns)

to the volume at the beginning of the month:

Expected volume = (Column 2) + (Column 4) - (Column 5) - (Column 6)

Column 8 shows the actual lake volume and,

Column 9 is the difference between the expected and actual lake volumes and represents net

apparent outflow from the lake. The uniformly negative values in column 9 arc a measure

of water loss from the lake, other than evaporation and evapo-transpiration, which are

already deducted. The magnitude of the loss in column 9 is subject to errors of estimating

evaporation, precipitation, evapo.transpiration and runoff. These relationships are

discussed further in sections 4.0 and 5.0.

3.2.4 Additional Data Sources

Studies involving a water balance often involve several field seasons which enables

resea¡chers to make actual measurements of many of the components in the water balance

equation. Due to the time constraints of one field season and limited resources, the

collection of new data was not feasible for this study. Constructing a water balance for this

study involved compiling daø from various sources (AES, WRB, Monthly Record,

Fisheries Branch and Questionnaire results).

Three other avenues of investigation were followed to qualify the results obtained: 1) A
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review of related literature pertaining to small basin watersheds 2) a documentation of

deep basin stratigraphy and surface stratigraphy of the marsh and forest area at the north

end of the lake, and 3) an estimation of the domestic consumption of water by lake users.

The review of the literature appears in section 2.0, the assessment of deep and shallow

stratignphy and domestic water consumption are explained below.

Deep Basin Stratigraphy

Documentation of stratignphy was done to provide additional information for evaluating

the residual values in column 9 of table 4.2 and column 10 of appendix E.

Two factors which have an effect on how much water can be retained by the lake a¡e the

lake basin seal and the permeability of the till beneath the lake basin. Lake beds a¡e

typically covered by fine sediments and clays which have settled to the bottom to form an

impermeable layer but they are confined to the deeper parts of the lake. Near shore areas

are more permeable and can permit an exchange between the lake and groundwater. The

profile of the lake in figure 3.2 is a general representation of the basin stratigraphy and

should not be interpreted literally. Sand and gravel aquifers that surround the lake are

depicted, extending from the edges of the lake and down the slopes away from the basin as

well as into deeper srata beneath the lake. The scale of the diagram is insufficient to show

lake sediments, but the major stratigraphic layers extending to bedrock are identified.

Details about the general profile of the basin shown in figure 3.2, were documented using

the drillers'reports from deep wells drilled in the aiea- Wells were selected to form a

continuous line along the south shore which would represent a broken profile of that part of

the basin. A similar profîle for the north shore was not possible because fewer deep wells

have been installed there. Stratigraphy in other parts of the basin was assumed to be 
,

similar in overall composition although the stratigraphy of glacial drift is variable enough to
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Figure 3.2 Cross section of Gull I¿ke basin showing stratigraphic layers. Sou¡ce: Charron, J.E. (1975)

Hydrological Study of the Selkirk A¡ea. Manitoba)

create localized drainage characteristics not found in adjacent areas. In the absence of

comprehensive quantitative and qualitative data relating to the strata under the lake, only

general conclusions about drainage characteristics of the lake were possible.

Surface S trati graphy A ssessment

In response to concerns that water could be escaping from the lake through low aleas or

holes in the impermeable layers beneath the lake, a series of test holes were augered in the

area adjacent to the weir. The objective was to detèrmine if deposis of sand or gravel were

conducting subsurface water out of the lake. A total of nine holes were drilled to an

average depth of 1.5 metres.

Domestic Water Consumption

Population density at Gull Lake was estimated with information from the questionnaire.

Per capita water consumption was estimated by adapting per capita consumption rates for
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the City of Winnipeg based on userpatterns at Gull Lake. Water consumption by

sprinklers was also was estimated. The two uses of water were combined into an annual

total domestic consumption figure which could be deducted from net outflow in the water

balance, if significant enough to influence the results.

Per capita indoor residential water consumption in Winnipeg is estimated to be 270 litres

per day or 60 imperial gallons (Sacher, personal communication 1991). U.S. indoor

residential use of water averages eighty gallons (67 imperial gallons) per person per day

(Woodwell l9S9). This consumption is equivalent to 304litres. Since these two estimates

are roughly the same, the Winnipeg estimate was considered a reliable basis for estimating

the rate of water consumption at Gull Lake.

The following assumptions were made:

1) There are approximately 285 cottages in general use at the lake,

2) Per capita water consumption at Gull Lake is 40 percent of the rate assessed for

Winnipeg due to such factors as water efficient toilets, fewer bathtubs per capita and fewer

dishwashers and washing machines.

3) There are and estimated 800 people at the lake on each summer weekend. (this figure

was arived at by using the results of Question 4 of the Questionnaire)

4) Pumps and sprinklers operate at a rate of two gallons per minute.

Data compiled from the results of part I of the questionnaire were used to estimate water

consumption patterns. Personal water consumptioà was estimated separately from

consumption of water by sprinklers for watering lawns and gardens. Consumption during

the week was not included in the calculation because the majority of people tend to use the

lake on weekends. If water consumption at cottages is 40 percent of urban use then use at

Gull Lake would be approximately 108 litres per day per person. The number of person

days spent at Gull Lake was estimated and multiplied by 108 litres per day, to arive at the
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yearly domestic consumption. The number of cottages using sprinklers was estimated and

the sprinklers were assumed to operate six hours per day, two days per week and sixteen

weeks per year. Results of both calculations are presented in section 4.2.5.

3.2.5 Summary

The water balance procedure was used to define the hydrologic regime of Gull Lake. The

relevant components of the water balance equation were identified and estimated. The a¡ea

of the watershed and lake surface were calculated with planimeury and volumetric

equivalents of all components in the water balance equation were determined. Precipitation

was estimated by averaging the data from up to seven weather recording stations closest to

the lake. Calculated lake evaporation from the Monthly Record was applied to the a¡ea. A

runoff coefficient was estimated and applied to precipitation volumes to determine potential

evapo-transpiration, and the remainder was assumed to be runoff to the lake. Subsurface

and surface inflows were treated as a single component and assumed to be fed entirely by

precipitation. Results of the water balance were discussed in the light of the literature

review; assessments of basin stratigraphy and surface stratigraphy; and domestic water

consumption.
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4.0 Results

4.1 Ouestionnaire Results

Approximately 260 questionnaires were distributed and 179 completed questionnaires were

returned, for a response rate of 68.8 percent. A total of 160 were distributed to on-lake

residents, ninety to off-lake residents and ten to trailers and campers.

4.1.1 Part A - T).pes of Cottages and User Patterns

Each question from the original questionnaire is identified below with its associated "Item"

numbers. The Item numbers and the frequencies for each are listed in appendix C.

Ouestion I (Item 1,2)

Question I was sptit into nvo sections to facilitate analysis. The first section indicated

whether the respondent owned property, rented, had a nailer, or lived year-round at Gull

Lake. The second section indicated their location relative to the lake i.e., whether they

were on the north shore, south shore, or located off-lake.

Section I Results:

86.0Vo Properry owner/lVfember of family that owns properry

2.2Vo Renting a cottage

2.8Vo Have a trailer

8.4Vo Year round resident

0.0Vo Other n=179

All respondents described their status at the lake, of which 94.4 percent of the respondents

were property owners (86 percent seasonal and 8.4 percent year-round). Nearly all

respondents were the actual property owners. Only a handful of respondents were junior

family members and were included in the property owners group. )

Section 2 Results are shown in table 4.1 below.
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Area delivered to: number
delivered

No.of
resDonses

response rate
bv area

7o of actual
resDonses

North shore, (on-lake) 58 52 89.77o 34.2Vo

South shore, (on-lake) ro2 80 78.4Vo 52.6Vo

Off-lake 72 20 27.87o t3.ZVo

unspecified location 28

Totals 260 152 IN 07o

Table 4.1

The highest response rate on an area basis was 89.7 percent for north shore residents along

Sherwood Street and Luining's lane with fifty two out of fîfty six questionnaires

distributed to that area, being returned. The second highest response rate was 78.4 percent

for south shore residents along Arnhold and John Street where eighty out of 102

questionnaires distributed, were returned. Twenty of seventy two questionnaires

distributed to off-lake locations were returned for a response rate from that group of 27 .8

percent. Approximately twenty eight questionnaires were distributed to unrecorded

locations around the lake, so it was not possible to determine percentage response rates of

these by area. Of the 179 questionnates returned, twenty seven respondents did not

specify their location.

Ouestion 2 lltem 3)

Property owners were asked how many years they have owned a cottage or have been

coming to Gull Lake. Some people merely stated the total number of years as property

owners while most chose to include time spent at the lake before purchasing their own

property. The categories were divided into ten year increments for analysis. '

10.57o 1-10 years

l8.0Vo 11-20 years
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2l.5Vo 21-30 years

40.l%o 31-50 years

9.9Vo More than 50 years n=I72

It is apparent from the data that most respondents who own property at Gull Lake are long-

time residents. Over 70 percent of respondents have spent more than twenty years at the

lake, while 50 percent have spent more than fifty years there.

Ouestion 3 (Item 4)

Determining the average age of cottages at Gull l-ake was intended to give some

information about how modern facilities are for the average cottage at Gull Lake. People

were asked to indicate the specific year their cottage was built and the analysis divided the

responses into decades shown below.

13.47o Built in the 1980's

17.tVo Built in the 1970's

15.9Vo Built in the 1960's

24.4Vo Built in the 1950's

29.3Vo Built in the 1940's or earlier n="1.64

Ouestion 4 (Item 5)

The intensity of cottage use on weekends was of interest for estimating the size of

population and its potenúal impacts on the lake. V/eekend use was focused on, since it is

heaviest time of use. Responses were grouped into ranges for presentation of the results.

61.07o Up to 4 people

29.77o 4-6 people

8.lVo 7-8 people

0.6Vo Did not state n=172

Ouestion 5 (Item 6)

Another measure of intensity of use was sought by asking how many months of the year

respondents keep their cottages open. More than 64 percent use their cottage during
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summer months only and 15 percent extend their use into the spring and fall months. Year-

round use is 20.2percent including full-time residents as well as weekend users.

7.SVo Up to 3 months

57.ZVo 4-6 months

15.07o 7-8 months

20.2Vo 12 months n=173

Ouestion 6 (Item 7)

This was an enquiry about cott¿ge fixtures that a¡e related to the consumption of water.

Respondents were asked to check any of four items that they used in their cottage,

including: automatic dishwashers, washing machines, bathtubs, showers and "Other". The

categories were grouped together for analysis as shown below.

27.\Vo Dishwasher and/or washing machine

L9.6Vo Bathtub

58.6Vo Other or no answer given n=74

Ouestions 7 and 8 (Items 8 and 9)

These focussed on the user patterns for drinking water and general purpose water. Of the

161 people who answered this question, 42.2percent use shallow wells for general

purposes,44.1 percent use lake water and 13.7 percent have deep wells for general use.

The results for question 7, general water source were:

42.2Vo Shallow well

l3.7%o Deep well

44.l%o Lake water n=161

There was an obvious preference for bottled water instead lake or well water. Most people

(66.9 percent ) bring drinking water either from their pennanent residence or from the ,

spring at Beaconia, north of Gull Lake. Nearly 3 percent use filtration to make their

general water source drinkable and 30.6 percent the respondents use the same water source
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for general purposes and drinking, without treaünent. The laner gloup are likely people

with deep wells or shallow wells with better than average quality water. Results for

question 8:

30.67o Same as above

2.97o Same as above with filtration

66.97o Bring water from somewhere else n=170

Ouestion 9 (Item 10)

Waste water disposal, in terms of grey water rather than sewage, was the focus of question

9. Most respondents answered this question, with 44.6percent indicating they drain all

grey water into a field. This would include kitchen and bathroom waste water other than

toilet sources. A significant percentage (37.5 percent) indicated they contain all grey water.

Results of Question 9:

17 .9Vo Some but not all of the grey water goes into a field

44.6Vo All of the grey water goes into a field

37.57o All of the grey water goes into holding tank n=168
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4.1.2 Part B - General Habits of Lake Users:

Information was gathered concerning the activities and habits of lake users which would

have potentially adverse direct or indirect impacts on the lake.

Ouestion 10 - Chemical use and Lawn Watering (Items 11-14)

The use of chemicals in the mainænance of private property was surveyed by asking

respondents if they used any of three chemicals; fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides. The

extent of lawn or garden watering was also analyzed. Pesticides were used least often of

the three with 8.9 percent of 169 respondents indicating they "occasionally" used them.

The word "occasionally" was not defîned either in the question or by respondents.

Herbicides and fertilizers were used by 10.1 percent and 13.6 percent of respondents

respectively. 54.4 percent of respondents used sprinklers to water their lawn or garden.

Ouestion 11 - Recreational Activities: (Items 15-19)

Six specific activities were listed on the questionnaire for people to rank, in order from

highest to lowest frequency, the ones they take part in. Many respondents merely checked

off the activities they do without ranking them in order of preference, so the data does not

accurately express the relative frequency of each activity. Related activities were gtouped

in the tabulation of results to suit the computer softwa¡e analysis format. Swimming was

the most poputar activity with 89.2 percent of the respondents indicating they swam in the

lake. 63.6 percent of the respondents said they engage in non-water related leisure

activities,listing such things as bird watching, walking or hfüng, craft making and various

individual and team oriented sports. 58.5 percent pursue non-motorized water sports

activities such as canoeing, sailing, sailboarding and paddleboating; while 44.3 percent

took part in water skiing and/or powerboating. 23.3 percent of the respondens listed

"Othe/' activities. The percentages shown are not mutually exclusive a¡rd in many "*"r'
some people participated in all the activities listed.
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Ouestion 12 - Regulation of Conroversial Activities: (Items 2G26)

Respondents were asked how strongly they felt regulation was needed for certain activities

or customs that are often identified as detrimental to lake ecosystems. 76.6 percent

strongly agreed that shampooing in the lake should be regulated, with many adding extra

emphasis that complete prohibiúon is more appropriate. 76.5 percent identifred "Other"

activities they are concerned about and 63.4 percent of those mentioned motor boats as thei¡

primary concern in question I2(g). At the other extreme was watering of trees, plants and

lawns for which only 17.8 percent of the respondents expressed strong agreement for

regulation. V/atering was the most evenly distributed between the five degrees of concern

among the seven possible categories provided. Fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides (Items

23,24,25) allelicited strong agreement for regulation in over 50 percent of the

respondents. Fifty one respondents mentioned other activities for I2(Ð. These are

displayed in the chart below.

CONTROVERSIAL ACTIVITIES, Question 12 g

Watering
Unleashed dogs

Weir
Shampooing

Holding tanks
Road oiling

Motor boats
Noise
Other

0 5 10 15 20 25

Number of Respondent

Figure 4.1 Conroversial activities noted by questionnaire respondents in question l2(g).

Motor boats was the a concern for 5l percent of the fifty one respondens to question 
¡

12(g),followed by watering of lawns and gardens mentioned by five people. The "Other"

category included concerns such as day users and lake shore development.
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4.1.3 Part C - Water Oualitv. Management Options. Information Sources

Ouestion 13: Well Vy'aterQuality (ItemZ7)

Respondents were divided as to how they rate their well water quality but the highest

percentage of people rated their well water as "very good". This f,rgure includes people

who had a deep well installed on their property because of poor quality or yield with their

shallow well. In contrast 22.I percent rated their well water as "poor".

Ouestion 14 and 15: Changes in Lake Water Quality and Lake l,evel (Items 28 and29)

Worsening water quality is perhaps the most unequivocal issue at Gull Lake according to

the results of the questionnaire. The focus of many respondents' written comments was

water quality. 91.5 percent of respondents felt that lake water quality was somewhat worse

or much worse over the last several years, while only 7 percent felt that it had not changed

and 1.2 percent felt it had improved somewhat. A similar consensus was apparent from the

results of question 15. 77.6 percent of respondents thought the lake had gone down

signifîcantty and a further l3.2percent thought the level had gone down somewhat.

Approximately 6 percent felt the lake had gone up but several of these respondents made

that comment in reference to a dramatic 25 srnrise in water levels witnessed at the end of

June and beginning of July.

Ouestion 16: Selected Issues Relating to Water Quality: (Items 30-36)

At least 65 percent of the respondents expressed strong agreement that six of seven water

quality issues listed in question 16 a¡e a problem ai Gull Lake. 50.3 percent "strongly

agreed" that Swimmers' itch was a problem for but more respondents were neutral on this

issue than for the other items listed. Again, as with question 12, respondents were most

often in strong agreement that the "Other" or open category which they specified, was a 
,

problem. The results of 16(9) are listed in the chart below. Thirty three respondents listed

more than a dozen other issues that they felt were a problem at Gull Lake. The main
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categories and the frequencies with which they were mentioned are displayed in the chart

below. Motorboats was mentioned thirteen times, more than any of the other issues.

There were six issues related to water quality mentioned which included sewage disposal,

aeration, leeches and water odour. Single mentions of miscellaneous issues are shown in

the "Other" category, including property values, education and awareness, unleashed dogs,

the bulletin board, funding of provincial parks and bank erosion.

"OTHER" lssues Questlon f6(9)

14

12

10

I
6

4

2

0

Fish
Stocks

Lake level Motorboats Water
quality

Figure 4.2 Frequency of selecæd "Other" Issues noted by questionnaire respondens in quesúon 16(9)

Cluestion 17: Management Options for Gull Lake (Items 37 -42)

There was considerable variance among respondents on the subject of water conservation.

41.6 percent "strongly agreed" and27.3 percent said they "agree" with water conservation

as a management option for the lake. The opinions expressed about the other options

suggested \¡/ere more extreme, particularly the suggestion that everything is normal and ,

there is no problem. 80.1 percent strongly disagreed with that statement. 84.3 percent

either srongly disagreed or disagreed with the suggestion that nature would solve any
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problems with the lake. There was also a lot of qualiñed support for an enhancement

pdect with 66.3 percent stongly agreeing and23.7 in agreement.

Ouestion 18 Enhancement of the Lake:

This was a qualitative question that had to be analyzed manually so there are no item

numbers in appendix C for question 18. Respondents were asked to write their reasons for

favouring or opposing an enhancement project. The majority of people did this, some

submitting entire typed or hand written pages to explain their position. Figure 4.3 displays

the frequency of issues cited by respondents relating to the enhancement project mentioned

in question 18.

FREQUENCY OF "OTHER'' ISSUES MENTIONED BY

RESPONDENTS (Ques.18)
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Figure 4.3 Issues mentioned by questionnaire re¡pondens in quesúon 18.
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There were 111 people who chose to express their views in question 18. There is no

"Item" for question 18 in appendix C because it required a qualitative answer which could

not be analyzed by the computer. Selected comments by respondents to question 18 were,

however, transcribed and are included in appendix B.

Ouestion 19: Information Sources about Gull Lake (Items 43-46)

The predominant sources of information were annual meetings, mentioned by 66.1 percent

and word-of-mouth by 66.3 percent of the respondents, most citing both sources.

Government publications were only mentioned by 15.5 percent and newspapers by 11.4

percent of respondents. The trophic study, bulletin board, Ratepayer newsletters and

personal observation were drawn out of the "Other" category and the frequencies for these

a¡e included in figure 4.4 below.

SOURCES OF INFORIúATION ABOUT GULL LAKE, Question 19

Trophic Study

Bulletin Board

Ratepayer Newsletter

Personal observation

Annual Meetings

Gov't publ.

Word of Mouth

Newspapers

02040608i
Number of respondents

Figure 4.4 Sources of information about Gull l¿ke used by respondents

22
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Ouestion 20: Age of Respondents (Item 47)

Age Distribution of Respondents, Question

over 60

44.70%

Figure 4.5 ege disribution of suwey respondents

Ouestion 21: Sex Distribution of Respondents (Items 48)

Sex Distribution of Respondents, Question

0.60%
No answer

Male & Female

4.60%

N=1 75

Female
34.90%

or less 1.20%

26-40 yrs 20.60%

yrs 33.50%41-60

Figure 4.6 Sex distribution of suwey respondents
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4.2 Water Balance

All components of the water balance were tracked on a monthly basis except for months

where water level readings of the lake were not available. The water balance period was

calculated for July 1 till June 30 of each year. Table 4.2is a one page annual summary of

appendix E. It lists the annual totals for each component of the water balance for each year

ftom 1972 - 91.

4.2.1 Exolanation of Table 4.2

The numbers in table 4.2 are an annual summary of the monthly water balance in appendix

E which was explained in section 3.2.3.

Column I lists the months, starting with July

Column 2 lists the volume of the lake in cubic metres on July 1st of each year.

Column 3 shows the depth of precipitation each month, from which the volumes a¡e

calculated.

Column 4lists the monthly volume of precipitation falling over the entire basin, including

the lake surface.

Column 5 shows the calculated volumes of lake evaporation.

Column 6 displays potential evapo-transpiration which is 70 percent of the precipitation that

fell during the 5 month growing season. For example rainfall during July, August,

September, May and June of each perid were multiplyed by 70 percent.

Column 7 Shows the lake volume in cubic metres, expected at year end. It is arrived at by

adding the row amounts for columns 2 and 4, then subtracting the amounts in columns 5

and 6.

Column 8 liss the actual measured lake volume on June 30th each year. 
,

Column 9 is the difference between columns 7 and 8. The number in column 9 is the

residual amount of water after all other losses have been identified.
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Figures in column 9 range from from a low of -346,746 cubic metresin 19771'7 8 to a

maximum of -1,311,837 cubic metres in I976f77. The mean ouflow for the 19 year is -

796,315. The largest value -L,3LL,837 for 1975[76 corresponds to artificial drainage of

the lake through the channel excavation.

Table 4.2 Annual Water Balance - Gull Lake L972-91

4.2.2 Results of Table 4.2

Precipitation (column 3 and 4)

Mean annual precipitation for the 19 year period is .5202m which is equivalent to

2,O45,269cu.m. The range in precipitation is .3828m in 1979/80 (1,504,973 cu.m.) to

.6932m. in 1973/74 (2,125,793 cu.m.). Precipitation data from seven stations was used in

I ', 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

YEAR
Jût 1-

Lake vol.
July 1

Precip. Precip. Iake evap Potential
Evaootans

Exp. vol.
-June 30

actual vol.
-June 30

NetOutflow
(#R\-(#7\

Jun30 lcu.m.) (m) (cu.m.) (cu.m.) (cu.m.) lcu.m.) lcu.m.) lcu.m.)

t972-73 4.253.800 .5833 2.293 39r 582_537 838.234 5-126.420 4.155-167 -971.253

r973-74 4-155.167 .6932 2.725.793 775.965 809.591 5.355.405 4.438.OO3 -911.402

1974-75 4.438.003 .5123 2 014.298 476323 1r0.335 5-265.&3 4.537.961 -727.682

r975-16 4-537.96r .5623 2-21r-029 584.659 724.400 5.439.932 4.t28.095 -1.311.837
7916-77 4.128.O95 .4061 1.596.120 7M362 591.555 4.428.898 3.787 -r40 -&1.158
t977-78 3.781.140 .57& 2.266.562 753.853 833,559 4.466.290 4.t20.r44 -346.146
r978-79 4.120_r44 .5265 2.070.244 562.400 626.267 5-00r.121 4.147.784 -853.937

1979-80 4.141.784 .3828 r.5M.973 677.248 423.677 4.551832 3.893.345 -658.487

1980-8r 3.893.345 .48r l l -891-711 534.93r 616.297 4.573.829 3.795.848 -777.981

1981-82 3.795.848 .4394 t-727 -845 592.170 538.058 4.393.466 3.637.808 -755-658

1982-83 3.637.808 .5947 2.338.117 606.r40 851.320 4-518-525 3.905.651 -612.874

1983-84 3.905.651 .4288 1.686.028 695.1 18 560.843 4.715.718 3.62r.300 -114.4r8
1984-85 3.62r.300 .5072 1.994.376 610-887 5r5.098 4.489.697 3.501.653 -988.048

1985-86 3.s01.653 .5521 2.170.818 612.238 626.78t 4.433.452 3-648.183 -785.269

1986-87 3.648.183 .4576 1.199.283 6M_957 641.006 4.201.503 3.450.539 -750.9&
r987-88 3.450.539 .4116 t.878.022 618.522 614.113 4.035.925 3.225.822 -1110.103

1988-89 3.225.822 .6M9 2.378.421 651.666 841.734 4.110.843 3.342.251 -168.592

1989-90 3_342.25r .5894 2.317.521 657.822 743.506 4.258.444 3.269.r75 -998.r42
1990-91 3.269.r75 .5074 1.994.900 617,000 &0.55'l 4-006.518 3.258.195 -748323

19yr.
totâl

9.8830 38,860,112 11,858,798 12,866,930 -15,129,989

l9yr.
meân

3,834,7t9 .5202 2,045,269 624,t47 677,207 4,578,634 3,782,319 -796,315

mean net outflow 780.000
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table 4.2 but the difference from using one station is not dramatic. The volume of

precipitation at one station can differ in a given year from the mean of seven stations but the

19 year total for all the components is vi¡n¡ally identical. The drawback to using single

station data is that some months are missing. None of the seven stations have 19 years of

uninterrupted data. For example, Pine Falls; the most complete of the seven, has nineteen

months since 1972 where no data were recorded. During l990l9l four of twelve months

are missing, including June, the wettest month of the year. In cases these the mean

precipitation from the other stations must be substituted defeating the purpose of using

single starion data, were it anempted. For the sake of contrast between single and multiple

station data sets, table D-2 in appendix D, shows the annual water balance calculated with

precipitation data from Pine Falls instead of the seven station mean. Table D-3 in appendix

D is a monthly precipitation summary of all seven stations from 1972-91, and table D-4 is

an annual summary of precipitation of the seven stations for their entire period of record.

The extreme variation in precipitation noted in section 3.2.2is evident in tables D-3 and D-

4, emphasizing the need for caution when applying the data to unguaged sites like Gull

Lake. Table D-3 indicates that the least amount of precipitation falling in any one year with

a complete record, from July 1 to June 30th of the following year, is 317.6mm. (Great

Falls 1979-80), while the greatest was 781.6mm. @eausejour 1972-73). Table D-4 shows

some even more dramatic extremes.

Evaooration (column 4)

Evaporation is a significant factor in the water balance from May through September. It

should be included in the calculations for a minimum of those f,rve months. Ten year

averages were used to fill in gaps in the evaporation record for months with missing

evaporation records; so the data in column 5 a¡e a combination of actual and mean values.

Calculated pan evaporation has not yet been published for 1990 and 91 so evaporation in

the final year is based entirely on averages.
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Mean annual lake evaporation since 1972 has been 624,147cu.m. which is equivalent to

527 .2mm of water depth, or 7mm more than the mean annual depth of precipitation,

520.2mm. The importance of runoff and groundwater recharge for maintaining the lake

volume is evident from this observation.

Evapo-transoiration (column 6)

The data in column 6 are potentially the most prone to error for two main reasons. First,

the data are estimates of potential evapo'transpiration loss, rather than an estimate of the

actual rate of water consumption. Potential rates are seldom attained in reality because

precipitation is often in short supply. Second the method of calculating the runoff

coefficient is a general model and is not specifically designed for Gull Lake.

Net outflow (column 9)

One objective of the water balance was to determine seepage. To do this, domestic water

consumption and surface ouflows through the weir had to be separated from column 9.

Domestic consumption was assessed and determined to be an insignificant component in

the water balance, and remains in column 9 (the calculation appears at the end of this

chapter). There is no existing data with which to determine surface ouflow, so years

during which surface ouflows occurred (Júy T972 -June 1979), were omitted from the

calculation of the mean net outflow figure at the bottom of the column. The 19 year mean

is also provided but the two do not differ substantially.

Net outflow is also subject to the cumulative error from the data in the other columns, but

there was no means of actually determining the magnitude of this error. The numerous

factors which make it difficult to accurately estimate evapo.transpiration are explained

above, and in section 2.3.3. The error associated with estimating precipitation and lake 
,

evaporation is assumed to be small relative to the potential error in column 6; evapo-

nanspiration.
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4.2.3 Results of Basin Stratieraphy Assessment

Figure 4.7 confirms Cha.rron's description of the till lenses, although their vertical depth is

much greater at Gull Lake than the 75 or 100 foot depths he refers to. This is because the

basin is situated on one of nine topographic high points in the Selkirk map area; some of

which are shown in figure 2.2 (page l5). The till lense under the lake is roughly two

hundred feet thick interspersed with sand, gravel, boulders or various combinations of

these. Different grades of sand, gravel, till and clay described in appendix F a¡e not

differentiated in figure 4.7 which is intended as a general survey of stratigraphy. Some

va¡iations within one type of strata, such as till are indicated with division lines such as the

different grades of till noted in the profile of Well2 beween 22feetand2l6 feet; grey till

and boulders were found from22-87 feet, grey till with layers of soft clay between 87-163

feet and more homogeneous grey till benveen 163-216 feet. The legend of figure 4.7 labels

them all as till, but dividing lines are used to show it is not actually homogeneous. Figure

3.2 illustrates a profile of the entire basin, while figure 4.7 is a sequential profile of the

basin along the south shore, running from south to north. An a¡eal view of this profile is

shown in figure 4.8 which indicates the positions of the deep wells shown in figure 4.7.

Eight of ten wells indicate layers of sand or gravel to depths of 5-50 feet (1.5-15 menes).

The topographic map indicates surface elevations a¡ound the wells tobe255-265m ASL.

The majority of the wells a¡e west of Arnhold street and are above 260n\ ASL. Well 6 and

V/ell 10 do not indicate any significant permeable surface deposits, while V/ell 3 and V/ell 9

show the deepest occrrrrence of sand and gravel. The permeable surface deposits in the

latter two wells probably extend below lake level. The log in appendix F for Well 8

describes thirty feet of sand or sandy till near the surface so a diagonal division was used in

figure 4.7 to show the separation of this layer from the deeper ones. Deeper layers of sand

or gravel between 190 and 260 feetbelow the surface, shown in figure 3.2, are also

apparenr in f,rgure 4.5 for all the wells except well 10 which was only drilled to a depth of
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forty feet. Hole 7 indicates sandstone in figure 4.7 but more specifically the drillers log

(appendix F) indicated silica sand or sandstone over red granite bedrock. This was the

deepest of the 10 wells shown and the position of the bedrock at270 feet
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Figure 4.7 Oiagram of basin stratigraphy. Information from selected deep wells drilled along south shore

of Gull Lake. (figure 4.6 shows well locations in the basin)

corresponds closely with a profile of the same location in figure 3.2. The vertical line nea¡

the centre of figure 3.2 is roughly the same position as hole 7 in figure 4.7 . The major

difference between figwe 3.2 andfîgure 4.7 is the presence of shale indicated n3.2by

Charon but not mentioned in any of the drillers' reports shown in figure 4.7.

cLAYm aour¿"fffi Grani
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4.2.4 Results of Surface Stratigraph), Assessment

The issue of whether water seeps out of the lake at the north end has never been

investigated so surficial investigation was undertaken to assess this possibitity. Till or clay

was found in 8 of t holes augered near the edge of the lake a¡ound the weir. The general

composition of ground material consisted of an upper horizon of humous, soil or silt

approximately 25 crn in depth, followed by successive layers of sand and gravel of variable

texrure approximately 50 -70 cm thick. Various densities of clay of till were found at

depths of 75 -100 cm below ground level. In some holes this impermeable layer was

gravelly and in others it was a fine sandy texfure. Several of the holes filled with water at

rates which were consistent with their proximity to the edge of the lake. Holes I andZ

filled too rapidly to excavate with the manual auger and the gas powered auger was used

instead. Clay was at a similar depth in holes I and 2. Hole 7, directly in front of the

channel leading to the weir, also filled with water but took a matter of hours to do so. The

warer was probably seeping from the sides of the hole but the slow rate made it difficult to

confirm this. Holes 3,4,5,6, 8, and 9 were all dry but were farther from the lake edge.

In all other respects they were similar to the water filled holes. Hole 4 was different from

the others being located in the forest adjacent to the channel. No impermeable material was

discovered in hole 4 but it was assumed to be present at a greater depth. Technical

difficulties prevented deeper excavation to find it. The ground elevation was higher at this

site. Figure 4.7 shows test hole 9 and the typical horizons found in all the test holes.

The dark upper layer is soil, followed by a layer of greyish brown sand. The smaller

diameter opening at the base of the photo is approximately 50-60 cm deep with till at the

bortom and tilt and gravel above that. Figure 4.ll shows a photo of the general area of

surface stratigraphy assessment.
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Figure 4.9 ptroto of æst hole number 9, in surface stratigraphy assessment, located approximately 50 m

east of the channel leading to the weir and 10-15 m from lake shore. Decayed aquatic vegetation is visible
around rim indicating the former position of shoreline.

Figure 4.10 General area of surface investigation. Note exposed rocks and receding shore line. rüeir is

not visible but is located in forest section 2 inches from left edge of photo. Photo taken October 1991



4.2.5 Domestic Water Consumption

Personal consumption of water was estimated for the summer season of June, July, and

August. Use during the other nine months of the year was assumed to be negligible.

Consumption by lawn and garden sprinklers for the same period was also estimated. Both

uses of water were estimated for weekends only because the number of users on weekdays

is relatively small. Per capita consumption of water at cottages was assumed to be

approximately 40 percent of urban consumption:

27 0 htes l daylperson x 407o = 1 0 8 litres/day/person.

The number of people at the lake on weekends was estimated using data from the results of

question 4 of the questionnate. Using the median number of users in each category listed

in question 4 (up to 4 people =2; 4-6 people = 5; and 7-8 people =7.5) each category was

multiplied by the percentage that category represented of the total. Assuming 285 cottages

around the lake the result is:

285 x 6l.0Vo x {2 PeopleÌ =347 People

285 x29.7Vo x {5 Peoplel = 423 People

285 x 8.7Vo x {7.5 People} = 186 People

(347 + 423 + 186) = 956 People present at the lake on weekends.

A more conservative figure of 800 was adopted instead of 956 people since it did not seem

likely that over 900 people visit the lake every weekend. Total human water consumption

for the summer season was calculated as follows:

Personal Consumotion:

Total seasonal consumption:

- (per capita use)x(no.of persons)x(no.days/wk)x(no.of wks)

= ( 1 08 litres)x(8OO people)x(2 days/wk.)x( 1 2wks)
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= 2,073,600litres

=2,074 cubic metres

Lawn and Ga¡den Consumption:

The other major use of water from the lake is the use of sprinklers on lawns and gardens.

Questionnaire resuls indicated that over 50 percent of lake users water their property to

some extent. This extent was arbitra¡ily set at 2 days per week on weekends, for 6 hours

per day, for a duration of 12 weeks at a rate of 2 G.P.M. The total consumption is

calculated below.

A) Total seasonal consumption per sprinkler:

= (pump rate)x(no.minutes/day)x(no.days/wk)x(no.wkends)

= (2 GPM) x (360 minutes) x (2 days) x (12 weekends)

= 17 ,280 gallons/sprinkler

= 78.5 cubic metres

B) Total seasonal consumption for all sprinklers:

= (I7,280 gallons/sprinkler) x (no.cottages using sprinklers)

= (17,280 gal.) x (285 x 50Vo)

= (2,462,000 imperial gallons)

= 11,000 cubic metres

Total human consumption, the sum of indoor and outdoor water consumption as noted

above is approximately 13,000 cubic metres. The annual total of the consumptive uses

outlined is approximately 13,000 cu. m./year which is roughly equivalent to the volume of

lake evaporation during a typical summer weekend. This statistic, although crude, should

alleviate any concerns about the impact of water withdrawals on the lake for non-essential

purposes. The small value for human consumption relative to the net outflow in column'9

suggests that even if it were much higher it is not a significant component of the water

balance.
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5.0 Discussion

5.1 Ouestionnaire

Ouestion 1: Response Rates

A relatively high response rate to the questionnaire of 68.8 percent indicated that there is a

considerable degree of interest in the management of Gull Lake. The good response may

have been due to personal contact and the numerous conversations that took place between

the researcher and potential respondents during distribution. Much background

information about the lake was gathered during this time. Response rates for the north

shore were particularly high (89.7 percent) and the response from the south shore was also

very good (78.4 percent). The rate of returns for off-lake residents was quite low (27.8

percenr). To some extent this could be expected since this goup of people are more

isolated from the lake and would tend to be less aware or concerned about specific issues

regarding the lake. Another reason for the lower response rate of the off-lake group could

be that fewer contacts were made during distribution of the questionnaire to off-lake

properties. Twenty seven of the 179 respondents did not specify their location which may

have skewed the percentage response rates by area.

Ouestion 2: Resident Tenure

A notable result of the questionnaire was the long period of time that respondents have

spent at Gutl Lake in many cases since they were children. 50 percent of respondents have

been at Gull Lake, in some capacity, for more than thirty years. The long tenure of many

lake users probably accounts for the high degree of concern for the health of the lake.

Ouestions 3-5: Age of Conages and Intensit)' of Use

The majority of housing on the lake is of 1950's or earlier vintage and many of the more'

modern structures are renovations of older cottages. Fewer than 10 percent of respondents

reported more than six people using their cottage on weekends. Apparently this is enough
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to prompt complaints of loud noise and late night parties by some residents. A more

immediate concem for the lake is the potential impact of these exüa residents on water

quality. One cottage owner reported seeing lineups outside outhouses during a weekend

parry. This is certain to occur in some instances even where a cottage has a holding tank.

With total containment of sewage the recovery time of the lake is expected to be fourteen

years. Infractions of the bylaw will extend this period, so the temptation to ignore or even

oppose the new regulations should be resisted.

Ouestions 6-9: Amenities

Questions in Part A were designed to gauge the volume of water consumption by lake

users, but in view of the marginal impact domesúc use has on the total water balance, the

main concern for lake users should be how they are using the water, rather than how much

they are using. The quality of water going into greywater fields is the critical issue where

domestic water consumption is concerned. The impact of dishwashers which require

detergents with heavy phosphate content is the most probable risk. In fact, neither liquid

dishwashing detergents nor automatic dishwasher detergents are restricted by Canadian law

as to their phosphate content or the labelling of such ingredients. Phosphate content of

powdered automatic dishwashing detergents in Canada ranges from 18 to 31 percent

(Canadian Green Consumer Guide 1989). Over 52.7 percent of respondents use

dishwashers and/or washing machines while 63 percent drain some or all of their greywater

into a field. These figures indicate the potential for appreciable levels of phosphates to

drain into gïeywarer fields and eventually reach the lake. Although phosphate-free soaps of

all kinds are available it is unknown how many people make use of them on a routine basis.

Ouestion 10: Use of Chemicals

Another dimension of the water quality issue is the use of chemical fertilizers, herbicides'

and pesticides. The application of these substances to lawns and gardens is an inherently

risþ and uncertain process. Detailed information on these activities was not solicited in the
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questionnaire so only general comments are possible. In many cases these products are

used for the wrong reasons or do not accomplish the intended task. However effective

they may be, numerous alternative producs and methods of maintaining a garden or lawn

are available if individuals are prepared to investigate. Synthetic chemical agents are

becomingly increasingly recognized as potentially hazardous substances, in any

concentration, and not as effective over the long run at controlling pests or weeds or

encouraging healthy growth. The confined hydrology of the Gull Lake basin suggests that

chemical use should be avoided.

Question 1 1: Recreational Activities

There is a wide range of activities taking place at Gull Lake. Most notable from the results

of this section of the questionnaire were the conflicts between non-motorized activities like

swimming or canoeing and the recreational use of motorboats. Some individuals favour a

complete ban of motorboats while others are opposed only to the larger boats.

Considerable information was gathered about attitudes concerning recreation from written

comments appended to the questionnaire. Although more than 44 percent of the

respondents waterski at the lake, this activity appears to generate the most controversy.

Reasons for opposition to water sküng include noise, water pollution, increased water

turbidity and safety concerns. Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 all indicate this relationship.

Elsewhere, measures have been taken to restrict certain recreational activities that generate

unresolvable conflics, or have been deemed detrimental to a lake (small lakes in particular).

This is for the overall benefit of the lake and its users.

Ouestion 12: Regulation of Controversial Activities

Shampooing in the lake elicited the srongest call for regulation of the items listed in

question 12; perhaps because it is more visible to bystanders and is generally known to be

harmful to sensitive aquatic environments. People at Gull Lake are sensitized to the

negative impacts of phosphorous; for example, opposition to the use of chemicals was over
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50 percent but more than 76 percent of respondents opposed shampooing. There is

probably less awareness of the chemical use that goes on, or the environmental implications

associated with it, than with shampooing but the long-term negative impacts of chemical

use is probably more serious and requires more attention.

Ouestions 13-16: Water O-ualitv

Virtuatly all respondents felt that water quality has worsened noticeably, but a significant

range of opinion exists on how this situation could be improved. Highly visible changes in

environmental quality, reflected in such factors as poor water quality, are the main reason

for the wide range of concerns about the health of the lake. Changes in water quality are an

obvious warning sign to lake users that something is wrong; while the implications of

changing water levels are less clear cut and open to misinterpretation. These environmental

factors (water quality and water level) are not mutually exclusive in terms of their cause and

effect. Although low water levels may receive more attention than warranted when water

quality is happens to be poor, the decline in both the quality and the quantity of water at

Gult Lake is (and should be) a clear indication to people that there are problems which must

be dealt with. Water quality testing has borne this out and underlined the need for a change

in the customs and habits of most lake users to solve these problems.

Ouestion 17: Management Options for the Lake

Responses to management options suggested in question 17 displayed a noticeable pattern.

Water conservation policies, as such, u/ere not endorsed by the majority of people,

although the principle was accepted by most. Water conservation can probably be

considered a dead issue relative to water quality since domestic water consumption was

shown to be negligible relative to the lake's water balance (see Domestic V/ater

Consumption in section 4.2.5).

More emphatic responses were recorded for the second half of question 17. The issues of
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whether 1) a "nature fix", 2) that ever¡hing is "normal" and 3) that natural processes are

enough to repair the lake, all elicited strong disagreement. 84.3 percent felt that a nature fix

is not realistic, and over 90 percent did not agree that that everything is normal, or that

natuml processes are enough to save the lake. These statistics are an indication that people

are generally prepared to do what is required to restore the lake. Comments written by

people also show that they are anxious to know what needs to be done.

Ouestion 18: Lake Restoration and Enhancement

The issue of an enhancement project was presented for respondents to conìment on.

Specific reference was not made to the proposal to pump water into the lake because it was

felt that nobody would be philosophically opposed to any restoration project. Asking such

a question would be like asking if they were in favour of good water quality. In retrospect

providing several restoration alternatives to choose from would have given respondents the

oppornrnity to answer this question more objectively. Despite this, many people did make

reference to the water pumping proposal, indicating their awareness and general support for

it. Some stated ttrat they were worried about the condition of the lake and they would

support any initiative aimed at restoring it; others were more pessimistic and felt it was "too

late" to reilrn the lake to its former pristine condition.

Ouestion 19: Public Information Sou¡ces

The overwhelming majority of respondents rely on the annual public meetings or the

Ratepayer newsletters for news about the lake but many do not have a regular information

source except what they pick up in day to day contact with othen at the lake. This outlines

the need for an improved information nenvork that will keep people informed about

environmental issues and progress. Detailed scientific research has been done at Gull Lake

by the Environment Department, yet it appears that few people have read the reports. Orily

four people mentioned the Trophic Study of Gull Lake in question 19, even though it

specifically deals with water quatity and eutrophication; the most widely held concerns of
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the cottage owners. If people are provided with more access to this kind of information in

a form that they can understand, acceptance and compliance for measures such as holding

tanks will improve.

Ouestions 20-21: Age and Sex of Respondents

The majority of questionnaires were personally delivered to property owners which likely

explains why less than 2 percent of the respondents were under the age of twenty five. The

lengthy tenure of lake users noted in question 2 is echoed in question 20, where nearly 45

percent of the respondents were more than sixty years old. When this group is combined

with the 40-60 year old group, they comprise over 78 percent of all respondents. The

mature make-up of the survey population (as opposed to the entire population) at the lake is

no doubt an important consideration for the discussion of the results. The questionnaire

was distributed to property owners, as a result opinions of young lake users are not well

represented. One possible objective of further surveys could be to address this deficiency.

The sex ratio of respondents was more even, in fact if the female goup of respondents is

combined with the joint goup i.e., male and female collaborative responses, the sex ratio

becomes 60 percent male to 40 percent female. Cross tabulations of the differences in

responses be¡ween each group were not attempted but would make an interesting

sociological analysis of the perception of environmental quality benveen sexes.
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5.2 Water Balance

Factors Affectine Net Outflow (column 9)

Net outflow in column 9, table 4.2is aresidual figure because it was not measured

directty. The values a¡e uniformly negative because they represent a net loss of water from

the lake including surface ouflow (1970's only), domestic water consumption, and

residual error from estimating precipitation, evaporation, evapo-transpiration, area of the

watershed, and lake volumes. Annual domestic water consumption was estimated and can

be deducted from column 9 but residual error in column 9 is difficult to determine unless

outflow from the lake is verified by measurement. Error in column 9 would be minimized

if the other components such as, runoff characteristics, precipitation, and evaporation were

measured on-site.

It is important to note that column 9 is net outflow nottotal outflow. It is the volume by

which losses by seepage exceed gains by seepage . Outflow is not a measure of the

decrease in lake volume, it is a volume of water lost, that is unexplained by evaporation and

evapo-transpiration and therefore must be attribuøble to other components of the

hydrologic cycle i.e., recharge to gtoundwater or surface outflows. Therefore, even

though there is a mean outflow of 796,000 cu.m. per year, lake volume can remain steady

because there are compensating inflows from precipitation and groundwater to offset that

loss. The tables in appendix E show how lake volume can increase during months and

years with large outflow, presumably due to the recharge sources mentioned above.

Domestic Consumption

Domestic consumption represents less than 2 percent of the mean ouflow in column 9, so

it has little effect on the natu¡al flow of water. The actual volume of water used may be 
,

underestimated by the calculations in section 4.2.5.It was only calculated for the summer

months, and there are permanent residents near the lake as well as cottagers who go there
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every weekend. However, even a more liberal assessment of water consumption would

not likely account for more than 20,000 cu m. of water, and domestic use of water is not

entirely consumptive either. Some water returns to gloundwater and the lake through

septic fields or as surface drainage from sprinklers.

Precioitation

Net outflow from the lake is fairly constant each year with a mean of 796,315 and a

standard deviation of only 195,000. Only 1977-78 (at 346,146 cu.m.), has a net outflow

less than 600,000 cu.m. This lack of deviation from the mean may be due in part to the

effect of using mean precipitation data from seven stations. Single station precipitation data

tends to have a wider range of fluctuation causing greater fluctuations in net ouflow, which

do not reflect reality. Mean values do not reflect reality for specific sites either, but at least

they minimize extremes. It is possible that monthly data from one station close to the lake

is more applicable than a mean of seven stations from a much larger a¡ea, but none of the

seven available stations are close enough to be representative of the study area. A summary

of mean precipitation by decade for the period of record of six stations nearest to Gull Lake

is shown below in table 5.1. Brokenhead was omitted because it was in commission for

less than five years.
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Table 5.1

Summary of Mean Precipitation by Decade for Six Weather Stations Nearest to Gull Lake

(1916-1990)

Beausir. Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Fls Selkirk MEANS

Start date (1960- ) (1944-) (1922-) (191s- ) 0959- ) (1963- )

1910's 505.s 505.t
l92U's 411.5 4U7.'J 412.4
1930's 426.3 3U5.9 366.1
1940's 508.0 5)2.) 357.O 472.5
1950's 551.3 470.4 40u.v 494.2
l9ó0's 53U.U 54'¿.'¿ 451.7 570.1 5'34.1 563. I 53'3.1

I9 /U'S J¿1.5 538.3 4Õð.) )ðl.u 566.2 464.'J 524.3
1980's 552.6 469.5 524.7 497.2 485.2 505.8

All figures in millimeres. Source: Atmospheric Environment Service. Yea¡s with incomplete records a¡e

not included in calculation of means. The mean precipitation for the 19 year period of all seven weather

stations (as noted in Table 4.2) was 520.2 mm.

The thirry year period from 1920-1950 shows substantially lower precipitation but only

two of the six stations were operating during that period, so the mean for those decades

might nor be indicative of actual conditions. (A yearly summary of table 5.1 is provided in

appendix D, table D-4). Between successive decades precipitation is fairly stable. From

1960 ir has remained above five hundred mm. although it declined gradually each decade

since then. Precipitation at specific stations can vary from the seven station mean by 120

mm. or more (note Pine Falls in 1971) but it is more often within twenty to thirry mm. of

the mean. This general conformity of single station data to the average indicates that the

mean is a reliable indicator of actual precipitation, at least over periods longer than a year,

and particularly over the full 19 year period.

I-ower outflow is an indication of reduced seepage, increased inflow, or both. Seepage has

never been monitored, but annual changes in inflow, which are heavily influenced by I

precipitation, can be estimated using climatological records for the 19 year period.
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Fluctuations in infiow will roughly correspond to the volume of precipitation received each

year. læss precipitation will result in less inflow and ultimately less ouflow from the

basin, assuming there is a lag time bet',veen rainfall and its effect on groundwater. Table

5.2 shows the deviation in annual precipitation from the 19 year mean, and the

corresponding changes observed in lake volume. Columns l,2,and 6 are taken from table

4.2,wlrnke column 3,4, and 5 are added to show the relative variation in precipitation each

year and the corresponding change in actual lake volume.

Table 5.2

Deviation of Annual Precipitation from the 19 year mean 1972-91

(All figures in cubic metres)

In most years where precipitation is above the mean there is an associated increase in lake

volume, except for 1972[73,75n6 and 89/90. There was a net decrease in lake volume

1 2 J 4 5 6

YEAR Prec.(cu.m.) dev.above dev.below Actual chs. Actual vol.
Jul l- mean mean rn lake vol. -June 30

t972-73 2,293,391 248,122 -98,633 4,155,167
19'l'3: t 4 2.725.793 680.524 282,836 4,438,003
t974-75 z,o14,2gg -30,97r 99,95E 4,537,961
L9 tJ: tO 2,21r,029 165,760 -409.ðóó 4,1'2E,Ug5

t976-77 r.596.720 -M8,549 -340,955 3,787,t40
L9 I t:tó 2.266.562 2'¿1,'¿9'3

'J'J'',0U4 4,r'¿u,144
1978-79 2,070,244 24,975 27,640 4,L47,784
1979-80 1,504,973 -54|.,:¿96 -254.439 3,893,345
1980-Er 1,891,71 1 I)J,))õ -9't.49't 3,795,848
1981-82 1,727,E45 -317.424 -158.040 3,637,808
1982-E3 2,338,111 29'¿,9Uó 267,843 J,9U5,O) I
1983-84 l,ó8ó,028 :359J¿42 -284,35t '3,62t:30tJ

I9ð4-ð) 1,994,376 -)u,ðvJ -119,647 3,)U I,Õ)J
I9E5-E6 2,170,818 r25,549 146.530 3,648,183
1986-87 1,799,?,83 -'¿4J,9ób -197,&4 3,450,539
I9E7-EE L,878,O22 -t67,248 -224,717 3,225,822
1988-89 '¿,31ó,4¿l 333,152 116,429 'J,'542,'¿J I
1989-90 2,317,52r 272,252 -73,076 3,269,175
1990-91 1,994,900 -5U.JOv - 10,980 3,258,195

19 yr total 38,860,112 2,364,535 -2.364.535 -995,óU)
19 wmean '¿,u4J'¿6t -J'¿,4UU 3.782.3T9
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during most years with below average precipitation, except in 1974175. The average

annual depth of precipitation from 1972 through 1991 from table 4.2was 520.2 mm.

Table 5.1 shows the mean precipitation by decade has declined gradually since 1960. The

average for 1960's was 533.1 mm., the 1970's 524.3 mm. and the 1980's 505.8 mm.

Reduced precipitation over the last thirty years is consistent with the gradual decline in lake

level observable in the hydrograph. More complete weather records would be required to

establish a link between rainfatl and lake level, and there are undoubtedly numerous other

related factors ttrat would have to be considered to determine why the lake level has

continued to decrease. Ideally a long-term precipitation mean would provide a more valid

bench mark to compare with annual means observed during the water balance period.

Table 5.2 was devised for this pulpose but the precipitation mean (520.2 mm.), for

calculating the annual moisture deficits (or surpluses), was based only on the 19 year

period because historical weather records before 1960, near Gull Lake are not extensive.

The only weather stations recording precipitation prior to T964were Pinawa (since 1915),

Great Falls (since 1922), and Gimli (since 1944) and the records of these stations during

this period are also incomplete, making it difficult to determine what the "normal"

precipitation is. See appendix D, table D-4 for yearly precipitation at the seven stations

since 1916.

5.2. 1 Basin Stratigaphy Assessment

Gull Lake is perched over one of three extensive till lenses in the Selkirk map area (Cha¡ron

1975). These till lenses are considered semi-permeable, long-term recharge areas with

slow infiltration rates (Charron L975). This is the essential characteristic of till which has

allowed water to collect in the basin that encloses Gull Lake. The lake is potentially far

from sealed, as is often assumed. The presence of 1) joints in till described by Williams,

and Farvolden (1967), 2) the occurrence of sand and grcvel at various depths below the

lake noted in drillers'reports, and 3) the groundwater models described by Winter (1981
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and 1983), all indicate that seepage from the lake to groundwater is possibly a significant

component of the water balance. Figure 3.2. is a profile of the till lens underneath Gull

Lake.

5.2.2 Surface StratigraphJ/ Assessment

The purpose of this investigation was to find out if there were any areas at the north end of

the lake where semi-permeable layers (till), or impermeable layers (clay), are intemrpted by

deposits of permeable material such as sand and gravel. This would indicate whether there

are oppornÌnities for water to escape from the lake. Results showed that finely textured

sandy till, rather than pure clay, was apparent in eight of nine holes augered along the shore

on either side of the weir. This is a relatively impermeable barrier which would permit only

minimal downward water seepage. Lateral seepage is more likely in ttris area via the

deposits of sand and gravel which lie on top of the of the till. Figure 4.8, shows the

location of the holes and the surrounding topography.

The appearance of water in some of these holes is signif,rcant because the level of the water

table was found to be at, or near, the level of the lake. Precise measurement of the two

levels would conclusively indicate whether this area is a discharge or recharge zßne for the

lake at any given point in time. Observations made at the site indicated that the two water

levels were at roughly the same elevation, however, it was subsequently realized that

instrumentation could be used to determine the exact ground level and water level elevations

at each test hole. Knowledge of these relative elevations could indicate whether water was

seeping out of the lake. A higher lake level would suggest discharge to gtoundwater. This

would have been useful information for interpreting net outflow in the water balance, but it

would have only amounted to data at that one point in time i.e., October 1991. Continuous

monitoring of groundwater levels would be necessary to assess the long-term relationshiþ

benveen groundwater and the lake. This has been done on the north shore at the

observation well since 1972.
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The direction of flow a¡ound test hole 7 is of particular interest because it is in front of the

weir and ttre stratigraphy at this site may have been disrupted during installation of the

weir. Ground elevations ¿ìre lowest near the weir, than for any other section of the lake

shore, making it a natural drainage area for surface and subsurface water when the lake is

very high, and by subsu¡face water when the lake level is lower than the weir. The channel

itself would convey surface water only during high water years but results of the water

balance indicate that subsurface flows continue to discharge from the lake regardless of the

lake level. There was apparent disturbance of sedimentary deposits close to the weir.

These deposits normally restrict seepage out of the lake by sealing the permeable layers

underneath. If water ever rises to the level of the wei¡ again, seepage might be more

substantial than formerly, due to the disturbance to the sediments created by the artificial

channel. The topographical map shows the ground relief in this area to be liule more than

one mere above the present lake level. Various proportions of sand, gravel, and till a¡e

present to a depth of at least one metre, as noted in the test holes described earlier in this

section. This tends to confirm evidence in the water balance that lateral drainage out of the

lake is occurring even at the low water levels currently being experienced. This is the

primary a¡ea where seepage can leave the local flow system and flow to the regional

groundwater system where it is no longer available to the lake The magnitude of these

flows can be seen in column 9 of Table 4.2. Mean annual net oudlow for the 19 year

period is 796,315 cu.m., and has remained fairly steady during that time with only two

exceprional years (1975 n6, ß77n8). During the.first seven yeas (1972-79 ) net outflow

includes an undetermined amount of surface ouflow due to very high water levels at the

time. This will inflate the seepage values associated with that time period, but how much

remains undetermined without knowing the volume of surface flow that actually occuredl.

1 Ner outflow (seepage) from 1979 onwards (Ster thelake had receded from the weir) was estimaæd ¡o

adjust for the unknown influence of surface outflow prior to that time. The result was annual mean se€page

of 780,000cu. m. equivalent to 89 percent of mean net outflow shown in table 4.2.
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5.2.3 General Discussion

Due to uncertainty regarding the size of the local groundwater table and its relationship with

the regional water table, only general conclusions from the water balance are possible.

Subsurface outflow apparently occurs at any lake level and is probably due to a lack of

precipitation. The lack of moisture would cause the groundwater mounds around the lake

to subside (see figures 2.3 and2.4). If the water table mounds fall below lake level

seepage from the lake would occur where the lake bed is not well sealed. During wet

conditions the reverse situation would oæur. If rainfall is regular enough to maintain the

water table mounds above the level of the lake, there would be net inflow to the lake. A

given amount of rainfall elevates the groundwater table quickly because much of the water

infiltrating the ground is displaced by sand and gravel. The lake level responds more

gradually to rainfall as can be seen by the more gradual curve in the hydrograph. Except

for the sharp spikes in the groundwater hydrograph there is usually less than a six inch

difference between the lake and the gloundwater levels; at the observation well site. During

the 1970's groundwater was higher than the lake but during the 1980's it was more often

below the lake level. The close association between the two levels is consistent with the

steady net ouflow noted in column 9 of table 4.2.

Water flowing out of the lake would either remain with the local groundwater, or it could

discharge to regional groundwater at which point it is effectively lost. The latter would

most likely occur a¡ound the weir where the lake is not confined by the till. Discharge from

other areas of the lake would be confined to the local groundwater by titl except where there

may be joints in the till, or sand and gravel deposits illustrated in figure 4.7. With the

exception of the area around the weir, the lake and the local groundwater table are generally

confined by till. Ground conditions and surface elevations indicate that the weir area coqld

discharge enough water to the regional water table to account for a significant percentage of

yearly ner ouflow. The results in table 4.2 indicate that net ouflow including seepage has
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been relatively steady for the entire 19 year period. Stable seepage and ouflow rates can be

explained if one or more of the following statements a¡e assumed to be true.

1) The lake is not outside its nanrral range of fluctuation so subsurface ouflow has not

subsided i.e., net ouflow continues.

2) Ttre estimation of certain components in the water balance do not accurately reflect the

true situation, and there are additional volumes of groundwater recharge and discharge not

accounted for.

3) The lake is effectively confined by the till basin, but it is in variable states of recharge

and discharge, depending on the relative elevations of groundwater and lake level.

A lake can be directly related to a groundwater flow system or it can be, to any degtee,

independent of it. Not all lakes are so directly related to a flow system, some are perched

above regional water tables, while others a.re progressively sealed by sedimentation

processes and their relation to flow systems is thus continually changing (Stephenson

1971). A steady a¡rnual net oudlow despite the wide range in lake level since 1972,

suggests that the lake is directly related to the groundwater flow system, but groundwater

has never been adequately monitored so the interaction of regional and local systems and

how they influence the lake can not be confirmed. There is an exchange of water between

the lake and local groundwater which no doubt varies around the basin, according to

contours of till, sand, and gravel, but the issue of concern to the project feasibility is the

movement of water from local to regional groundwater systems and the potential loss of

that water. The water balance determines the volume of ouÉlow but it does not indicate

whether it is flowing to regional or local groundwater. The sratigraphy assessment

suggests there is a connection between local and regional gtoundwater that is timited mainly

to the north end of the lake. This could only be confirmed with more detailed assessmen't

of stratigraphy and groundwater flux.
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The Effect of the Gravel Pit.West of the Lake

Davidson (1973) mentions a hydrological assessment of the gravel pit which had been done

n 1972, to determine if excavations for sand and gravel were having any impact on the

lake. The assessment found no cause for concern, however since that time more gravel has

been removed from the pit, making it deeper and wider, and the potential threat to the lake

has remained a persistent issue. If only gravel is removed from the area, there should be

no appreciable effect on groundwater recharge (Maclnnes 1991 and Rutulis 1991 personal

communications). If till is removed there could potentially be an impact on groundwater

flows, and on the lake. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 are recent photgraphs of the gravel pit. It has

been twenty years since the last assessment and in view of the estimated $15 million in

property values, it may be advisable to commission another.

The General Effect of Water Balance Components on the Lake

The recharge of lake volume is primarily dependent on the depth of precipitation which falls

on the watershed. Of the volume of precipitation falling on the entire watershed area

(including the lake), 30 percent falls on the lake's surface and 70 percent falls on the land

around the lake. the process of evapo-transpiration consumes 70 percent of what falls on

the land and lake evaporation consumes the equivalent of 100 percent of what falls directly

on the lake, leaving a net surplus of 20 percent to increase the lake volume. The actual

source of this theoretical 20 percent surplus is certain to vary widely according to weather

conditions and deep and shallow groundwater flows. If the time period of interest is

generally rainy and average temperatures a¡e lower, then evaporative losses would be

reduced and a greater percentage of totat summer precipitation would contribute to the lake

volume. The reverse would occur when weather conditions are dry for an extended period.

The influence of temperature and the frequency of rainfall are not directly factored into the

water balance, but lake evaporation data are derived from real weather observations, so

variations in column 5 of table 4.2, do to some extent reflect actual moisture surpluses or
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Figure 5.4 ee¡¿ view of the soufh shore of Gull I¿ke illusnadng the close proximity of ttre gravel pit,

west of the lake. Note the high cottage density. Photograph taken August, 1991; courtesy of Sran Malec.

Figure 5.5 Interior of gravel pit, showing several ponds excavated in clayey till. The ponds are

approximately 400 mefes west. of the lakeshore at an undetermined elevarion below the lake level. View is
norrhwesq wirh Lake Winnipeg visible and Highway 59 obscu¡ed by rees in background. Photo: fail,1991
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deficits resulting from changing weather conditions. The water balance is divided into

annual periods for the convenience of discussion, but factors that cause the water balance

to fluctuate overlap those time periods. The effect of weather conditions during one period

will influence the next period, for example, a year of heavy precipitation will not produce a

significant increase in lake volume if an exceptionally dry year preceded, because much of

the rain will be consumed to replenish groundwater. This variability is illustrated in table

5.2 where extreme deviations in precipitation do not produce an equivalent change in lake

volume.

Conclusions about the lake have been drawn from the data compiled in table 4.2 but more

detailed analysis of net oudlow would involve more complete monitoring of actual ground

water levels at multiple locations, as well as more consistent lake level readings spanning

the entire open water season. V/here this has been done for other lakes, the procedure has

involved a nework of observation wells, including those which may have already been

installed for domestic purposes [see Stephenson (1971), Winter (1983) and Shaw (1990)].

Once a flow system is mapped, numerous applications can be made toward the solution of

problems relating to the use of either surface water or groundwater (Stephenson 1971).
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5.3 Gull Lake Enhancement Project

The construction of a cnrde drainage channel in late 1975 was followed shortly after by the

installation of a weir to control the flow of water out of the lake. Since that time the water

level in the lake has dropped 1.232 metres (48.5 inches) from its maximum recorded high

of 254.307 metres ASL in lune, 797 4 to 253.07 5 metres ASL in June, 1990.

Accompanying the steady decline in lake level there has been an inctease in problems

associated with water quality. People are very concerned about the declining water level

and numerous issues related to water quality, in fact, 85-90 percent of the questionnaire

respondents agfeed that water level, algae growth, weed gfowth, water clarity, water

pollution, and "Other" issues are significant problems at the lake.

The unanimity of concern about these issues has created a sense of urgency for initiatives to

aid the lake. The potential of the water pumping initiative to alleviate problems associated

with water quality and water level has made it a focus of attention for revival of the lake.

The water to be pumped into the lake may be obtainable from an existing well in the gravel

pit, or if this source is not reliable then another would have to be found and a new well

drilled. The Ratepayers' have proposed to artificially recharge the volume of the lake with

warer from one of the aquifers east of highway 59. A 6-8 inch pipeline would transfer

water from the well to the lake with the objective of maintaining an optimum lake level and

diluting the concentration of nutrients now present in the lake'

Advantages of a Regulated Lake lævel

Ð Gull Lake has been stocked with hundreds of thousands of f,rsh since the 1930's

but the Fisheries Branch has decided that stocking the lake is not curently feasible because

conditions in the lake are poor. Higher water levels will create more favourable conditiohs

for fish by reducing the incidence of winter kills.

ü) Relatively pure water from an aquifer will tend to improve the overall water quality
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of the lake. Approximately 350,000 cu. m. of water could theoretically be pumped into the

lake during a six month period. This is equivalent to nearly l0 percent of the current lake

volume. The actual elevation of the water level that could be achieved is difficult to predict

accurately because offactors such as seepage.

üi) The flow of water can be turned on whenever it is required and turned off when the

lake level is within an acceptable range. Subsequent periods of low water levels can be

prevented from occurring by resuming the flow of water.

iv) The proposal to pump water into the lake is regarded by the Ratepayers as one

aspect of a more comprehensive management approach for the enhancement of the lake. As

such, it is viewed as a form of insurance which will tend to improve and maintain water

quality and water levels, or at least prevent further deterioration. The benefits associated

with pumping will in theory occur relatively sooner after project implementation than those

of other enhancement measures which could be undertaken.

v) Improved water quality and easy access to the lake results in gleater recreational

potential which, in turn, enhances property values for owners and secures a reliable tax

base for the municipaliry.

vi) Introducing a purer water source to the lake would tend to slow the ageing process

caused by nutrient loading and restore the aesthetic qualities of the water for lake users.

Disadvantages of Regulated lævels

Although the pumping initiative is acknowledged to be only one part of a more

comprehensive enhancement measure, it could be perceived by some individuals as a

solution for all the water quality problems. As such it could promote a false sense of

security and a lack of support for other necessafy enhancement measures.
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5.3. 1 Project Description

The proposal for pumping water into the lake is tentative since availability of a sufficient

water supply is not yet gu¿ìranteed. The costs of the heavy equipment and materials, and

safety considerations, are outlined. V/ater would either be purnped from an existing well in

the gravel quarry (shown in figure 5.1) or a new well would be drilled to obtain water from

another site. The information in section 5.3.2 was compiled by the Environmental

Concerns Committee at Gull Lake. Costs are subject to change since this information was

compiled in June, 1991. The guarantee of an adequate supply of water and the access to it

are not yet secured. These issues are discussed in section 5.3.5. A map of the project area

is shown in figure 5.2

5.3.2 Proiect Costs

The following costs pertain to the existing well and pump already in use in the gravel pit.

6 inch pipe at fi3.251ft. X 3500 ft 11,375.00

Used stock from Alberta shipped to Gull Lake 200.00

Subtotal 11,575.00

Taxes 1,736.00

Total 13,311.00

6" butterfly valves $120.00 ea. 2 units $240.00

6" flanges $20.00 ea. 8 units $160.00

Weldine $40.00/hr. 50 hrs $2,000.00

Backhoe $35.00/hr. 50 hrs $1,750.00

l,eveline of site $60.00/hr. 8 hrs $480.00

Total $4,630.00
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Backhoe to unload 2 hrs $70.00

Backhoe to place pipe 10 hrs $350.00

Backhoe for trenchine & filling 10 hrs $3s0.00

Chain link enclosure (installed) 4'x3'x20' $716.34

Problem expenses $1,000.00

Total $1,486.34

Equipment:

Figures below relate to the fifty horsepower motor already installed at the retention pond

adjacent to the well.

3045; total pressure of 65 P.S.I.)Monarch Pump (serial#20555 A

3500 ft.

Chanee in elevation beween contours 775-850 ft 75 ft.

Pressure loss due to lift 32 P.S.r.

Pressure loss over distance (6 P.S.I./100ftX3500 ft ) 21 P.S.I.

Remaining pressure at lake end (65-32-21) P.S.I. 12 P.S.r.

Safety Considerations:

-Chain link enclosure would keep people away from outlet in lake.

-Vy'ater flow would end shortly after meeting resistance in the lake.

-Pipe would be buried in public areas.
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5.3.3 Costs for Drilling a New Well

The following costs would apply if the existing well and pump are inadequate and a new

well has to be drilled and a new pump installed.

TestWell

5 inch well @ $15.00/foot X (150 feeÐ

2 Screens @ $850.00 each

Pump test (up to 6 hours) @ $65.00/hour

TOTAL

Final Well

8 inch well @ $28.00/foot X (150 feeÐ

2 Screens @ $1326.00 each

Pump test (up to 6 hours) @ $65.00/hour

Subtotal

Eouioment Costs

Pump: 30 H.P., 220 volt,4 stage

Pipe:

6 inch pipe (used) 2500 feet @ $3.25lfoot

Subtotal

NOTE - If used pipe is not available, new pipe at $7.00/foot

would be substituted. 2500 feet X $ 7.00/foot = 17,500.00

Cost difference: (17,500.00 - 8,125.00) = $ 9,250.00

Pioe Installation

V/elding: 50 hours @ $40.00lhour

Backhoe: to assist Welder $35.00/hour

Level site: 8 hours @ $60.ffi/hour

Subtotal

2,250.00

1,700.00

390.00

$ 4,340.00

4,200.00

2,652.00

390.00

s 7.242.00

4,337.00

8.12s.00

12,462.00

$ 2,000.00

$ 1,750.00

s 480.00

$ 4,230.00

4,340.00

7,242.00

t2,462.00
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Miscellaneous:

Backhoe

-to unload 2 hours @ $35.00lhour 70.00

-to place pipe 10 hours @ $35.00lhour 350.00

-for trenching/f,rlling 10 hours @ $35.00lhour 350.00

Other Miscellaneous costs 1000.00

Subtotal $ 2490.00 2490.00

Total Startup costs $ 30.764.00

Hvdro Electric Costs

These costs are only roughly calculated because the actual power consumption of the

electric motor is not known. Power consumption was roughly estimated with the formula

below for ten and thirry horsepower loads. The ten horsepower load is associated with

smaller pipe diameter, and a pumping rate of approximately 150 GPM for twelve months of

the year.

Horse Power x Hours x Days/mon¡þ= (v7þ's/month

10 H.P. x24hrs x 30 = 7,2N Kwh/month

7,200 Kwh/month x 12 Months = 86,400 Kwh/year

30 H.P. x 24 hrs x 30 = 21,600 Kwh/month

2I,600 KwVmonth x 6 Months = 129,6@ Kwh/season

OHPOHP

Connection Charee
,l ,l

Basic Monthly Charge 20.01 20.01

First 1090 Kwh's @ $0.06512/Kwh 70.98 70.98

Next 10,000 Kwh's @ $0.049231Kwh 492.30 300.80

Next 7,500 Kwh's @ $0.03277lKwh 245.t8

Next 3.010 Kwh's @ $0.019821Kwh 59.66

TOTAL $ 888.73 39r.19
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5.3.5 Project Feasibility

Backeround

A Hydrologic Study of the Selkirk Area by Charron (1975) which suweyed groundwater

resources using an extensive inventory of drilled and dug wells, was used to outline

groundwater quality and its direction of flow around the lake. A volume of water sufficient

for recharging the lake is not identified by Charron around the till areas. Mainly shallow

groundwater resources were sn¡died by Cha:ron with a supply suitable only for domestic

use, especially in the till areas where infiltration is slow.

The most relevant information for evaluating a water supply for the enhancement project

would be deep wells drilled through the till lens to bedrock. Currently there is no thorough

documentation of deep wells near the lake which can be used to reliably predict water

availability other than for low volume domestic use. Ultimately, tests will have to be done

on existing wells, or on new ones, to determine how much water is available for the

project.

The following section assesses the feasibility of using groundwater from this area to

recharge Gull Lake. The results of this assessment do not in any way confirm the presence

of water. This would be done during the licensing phase of the project. Actual site

conditions could differ in terms of water quantity, and location of a well.

The two main objectives of the enhancement project are,

-to elevate the water level of the lake to improve recreation and enjoyment, and

-retard the rate of eutrophication by reducing the concentration of nutrients in the water.

Therefore, feasibility of the project and its ability to enhance the water quality and water '

level of the lake will depend on:

1) Groundwater availability - V/ithout a suffîcient volume of water the project
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would not be worth undertaking, therefore groundwater availability, in large amounts,

is critical to the success of the project.

2) Permeability of the lake basin - Seepage out of the lake is a factor in the

success of the enhancement project.

3) Groundwater quality - Groundwater is generally of higher quality than surface

water, but this has yet to be confirmed.

4) Dilution of the lake - The ability of groundwater to dilute nutrient

concentrations in the lake will indicate the potential for improving water quality.

These four areas of concern are addressed in more detail below.

1) Groundwater Availabilitv

The proposed volume of water to be pumped from the aquifer to the lake is 300 imperial

gallons per minute (IGPM or GPM) continuously from May 1 through October 31 each

year till a more desirable water level is reached. The immediate question which needs to be

answered is whether 300 GPM can be withdrawn continuously from an aquifer without

depleting it. This question cannot be answered for certain until a well is located and tested

but the literature gives some general indications of groundwater availability. For the

purposes of addressing these four issues, the volume is assumed to be 300 GPM even

though in reality it could be less.

Sustainable Yield of Aquifers

Gull Lake is situated on one of nine topographical high points in the Selkirk area. These

high points, some of which are illustrated in figure 2.2, consist of till, sand, and gravel and

are recharge zones for groundwater as opposed to the groundwater discharge zones

characteristic of the clay plain south and east of the lake. Groundwater aquifers within t

these high points are described by Charron (1974) as confined aquifers with a direction of

flow radiating outwards in all directions. Shallow sand and gravel aquifers are common
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along the north and west shores of Gull Lake and in many other parts of the Selkirk

district, but they yield only a domestic supply of water. The extensive sand and gravel

deposis just west of Gull Lake (the enhancement pdect area) are dry because they are

separared from the lake by a barrier of till (Rutulis 1978). Shallow gloundwater water is

more accessible on the east side of Lake Winnipeg but yields a¡e considerably lower than

on the west side. As a result it is likely that yields approaching 300 GPM near Gull Lake

will only be found close to bedrock.

The proximity of high yield aquifers close to the lake is crucial to the feasibility of the

project. Titl yields relatively little water and groundwater availability around the lake is

rated ftom 1 to 5 GPM. Wells in the sand and gravel ouwash deposits yield on average 10

GPM (Charron 1974). As one moves away from the highpoints the supply of groundwater

increases. Zones yielding 5-50 and 50-500 GPM are found in successive concentric zones

further away from high points, but these zones are outside the feasible range of a pipeline

leading to the lake. The lower elevation of these zones would also necessitate heavier and

more expensive pumping equipment.

The most feasible solution appears to be the installation of a deep well through the till

overburden to the bedrock where the yield is considerably larger. Data from existing deep

wells indicates that bed¡ock aquifers could supply the required flow, though none of the

drillers' reports provide documentation of a pump test in the 300 GPM range. If the

existing well in the gravel pit can not be used, sucqess of the project would depend on

whether a new well site near the lake could be found.

The essential characteristic determining water yield for deep wells appears to be the bedrock

composition. The sandstone of the Winnipeg Formation has yielded 500 GPM in the t

Town of Selkirk, while the limestone and dolomite rock of the Red River formation yields

much less water. Rutulis (1978) states that:
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Based on an estimated recharge for the entire Selkirk area the total potential yield of
the aquifers in the lselkirk] district is about 24,000 acre feet per year [29.6 miltion
cu.m.l or a sustained pumping rate of 12,000 GPM; this will supply some 20,000
private residences and an additional sustained withdrawal of 6,000 GPM for other
uses.

The overall abundance of water is apparent from this assessment but the abundance of

water in specific locations i.e., the gravel pit at Gull Lake, is a different matter. Foster and

Sewell (1981) point out that the popular view of the "surperabundance" of water is

exaggerated. They say: "Much of the water is in the wrong place or is available at

inappropriate times" and remaining undeveloped resources can only be developed at

escalating costs. Aquifers in the gravel pit west of Gull Lake have notbeen intensively

developed but the abundance of water in that a¡ea, and its accessibility remains to be seen.

2) Permeabilitv of the Lake Basin

In a further attempt to predict the effect of pumping water on seepage rates, net ouflow

from the water balance was plotted against lake volume and a linear regression line was

fined to the data. The equation of the line of least squares through the scatter of data points

defines the relationship between x and y, in this case ouflow and lake volume. If there is a

relationship berween the independent variable (lake volume) and the dependent variable

(outflow) then the equation could be used to predict outflow at the desired lake level and

hence how much water pumped into the lake would be lost to outflow.

Results of the regression are shown in figure 5.6 and 5.7. Figure 5.6 plots monthly

outflow against corresponding lake volumes observed at the end of each month. Each

point on the graphs represents an outflow reading (read from the vertical Y-axis) and the

actual lake volume for that month (read form the horizontat X-axis). The values on the X-

axis range from 3-5 million cubic metres which spans the range of lake volumes

experienced at Gull Lake. Seepage ranges from -287,000 to +64,000 cubic metres. Thdre

are only six months with net inflow (values above zero) indicating inflows of water such as

rainfall and runoff for that particula¡ month were in excess of oudlows like evaporation and
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seepage. Figure 5.7 is the same arrangement of data, except that the values used are annual

instead of monthly. The most notable difference between figure 5.6 and 5.7 is that on an

annual basis there are no years with net inflow to the lake, hence all the data points fall

below the zero point on the Y-axis.

The slope of the straight line running through the scatter of points is the calculated by the

least squares equation:

Y=ß0+ßlx+e

where y = seepage; h = the y-intercept; ßt = the slope of the line;

volume; and e = random eror.

x = lake

The least squares equations for the regression lines in figure 5.6, with values derived from

the data sets, are inset on the graphs. The equation for figure 5.6 is:

y = -1.426x104 - 2.417 xto-Z x

If we know either the x or y value the other can be calculated using the formula. For

example, if we want to predict the net outflow (y) expected at a lake volume of 3,200,000

cu.m., then that value for x (say 3,200,000) is inserted into the equation producing a value

for y of -91,6M cu.m per month. In reality the monthly net outflow occurring at a lake

volume of 3,200,000 cu.m. could be drastically different depending on the weather and

groundwater conditions. This is why the data points are scattered around the line instead of

lying along it. The regression equation and the line of least squares are only capable of

predicting the average net outflow values based on the 19 year set of data. A regression

line can be calculated for any set of data regardless of any existing correlation.

From a statistical point of view the wide scaner of points around the line indicates there i!

no causal relationship or correlation between x (lake volume) and y (net outflow).

Therefore seepage or net outflow can not be predicted by lake volume alone unless other
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factors are considered as well.

Monthly Net Oudlow vs. Lake Volume, Gull Lake (at Sherwood) 1972-91
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Figure 5.6 Regression correlation of monthly net outflow vs. lake volume plotæd from data in column 2

and column 10 of the water balance in appendix E

The correlation is better in figure 5.7 but there is still a significant amount of va¡iation in net

outflow at any given lake volume. The regression line predics an annual net outflow of

over -800,000 cu.m. at the present lake volume of 3.2 million cu.m., but the range in

actual net ouflow at this volume has been -750,000 to -1,000,000 cu.m. At a lake volume

of 4.1 million cu.m. the range in net ouflow was -346,000 to -1,312,@0 cu.m. The latter

figure is influenced heavily by the weir installation while the former is not as easily

explained and is probably due to va¡iation in several components of the water balance.
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Figure 5.7 Regression correlation of annual net outflow vs. lake volume plotæd from data in column 9

and column 2 of table 4.2

Linear regression is most useful as a predictive tool when there is high degree of correlation

berween the x and y values. Lake volume, which is the x value, is not a good predictor of

net outflow because, as noted above, there are other factors which influence the magnitude

of net ouflow and for which we have no measurements.

The results of the linear regression analysis show that net outflow can not be reliably

predicted from the available data. This is because environmental factors such as prevailing

soil moisture conditions, frequency and intensity of precipitation, and groundwater

movement all influence seepage, and are not accounted for by the water balance. Data for
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these components is required for an adequate assessment of the effect of net outflow on the

feasibility of the enhancement project.

In the absence of a method for reliably predicting outflow or seepage it is still informative

to determine the relative effect of artificial recharge on the yearly defrcit or surplus of water

in the basin. From column 4 of table 5.2 it is evident that any of the deficits in precipitation

could be overcome by pumping 350,000 cu.m. of additional water into the basin. Only

ß75n6 had a deficit greater than 350,000 cu.m.; when the lake volume decreased by

409,866 cu.m.

The difference between the precipitation deficit in column 4 and the corresponding decrease

in lake volume in column 5, confirms there are factors other than precipitation which

influence lake volume. Factors such as stratigraphy and infiltration rates can produce a

lasting effect on discharge and recharge rates in the basin.

Summary of Basin Permeability

There are numerous factors that affect net outflow which relate to weather conditions as

well as surface deposits and their permeability. Since no data have been gathered on these

factors a change in the volume of oudlow from the lake in response to artificial recharge

can not be predicted. Artificial recharge after June would probably have a smaller impact

than prior to that time because there is a natural and persistent drawdown in both lake and

groundwater levels between the end of June, which is statistically the wettest month, and

October each year. There is a general deficit of moisture from July onwa¡d although there

are many exceptions to this condition. It is notable that during only one other summer

season between 1972 andthe present, has there been an net increase in lake level 2.

2 During the same period in 1977 the lake rose I I .5 cm. Both 1977 and 1991 were years wittr heavy
precipitation. The average change in lake level over the summer period since l972has been -15.6 cm, (a

drop in level). The maximum drop was n 1974,29.3 cm: other summer seasons with declines in lake
level in excess of 20 cm include: L975,76,79,8I,83, 84, and 89.
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Artificial recharge would tend to minimize, but not necessarily reverse declining lake levels

during dry periods and produce larger increases during months with a moisture surplus.

3) Groundwater Ouality

The concentration of total dissolved solids was measured in ninety four groundwater

samples taken in the Selkirk map area. Tests on the samples were also done to detect ttre

presence of six major ions; including calcium, magnesium, sodium, chloride, sulfate, and

bicarbonate. Seven of the ninety four samples taken from wells within a few kilometres of

Gull Lake ranged from 300 to 400 parts per million (PPM) of total dissolved solids (TDS).

TDS exceeded 1000 PPM in a small, confined area directly east of the lake along the shore

of Lake Winnipeg. All seven samples from the viciniry of Gull Lake had low average

TDS. In every case the aquifers are confîned and are from both unconsolidated [till] and

bedrock aquifers (Charron 1974). The flow of water radiates out'ward from the hill areas

moving from the lake towa¡d the project area in the gravel pit and eventually towards Lake

Winnipeg.

The quality of the groundwater from all the aquifers near the lake was good, indicating a

low risk of contamination to groundwater or the lake (such as saline intrusion or other

dissolved solids) due to large withdrawals from an aquifer.
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4) Dilution of Nutrient Concentrations in the Lake

WaterResidence Time

Water residence time is a measure of the length of time required for a lake or reservoir to

completely flush itself and is an indication of how long nutrient enriched water resides in

the basin before being flushed out. With the addition of 300 GPM of relatively clean water

from an aquifer, the residence time will be decreased and nutrients will be displaced more

quickly.

Average and current water residence times were calculated as shown in formulas I and2

below. The mean annual outflow for the years since 1979 was used in formula I to

exclude the effect of the wei¡ installation, although the resulting figure (79l,OM cu. m.) is

not significantly lower than the 19 year mean of 796,315.

Formula 1:

Average Residence Time = ( Mean Annual Lake Volumefl\4ean Annual Ouúlow)

= (3,514,200 cu.m.Æ91,0M cu.m.)

= 4.44 years

Formula 2

Curent Residence Time = Lake Volume (1991)/Outflow(1991)

= 3,250,000 cu.m.1748,000 cu.m.

= 4.34 yeas

Both times are slightly shorter than the 4.93 years calculated in the Trophic Study (1986).

Increased Flushine of Nutrients

Pumping water into the lake will change the annual outflow from the lake but there is no'

way ro predict what that change will be. Without knowing how outflow will be affected a

new residence time can not be calculated. However for the purposes of determining the
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expected change in dilution of nutrients, an artificial residence time was calculated by

treating the water pumped into the lake as an addition to oudlow. This may be considered

acceptable since all water pumped into the lake regardless of how it affects ouflow, will

help to dilute the existing nutrient concentration in the lake. Wind across the lake surface

would effectively mix the new water with existing water in the basin and the dilution effect

would not be compromised by greater net ouflow resulting from a higher water level.

For the purposes of assessing dilution only, the residence time formula was used

combining ouflow from the water balance with additional inflow from pumping. Formula

3 calculates the artifrcial water residence time assuming 350,000 cu.m. of water can be

pumped into the lake and formula 4 calculates the proporrional change in nutrient dilution:

Formula 3

Artifrcial residence time = Lake volume/(outflow + water volume pumped)

= 3,250,00 0 cu..m./(l48,000 cu.m.+ 350,000 cu.m.)

= 2.96 years

Phosphorous supply in the lake was shown by Beck (1986) to be the limiting factor in

gowth of aquatic macrophytes and algae, therefore dilution of phosphorus concentrations

in the lake are the focus of this discussion.

The change in phosphorus dilution will be proportional to the difference between actual

residence time and artificial residence time according to formula 4.

Formula 4 PIEZ= Rt1/Rt2

where: Pl = t*"nt phosphorus load, P, = projected phosphorus load with dilution,

Rtl = actual residence time, and Rt2 = artificial residence time

Rt1 and Rg have been calculated in formula 2 andformula 3. The phosphorus loads P1

andP2are taken from the Trophic Study (table 1, step 16 and 3l) and converted from
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milligrams to kilograms.

P natural + P artificial = Total P load/year

92.5Kg + 170.8 Kg=263.3Kg/Yeat

using formula 4: 263.3 = 4,Y.
P2 2.96

P2= 263'3 X2'96/4'34

P2= 179'58 kglYear

The difference between the current P load which is 263.3 kg/year and the projected P load

calculated by formula 4 is approximately 84 kg. The addition of a high qualiry warcr

source to the lake could potentiatly reduce the phosphorous concentration by approximately

84 Kg. orby 32 percent over the residence time period.

The change in the ¡esidence time calculated above is theoretical and the actual change could

be different. The effect of additional water in the basin on net outflow is unknown.

Summar,v of Dilution of Nutrient Concenradons

The calculations above are approximations but they show that pumping water can aid the

revival of the lake. Artificial recharge of the lake is a restoration technique that can produce

immediate results. If 300 GPM can be withdrawn from an aquifer on a sustained basis

then the project can improve that level and ttre quality of the lake. All calculations were

based on 350,@0 cu.m. per year which is equivalent to 300 GPM for six months. If the

aquifer can not sustain this volume the benefits to the lake will be reduced but not lost. The

success of the dilution and flushing aspect of the project might depend on the degree of

nutrient recycling from lake sediments which have prevented the recovery of some heavily

polluted lakes. If Gull Lake sediments are storing high levels of phosphorous then ,

recharging the lake with fresh water might raise the water level without a significant

improvement in water quality.
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5.4 Water Resource Polic), and its Implications for Restoring Gull Lake

Apart from the site specific technical and environmental considerations that have already

been addressed, there are uncertainties inherent in the licensing phase of the project. The

supply of water on the prairies is limited and its allocation among competing uses has

always been a serious issue. Growing demand for both surface and groundwater and the

increasing abuses it is subjected to by industry and increased population densities, has

brought water to the forefront of political attention.

The province of Manitoba now has a sustainable development policy relating to the

allocation and use of water resources. Like many other provinces it is realizing that current

practices and access to water have already exceeded the sustainable use of the resource in

some cases and it is in the process of re-examining water policies. The current order of

priorities for water use is being reviewed by the province but is not likely to change. It is

also apt to be more tigrdly enforced than formerly, due to increased pressure from

competing users and a greater scarcity of ground and surface water. In Manitoba the water

use priorities are listed in the Water Rights Act (W80) in descending priority of purpose:

1) Domestic

2) Municipal

3) Agricultural

4) Industrial

5) Irrigation

6) Other

The use of water for recreational purposes, such as the enhancement project for Gull Lake,

falls into the lowest priority category. Although the much of the water withdrawn by the

project, would retum to groundwater after it has passed through the lake basin, the project

would be scrutinized for its potenúal impact on existing groundwater availability and

groundwater quality for existing users.

Access to water in the gtavel pit, whether it is an existing well or a new one will depend on
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the potential infringement of existing water users. Priority within any classification of

water use is based on a "first in time, first in right" system. First in time is established by

the date of application not the date of the licence.

The other aspect of water allocation relevant to the project is the system of reservations

which is used to preserve water supplies for future uses. The reservation for a specific

purpose judged to be the greatest advantage of the residents of the province, is one specif,rc

type of reservation that, if exercised, would jeopardize the supply of water for Gull Lake.

Examples of Problems with Water Allocation

There are numerous examples of groundwater which has been impacted adversely by over

allocation and which has made jurisdictions cautious over new proposals to use water.

I.oni Beach. Winnipeg

Free flowing wells on the shore of lake Winnipeg have been the focus of concem until

recently, when the Department of Natural Resources recommended that they be capped.

This goes against the wishes of residents who naturally have come to expect the access to

free flowing water in abundance and high quality, but who do not have any legal right to it.

Red Deer Alberta

Residents there are demanding tougher restrictions on housing densities and the number of

wells which can be drilled in new subdivisions, due to degraded water quality and

depletion of existing wells. There are also concerns about deep wells which have

transected several confined aquifers and caused them to drain and dry out existing wells in

the a¡ea.

Manitoba

The Assiniboine Delta Aquifer, west of Winnipeg has been the subject of considerable

attention regarding its allocation. A dispute between different users has reached the poinf

where municipalities have been denied access to water even for high priority domestic

purposes.
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These cases are illustrated to describe the current context in which the Gull Lake proposal

will be examined. Fornrnately there are fewer competing users of water in the area where

the project has been proposed, however there have been concerns expressed by some

individuals about how the project would affect their water supply. These æncerns may be

taken seriously by the province or the municipality.

5.4.1 Concems Relating to Enhancement

In the long run Gutl Lake can only be maintained in a heatthy condition if the impacts of

human use ¿re diminished. The potential drawback of this project is that it could serve to

perpetuate the unsustainable level of development around the lake. Pumping water can be a

partiat solution for the problems at Gull Lake but only if other enhancement measures are

implemented in conjunction with it. Therefore it is important to view the waterpumping

initiative as part of a broader scheme for reviving the lake.

There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that during the 1930's and 1950's the lake level has

been as low or even lower than it is now. The factor that makes the current situation

different from these former low water cycles is the increased intensity of development

a¡ound the lake. The fact that more severe problems are now being experienced indicates

that the sustainable level of use of Gull Lake has been exceeded and this is the ultimate

problem which needs to be addressed. In the short-term the population a¡ound the lake will

not change and long-term changes will not be easily accomplished. The pumping initiative

has been favoured in part because it can alleviate stresses on the lake now and in the long-

term, but if initiatives in other areas of rnanagement are not also addressed, the future of the

lake would be questionable. Ultimately a way must be found to significantly reduce the

impact of the current level of use and/or reduce the intensity of use by cottagers.

5.4.2 Altemative Measures for Enhancement

If the overall objective of enhancing the lake is to raise the level then there are no
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altematives or substitutes for the proposed project. There are alternatives as to how the

project is executed, for example by altering the volume of water that is pumped or the

duration of pumping. The greatest uncertainty associated with the project is the supply of

water. There might not be a well that can sustain 300 GPM, or the flow might have to be

reduced for technical reasons. These considerations along with the uncertainty of the

licensing process suggest the need for appropriate alternatives as a backup.

Alærnative One

If water supply becomes a problem it may be practical instead to pump a smaller volume of

water that is easily sustainable. Advantages to this alternative would include:

- lower start up costs,

- lower maintenance costs,

- option to pump year-round to make up for reduced volume per unit of time,

- winter pumping which would tend to alleviate or prevent anoxic conditions and fish-kilis

Alternative Two

Although relatively pure groundwater is preferable to surface water, it is probably easier to

obtain a water rights licence for surface water. Provincial policy is likely to be more

tolerant of low priority or non-essential uses of surface water, than it is for groundwater.

Surface water is less accessible and therefore more expensive to pump and it may be of

inferior quality relative to groundwater.

Alternative Three

An alternative to pumping fresh water into the lake would be to enhance the natual capacity

of the lake to recharge itseH. The reversal or modification of past land use changes could

produce greater runoff delivery to the lake. For example, it is possible that less water is 
,

reaching the lake as a result of alterations due to road construction. The reconnection of

small sections of watershed which have been isolated by construction of highway 12 and
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3&1offers some potential to increase the natural groundwater supply to the lake. Further

research is needed to determine the feasibility of this option.

Alternative Four

If insufñcient volumes of water a¡e available to implement the project as it was conceived,

then the diminished enhancement potential can be made up for by enhancement of another

factor of water quality. A program of aeration either in conjunction with pumping water, or

as a separate initiative, would be one example. Aeration only addresses one of the

symptoms of poor water quality but it would be easier to implement and maintain than

pumping water.

5.5 The Need for Further Research

The process of research into the various social and environmental aspects of water level and

water quality problems at Gull Lake has indicated the need for further research. More

information is necessary to complement eústing and proposed initiatives for enhancing the

lake. Some major areas where information is lacking are:

Groundwater/Lake l,evel Relationship

A more precise and consistent monitoring of the lake level would be useful in establishing

its relationship to the ground water table. This would be particularly useful in defining

water flows at the north end around the weir. The results of this study have raised

quesrions that need clarifying. Much information can be gathered from existing wells,

particularly deep wells, if the ground elevation and the static water level are known. The

wells are there but the data is lacking.

More complete hydrological information would permit more accurate interpretation of the

water balance and more technically accurate assessment of the pumping proposal either '

before or after it has been implemented.
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Drainaee Basin Research

There are significant opportunities for ongoing research which could be done by students at

a reasonable cost, and for which there would be opportunities for funding. A fuller

compliment of limnologicat parameters should be calculated i.e., water temperanre, depth

readings etc. Some of this work is currently being done but it relates mostly to water

chemistry. If water is to be pumped into the lake it would be advisable to institute more

comprehensive monitoring to identify changes in the lake that result from the project.

Meteorological monitoring is also crucial to gain a better understanding of the natural

processes that affect the lake. For example, a means of estimating evaporation, rainfall,

and evapo-transpiration over the watershed could be implemented. These parameters are

highly site specific, and this information is almost completely lacking. Their definition is

central in the estimation of the water balance of any lake and would be of considerable use

in the assessment of pumping water into the lake.
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6.0 Summary. Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Summary

In November, 1990 the Gult Lake Ratepayers Association approached the Ru¡al

Municipality of St. Clements to secure financial assistance for a feasibility study relating to

a proposal to elevate the water level in Gull Lake. The Municipality in nrn approached the

Department of Natural Resources for simila¡ assistance and eventually an agreement

between the three parties established that the Natural Resources Institute would conduct

applied resea¡ch related to this matter, resulting in this report.

The primary objective of this study was to assess approaches for managing water level and

water quality problems, and to provide recommendations to the aforementioned parties for

improving and maintaining the water level and acceptable water quality standards at Gull

Lake.

A questionnaire was distributed to lake residents to ascertain user habits and gauge attitudes

and awareness relating to key management issues; a water balance for tire basin was done

to determine possible causes and potential remedies for the gradual decline in level of the

lake; literature relating to these two areas was examined to establish the parameters for

sustainable use of the lake; and an evaluations were made relating to specifrc strategies for

restoring declining water levels in the lake.

Several conclusions follow:
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6.2 Conclusions

1) The primary conclusion drawn from this research was that there are at least three

management strategies. They are:

i) to maintain crurent initiatives for improving water quality through reductions in

nutrient loading,

ü) to reduce nutrient loading further through options such as sediment removal

and/or pumping water into the lake to dilute and flush excess nutrients, or,

üi) to adopt a fully integrated management strategy for the lake, including the

initiatives mentioned above, that aims to restore water quality through the recruitrnent

of direct public support and involvement in a wider range of restoration measures.

Other conclusions drawn from the research are:

2) The situation at Gull Lake is a classic example of the common property resource

dilemma where people have traditionally used the resource without consideration of the

cumulative effect of their actions which have had a detrimental effect on the lake.

3) Intensive recreational use and cottage development has fa¡ exceeded the sustainable

capacity of the lake, placing the ecosystem under stress. The growing deñcit of water at

Gull Lake, and many other Manitoba lakes, through the 1980's is ultimately caused by a

prolonged drought cycle which has worsened this stressed condition.

4) Over a long-term horizon the futu¡e of shallow prairie lakes appears less certain in

the context of global arnospheric change including warmer average temperanres and

shifting precipitation patterns. The decade of the 1980's has been the warmest on record

and shortages of water may become more common over the prairies in the yeils to come.
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5) Lake users are

be a part of initiatives

indicate that:

very concemed about the condition of Gull Lake and would like to

for its rehabilitation. More specifically results of the questionnaire

i) The majority of users believe that the lake is experiencing problems that nature

alone cannot correct and they support in principle an integrated management and

enhancement plan which will assist and accelerate the lake's recovery.

ü) Lake users recognizethatwater quality problems can only be remedied through

collective action, but in many cases they aÍe not sure what course of action is

appropriate. They are uncertain about their fellow residents'willingness to act

individually for the collective well-being of the lake.

üi) V/ater level and water quality Íìre two issues which are most often cited as serious

problems. The concerns expressed on these issues relate to such topics as algae,

weed growth, water clarity, holding tanks and overdevelopment of the lakeshore.

Conclusions Relating to Water lævel

6) Recent and historic fluctuations of the level in Gull Lake are normal for the prairie

region except for the sudden change in lake volume coinciding with the *¡ei¡ i¡5tallation

during 1975n6.

The water balance and the other related assessments indicate:

i) There has been no appreciable escape of water from the lake which can not be

accounted for by natural hydrologic and meteorologic processes, or land use changes

in ttre basin.

ü) Climatological data and anecdotal evidence suggest that water levels during the

1930's were lower than they are now but this extreme is no longer acceptable or
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practical for the crurent intensity of use.

iü) Acceptance of the past decision to restrict ttre peak level of the lake may

necessitate further intervention to prevent it from falling too low during dry weather

cycles.

iv) Instatlation of the weir n 1975 escalated the onset of low water levels in the lake,

while reduced inflows from precipitation and possibly increased ouflows from

evaporation have also been responsible for the current water deficit.

v) Stratigraphy assessments support the notion that the low-lying area at the north

end ofthe basin is a natural subsurface discharge zone for the lake and stratigraphic

profiles indicate the possibility of discharge along the south shore.

vi) Seepage is the most crucial factor determining the feasibiliry of the enhancement

project, but the connection between local and regional gtoundwater is not yet defined

adequately enough to accurately predict its impact on the project.

vü) Increases in lake level via artificial recharge could be dramatic if groundwater

mounds on either side of the lake are also recharged by precipitation. Success in

raising the water level over periods when precipitation is minimal will depend on how

completely the basin is confined by till.

vüi) Further or more specific conclusions about the feasibility of recharging the lake

are constrained by a lack of site specific data and it is not possible to determine how

much of the gradual loss of water in the lake, between 1976-1991 is due to reduced

recharge and/or greater discharge.

ix) The feasibility of artificiaily recharging the lake cannot be accurately determined

until more information is acquired relating to gtoundwater and seepage. Two options
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for acquiring this information are:

A) implementation of a systematic groundwater monitoring program prior to

the enhancement project, to determine the retention capacity of the basin, or

B) implementation of the enhancement project on an experimental basis in

conjunction with comprehensive monitoring of ground and surface water to

determine its precise effect on the water level in the lake.

Conclusions Relating to Water Ouality

7) Sewage containment is crucial to the long-term success of improving water quality,

and ca¡eful management of greywater disposal by cottagers and residents will enhance this

improvement.

8) A management strategy comprised of integrated environmental, and social

componenrs is required for enhancing and maintaining the ecological integrity of the lake.

9) The proposed enhancement project to recharge the lake with water from a nearby

aquifer would improve water quality by decreasing water residence time and, depending on

the quality of the water supply, by diluting the nutrient concenfation of the lake water.

10) The degree to which artihcially recharging the lake will improve water qualiry

depends on two factors: 1) sewage and greywater containment and 2) the natural effect

of nutrient recycling from lake sediments to the water column.

11) There a¡e inherent dangers associated with pumping large volumes of water from an

aquifer, with notable examples in Manitoba and the rest of Canada, therefore gtoundwater

pumping must be carefully monitored to ensure there is no intrusion of dissolved solids '

within the aquifer causing irreparable harm to both the lake and groundwater. If it is used

wisely groundwater could be a beneficial, and perhaps necessary, component of a
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management plan for maintaining waterquality in the lake.

6.3 Recommendations

6.3.1 Recommendations to Cottage Owners

1) The impact of human activities on the lake should be assessed on a collective basis

rather than an individual basis and the mitigation of these impacts should be a priority of

cottage owners and lake users. Cottage owners should try to be generally aware of the

ways in which the maintenance of their property can have adverse or beneficial effects on

the lake.

There are at least seven specific recommendations related to how this can be done.

Ð Cottagers should willingly have their holding tanks inspected as often as

necessary to ensure proper functioning and adherence to the related bylaw.

ü) Cottages still using septic fields to dispose of greywater should either

consider diverting gleywater to their holding tank or, if this is not possible, use

phosphate-free detergents and prevent the escape of excessive suspended solids into

septic fields.

üi) Cottage owners should avoid making physical changes to their landscape

such as tree clearing, excavations, and the use of fill materials which can lead to

increased erosion and deposition of material in the lake.

iv) Cottage owners should try to preserve and encourage the growth of ,

naturally occurring trees flowers and shrubs on their property since this will reduce

erosion, protect property and the lake and reduce the need for fertilizers and other
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chemicals which are harmful to the lake.

v) Wherever possible the use of fertilizers, pesticides and herbicides should be

discontinued. If these products are deemed necessary, cottage owners should

consider switching to organic and natural versions.

vi) The burning of leaves or debris close to the lake or on slopes which would

allow the ash to eventually wash into the lake, should be avoided.

6.3.2 Recommendations to Rural Municipaliqv

1) Many of the problems associated with managing the lake in a sustainable fashion

have been exaggerated by the gradual overdevelopment of cottage lots around the lake. It is

in ttre best interests of all parties that the population at Gull Lake is reduced. It is therefore

recommended that some way be found to reduce the incidence of multiple dwellings on

single lots, that is satisfactory to both property owners and the Municipality. Any future

proposals to develop back lots along John and Arnhold Streets should be discou¡aged or

carefully controlled.

2) A meeting of cottage owners and the municipality should be held to discuss more

effective ways of implementing the sewage containment bylaw and to address issues

connected to the proposed project for artificially recharging the lake.

3) Alternatives to the practice of oiling roads around Gull Lake should be found and

the most feasible ones adopted, since this practice appears to be socially unacceptable and

potentially harmful to the lake.

4) More thorough and rigorous inspections of holding tanks should be made by a ,

qualified officer of the municipality, to ensure complete compliance with the sewage

containment bylaw.
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5) The Municipality should draft a Vy'ater Allocation Policy and consider other

pertinent environmental policies which may be necessary to assist it in dealing with current

and future proposals at Gull Lake and in its other wards.

6) An environmental impact assessment of the gravel pit operation west of the lake

should be undertaken to ensure that the lake will not be affected by further excavations of

sand, gravel or clay. This assessment may, in fact, be long overdue as the last one was

completed nearly twenty years ago.
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6.3.3 Recommendations to Gull Lake Ratepalrers

l) Although 300 GPM withdrawn from an aquifer, tf realized^, would be enough to

overcome most deflcits in precipitation, the impact of changes in seepage and groundwater

flows is unknown, therefore it is recommended that this water be pumped into the lake on

an experimental basis until more detailed ¿rssessment of seepage can be completed.

An experimental approach is also recommended because of the potential dangers associated

with using large volumes of groundwater. The enhancement project can only be

recommended if there is a provision for regular monitoring to ensure that standards of

water quality are maintained and contamination of either the aquifer or the lake does not

occur and/or depletion of groundwater.

2) It is advisable that at least one public meeting be held to inform people about the

enhancement project and to address any specific or related concerns that individuals or

interest groups may have pertaining to it.

3) An integrated management strategy, comprised of the following components,

should be implemented to address general environmental issues around the lake:

Ð A mandate of maintaining environmental quality through sustainable

development of the basin to prevent potentially adverse environmental impacts and

enhance environmental qualities degraded by past activities.

ü) The formation of a joint management board, comprised of stakeholders, to

implement and manage a sustainable development plan for the Gull Lake Basin.

üi) The implementation of monitoring programs for hydrologic and 
,

meteorologic factors affecting the lake basin, in addition to the monitoring of water

quality of groundwater if it is used to recharge the lake.
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iv) Maintenance of the trophic study of the lake which already monitors water

quality of the lake itself.

iv) An education and awareness campaign relating to specific issues of concern

to the cottagers, as well as issues which are critical to the successful implementation

of the management plan put forth by the joint management boa¡d.

Other recommendations are:

4) The GLRA should capitalize further on their prominent position as a source of

information for the public. The Environmental Concerns Comminee, should also establish

an interactive exchange of information between people at the lake and agencies with

experience in the area of lake management.

5) The GLRA should consider affiliating itself with a larger lake management agency

such as the Norù American Lake Management Society, as a way of accessing a larger body

of experience related to the restoration and management of lakes.

6) Assessments should be made by the joint management board to identify areas in the

watershed that could be reclaimed or enhanced as recharge zones for the water table around

the lake, in case access to groundwater is delayed or the sustainable rate of withdrawal is

less than expected.

7) The water engineering approach to lake restoration, while it may prove to be

successful and even necessary, should not diminish the importance of the other

management strategies which are recommended here.
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PURPOSE OF TTTE OUESTIONNAIRE
This questionnaire is designed to determine how people make use of Gull Lake and how they

feel abouf various issues relating to the lake. The questionnaire is part of a larger snrdy by a
University of Manitoba Studeniwho is investigating the physical p-rocesses o_f pyll Lake.

Gull Lake is an important recreational resource for many people and the R.M. of St. Clements,
the Minister of Natural Resources and the Gutl Lake Ratepayers Association would like to make
sure that it continues to be an attractive destination for lake users in the future.

WIIY IT IS IMPORTANT TO FILL OUT THIS OUESTIONNAIRE

-Your 
opinions are important and will have an effect on the outcome of this study. In orderthat

the results truly represent the thinking of people at Gull Lake it is important that you complete the
questionnaire änd return it as soon as possible in tþe postage paid envelope.--Ij q$tl only a few
irinutes and the results will help to determine the best way of managing Gull Lake for everyone's

benefit.

FUNDING AND COORDINATON OF TFIE STUDY

-Funding 
for the Gull Lake Study is being provided equally by the Minister of Natural

Resources and the Rural Municipality of St. Clements.
The Gull Lake Study is being conducted by a student from the Natural Resources Institute at

the University of Manitôba. Completion of the study fulfills part of this student's requirements for
a Masters Degree in Natural Resources Management.

CONFIDENTIALITY OF THE OUESTIONNAIRE
Theresults of this questionnaire are completely confidential and only the 

-graduate 
student and

his academic committee have access to the rêsults. Some questions ask you for general personal

information but the questionnaire does not ask you to identify yourself.and it is not the intention
nor the desire of the student or the University to determine the identity of respondents.

WITAT TO DO WHEN YOU ITAVE FINISHED THE OUESTONNAIRE
When you ha"e answered all the questions please return this questionnaire promptly to the

address lisied below. A postage paidènvelope is supplied for your convenience.

Completed questionnaires must be returned by August 31st. 1991

addressed to the attention of:

Andrew Hay
Natural Resources Institute
University of Manitoba
177 Dysart Road
V/innipeg, Manitoba
R3T 2N2

If you would like more information on the Gull Lake study you can contact Andrew Hay at

or the Gull Lake Ratepayers Association Executive.
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INSTRUCTIONS:

Simply place a check mark in the box next to the answer that you feel is most

suitable. Some of the questions require a YES or NO answer while others offer a range of

choices for you to choose from. If none of the choices are suitable for you or if you don't

have the information being requested then you can leave it blank. If you need more room

to write out an answer use the back of the page.

Part A: Types of Cottages and User Panerns

1) Which category best describes you?

t I Property owner at Gull Lake

t I Member of a family that owns property on Gull Lake

t I Renting a cottage for all or pafi of the season

t I Year round resident

If one of the above where are you located?

t I North shore

I I South shore

t I Off-lake

If NOT one of the above, check one below:

I I Visiting friends or relatives at Gull Lake

t I Have a trailer in the camP ground

t I Member or guest of the Canadian Polish Athletic Club

t I Other, please specify below (example day or weekend user)

Please note, if you or your family DO NOT own a cottage or if you are NOT

renting a cottage at Gull Lake go to Question 11

2) For how many years have you owned a cottage or have you been coming to Gull
I¿ke?

number of vea¡s:

3) Approximately when was yourcottage built?

Year: 19_

4) On average how many people make use of your cottage on weekends?

Number of persons:

5) How many months of the year do you keep your cottage open?

page 1
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6) Is your cottage equipped with any of the following?

t I Automatic dishwasher

t I Washing machine

t I Bathtub

t I Shower

7) What is the source of your water for general purposes?

t I Shallow well

t 1 Deep well

t I Lake water

8) What is the source of your Drinking Water?

t I Same as above

I I Same as above with filtration

I I Bring water from somewhere else (example: from Winnipeg)

9) Do you discharge some or all of your güy water into a glay water field?

t I Some but not all of the gray water goes into a field

(please explain)

t I All of the gray water goes into a field

I I All of the gray water goes into a holding tank

Part B: General Habits of Lake Users

10) Which of the following do you use in the maintenance of your property at Gull Lake?

t I Fertilizers

I I Herbicides

t I Pesticides

t I Lawn or garden sprinklers

11) Rank as many of the following activities that apply to you while you are at Gull Lake?
(starting with I for those you do most often up to 8 for least often)

swmmxng

power boating

sailing

sailboarding

canoeing

water-skiing

non-water related leisure activities Other (specify)

pageZ
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12) Do you agree that the following activities should be regulated at Gull Lake? (
SA=strongly agree; A= agree; N=neutral; D-disag¡ee; SD=strongly disagree )

SAANDSD
a) Shampooinginthelake tl tl tl il Il
b) Waæringtrees,plantsorlawns Il t1 tl tl tl
c) Washingcarsorboats Il tl tl tl tl
d) Usingfertilizers tl tl tl tl tl
e) Usingherbicides tl tl tl Il tl
Ð Usingpesticides tl tl tl tl tl
s) other tl tl tl tl tl

Part C: Water Ouality and Water Level

13) How would you rate the quality of Well Water that you use at Gull Lake?

t I Very good

t I Moderately good

t I Satisfactory

t I Iæss than satisfactory

t I Poor

14) Have you noticed any significant changes in Lake Water quality over the last
several years?

t I Vy'ater quality is much bener

t I V/ater quality has improved somewhat

t I Water quality is about the same

t I 'Water quality has worsened somewhat

t I Water quality is much worse

15) Have you noticed any significant changes in Lake Levels over the last few years?

t I Level has gone up significantly

t I Level has gone up somewhat

t I lævel is about the same

t I lævel has gone down somewhat

t I l-evel has gone down significantly
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16) How much do you agree that the following issues are a problem at Gull Lake?

(SA=strongly agree; A= agree; N=neutral; D=disagree; SD=sEongly disagree)

SA A N D SD

a) V/aterdepth tl tl tl tl tl
b) Algaesowth Il tl tl tl tl
c) Weedgrowth tl tl tl tl tl
d) Waterclarity tl tl tl tl tl
e) "Swimmersitch" tl tl tl tl tl
Ð Pollutionofthewater Il tl tl tl tl
g) Other(pleasespecify) tl tl tl tl Il

17) How much do you agree with the following as potential management options for Gull

Lake? (SA=strongly agree; A= agreet N=neutral; Ddisagree; SD=sEongly disagree)

SAANDSD
a) A water conservation program should be implemented

n il il t] tl
b) A waterpollution control program should be implemented

il il il t] tl
c) Water conservation and pollution control should be implemented

il il n tl tl
d) Nature will fix any problems with the lake

t] n t] tl tl
e) Everything is normal, there is no problem

il il il tl tl
Ð Natural processes are not enough and an enhancement project of some kind is

needed to ensure the health of Gull Lake,

il n n Il tl
18) Briefly explain why you would Oppose or Favour an enhancement project for Gull

Lake. (please use the back of the page)
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19) What is your main source of information about Gutl Lake?

check any that apply)
Newspapers
V/ord of Mouth
Government publications or brochures

I Annual meetings at Gull l¿ke
I Other, þlease specify)

20) What year were you born?

Yean 19-

21) rWhat is Your sex?

t I Female

I I Male

Thank-you for taking the time to fill out this questionnaire. Please make sure you have

answered all the questions that apply to you. If you would like to make any comments

about the questionnaire or about some of the issues mentioned, please do so in the space

below.
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General Comments

I believe this take needs help and soon! (#16)

The lake is dying and so a.re property values.

Drain the lake and have a football field. (#0)

Some people are still washing their hair in the lake. (#138)

In my honest opinion we are too late, this lake is doomed like his namesake in Sask- which
is a 6ig dry holè. This lake has been studied for 20 years with no improvement to

date.(#47)

The lake is overdeveloped, a moratorium should be placed on more development until the

lake recovers. (#32)

Ice fishers leave their debris behind to sink with the ice. I Have also seen people rake up

piles of leaves, wait for the ice and then take them out onto the lake.(#l11)

The itch has posed a great problem for errery one who swims in Gull Lake. Couldn't
something be put in the lake to stop this? (#149)

Am concerned about the future of the lake for ourselves and our children's children. (#162)

When I fust came here to Gull Lake the water level was high and the water was beautifully
clear. (#16)

Please explain if the gravel pit affects the water level; through the ratepayers association.
(#23)

I believe that the gravel pit has spoiled our lake. (#22)

The water level is so low, we have atleast 20m more beach than twenty years ago. (#90)

I'm told this has literally no bearing on lake level. (re watering trees, plants, lawns) (#120)

Collective Action

Apathy is a problem ar Gull Lake, too many people let the lake get like it is before doing

anything about it. (verbal comment)

Every step must be taken to keep lake water as_ pwe as polsible to make certain future
geneiations will enjoy the benefits we had in the past. (#101)

Any steps taken should be a result of consensus of atleast 667o of lakefront property

owners. (#L49)

The horrendous apathy of the cottage owners at Gull Lake is absolutely appalling. (#T47)

The lake has been thoroughly neglected in the past 15-20 years. $16y'')

I strongly support any action which would completely ban motorized water craft; hair,

¡o¿y, läin¿ty, and cár washing in the lake; and- the ùrcking in of sand for beaches. (#4)
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Ecosystem Awareness:

I'm skeptical that enough people can be persuaded to work with nature to help the lake

recover. (verbal comment)

Perhaps a good idea would be to put perch and jack back in the lake. These fish seem to be

nan¡ral to õur lake and trying to put trout, or any other species in, is a waste of time and

money. (#33)

You can't fool around with nature. In the last four years we have had drought, so ttre lake

is down,leave it alone. (#131)

People who are bringing truckloads of sand for their beaches every year are hugely

speéding up this agrng process. (#4)

The lake water level was on a7 year cycle....rWe never had such long periods of drought

before 1970 as we experienced the last few years (#101)

In 1954 to in the 60's the lake level was a lot lower than it has ever been. The old timers

have said that the lake levels go up and down in 40 year cycles. (#111)

Its our feeling that nature, not man, is closing it (the lake) down the fastest with drought,
low snow. Ñature is here 365 days, us only 8 weeks per year. (#137)

There is little or no phosphates or nitrates present in the water which means sewage has^not

been entering the ht'e. Algae gowth has õome directty in growth in size and volume of
boats. (#158)

Enhancement project:

There is no way they can get enough water from the gravel pit to fill Gull Lake, they (B.4.
Materials) donit have enough for their own use. (#3)

pumping from an alternate source, to raise and maintain the water level, is the only possible

solution. (#92)

Many people fear that any enhancement project will further increase our uneven tax burden.

(#2)

Property owners should be made to pay for these enhancemenß by taxation. (#67)

We feel that as long as the pollution entering the lake is contolled nature will do the rest'

(#17)

I-et nature take its course. (#8)

One enhancement project that didn't work was putting railþow trout in the lake. All that

did *ut bring in a 
^buñch of outside people (to fish) that didn't care about the lake. (#6)

Pumping water from an aquifer is very expensive and would be a waste of time and

money. (#33)

I am in favour of and enhancement project because it is the cottagers and the ov.erbuilding

of cottages that have caused the pro'Uleil in the first place. The water quality will never
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improve naturally, it will require human intervention. (#34)

Would agree to an enhancement program if it is proven that the conditions that exist are a

direct relult of the cottage users over a period of years. (#48)

Favour enhancement: Need to improve the quality of water by use of deep wells or some

other matter of raising the water level. Fish should be put into the lake each year and a

check made to see how they are developing. (#'a9)

What is needed now is some concrete hydrological information about the water qualilV an{
geology of Gull lake that will enable us-to determine what this enhancement project should

include. (#54)

Constant vigilance is needed to prevent total disaster and if rainfall-persists below average

we might nãed to explore furtheir the feasibitity of adding water and increasing aeration,
perhaps year-round. (#64)

Too much restriction of activities will decrease enjoyment in the area- An enhancement
project would or could supplement natural processes and still permit maximum enjoyment.
(#97)

Although water levels may be cyclical over the years, measures still could be taken to
increase the levels. (#103)

While the efforts of council on behalf of the lake are appreciated, it appears that council gets

ca¡ried away in its zeal to protect the lake and moves too hastily to solve what historical
studies might show are not problems at all. (#110)

Far too often I have heard long time residents of Gull Lake remark that what we are_going

through is cyclical and the hké will return to a healthy condition in due time. This I do not

support...

I feel an increase in the level of the water in the lake would help the quality of water. (#1 19)

I feel any enhancement program should be coupÌed with- an enforcement pr_ogËm. It will
unfortunate indeed if its (thé hke) life cycle is ihortened by our own stupidiry and selfish

behavior. (#120)

An enhancement project is needed for Gull Lake to bring the level of the lake back up

atleast 2 feet so sòmé sort of fish can survive in the winter months. (#134)

I am prepared to do whatever it takes to protect my investment. (#135)

We believe raising its level is a hot idea to ensure is life for our child¡en. If the
government defarits we are going to suggest we do it, after all its our lake not a park.
(#137)

We favour a three prong approach to a water enhancement pr-oJe9l Ð 4ugffl to replace

the warer that wasïegÈgåily drained through the drainage ditch built in 1984. 2) harv-est

the weeds in a mannei sí*ilai to weed farmiñg presently being attempted by the City of
Winnipeg in various man-made ponds throughout-Winñipeg. 3) vacuum suction the weed

bed arèalof the lake to eliminaté the soil the weeds grow in. (#147)

The level of the lake should be increased by pumping if we continue to have dry years.
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(#148)

If the water level was raised we feel it would reduce the algae. (#149)

We are in favour of any progr¿Lm that would enhance and improve the quality of water in
Gull Lake. (#150)

If what is meant by an enhancement program is pumping, then the only known available
quantity of water would be l¿ke Winnipeg. (#161)

In favour of an enhancement project so we have some control of water level and quality.
(#162)

The lake level must be elevated by two/ttree feet by anificial means. (#169)

rü/e have just come through several years of drought and low snow fall. Rains in late June,

early July of 1991 brought the lake level up substantially (I estimate (9-10").

Defrnitely not too much in favour of water levels being raised artificially; nature usually has

a way of taking care of its own. (#174)

I think the pumping option may have gone on the back burner since this summer's rain has

demonstrated what could recharge the lake.

We need to get the water level up so fish will not die over winter; also plough the lake and

oxygenate it through the winter. (#175)

Education and Awareness:

People (day users) will throw things into the lake and abuse it. (#6)

I have been a sunmer user of the lake all my life and my parents before me since 1932.

Over the years we have noticed with concern the declining lvater_q9al-ity. However we, as

most people, feel somewhat helpless in iq-rproving the_situation.- I feel that most P99ptt
maintainìtre attitude that this sifuation will go away. However, that is not reasonable.
(#27)

...Somewhere between 5O-98Vo of humans haven't a clue as to something being wrong,
what needs to be done about it, the consequences eæ.and even if they did they, for the most
part, feel the problems being exaggerated,_applies only to others., is beyond hope and too

ðostly to cure-. For the foregoing reasons I support an "enforced" enhancement
prog¡am.(#80)

While most cottagers are concerned about the lake, there needs to be more of a concerted

effort where everlone is doing their sha¡e towards environmental issues. (#103)

The situation (water quality etc.) may not change if just left up to individuals. (#103)

People are washing their boats, their dogs, them.selves, 
-b^arbecue 

grills and even baby
diapers; and who knows what soaps they are using? (#69)

Motor Boats:

Restrict the use of high powered motorboats. The lake is too small and shallow. Some of
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the motorboats churn up the water causing all sorts of problems.(#87)

Current leisure water activities should not be hampered in any way (#149)

Theres too many power boats on the lake, ttrey stir up the bottom and increase evaporation
(verbal conìment)

On summer weekends the boat traff,rc is too heavy. This is a potentially dangerous
situation. Non-motorized water sports ie. canoeing, kyaking, rowing, pedaling should be

substituted for water-skiing etc. this proposal may eventually _see a decrease in the number
of people using the lake which could enhance water quality. (#90)

V/e believe the large number of power boas contribute to the lake problem and feel that this

should somehow be regulated. (#21)

Another thing which helps to desnoy the water clarity, warm the water and speed up weed

growth, is motor boats. (#4)

I would particularly like to see restrictions on motor boats on such a small lake...the water
quatity sèems to improve during the week when big boats are not on the lake. (#103)

I believe the algae gowth in the lake is caused by the motor boats stirring up the silt from
the lake bottom. (#158)

Holdins tanks:

I don't see how my outhouse can pollute the lake when my well water is still fit to drink.
(verbal comment)

It was overheard that one individual intends to use it (a septic field) once the present

holding tank requirements blow over. (#87)

I also feel that grcy water should be contained in holding-tanks, as new generations of
cottage ownerirely on modern conveniences such as dishwashers and washing machiltes.
(#132)

I strongly favour an enhancement project but only after every-c-oryrger has been made to put

in a hoÏding tank for sewage, and it iJenforced. There are half-dozen cottager.s on our side

of the lakelsouth shore) riho have no intention of putting in a holding tank. (#l 17)

The need for controls exists at Gull Lake and is urgency is of the uünost. (#135)

Approximately 50Vo of the norttr shore is breaking tlis taw. I know of one person who has

ati irt¿ fuel oil'tank in the ground for over 20 years. He pumps his on the grass, says "it
makes the grass greener" (signed pissed ofF) (#151)

I understand all kinds of people punch holes in the bonom o[their lgI_ding tank so it won't
fill up and all kinds of peoplé still have functioning septic fields. (#175)

Many are not complying with this by-law....The main building installs a holding tank while
the sãte[ite buildings continue to use unvaulted out houses. (#172)
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The original 21 questions in the questionnaire were broken down into 48 "items" for

analysis of the results. All questions which originally had several parts were divided into

as many parts for analysis. For example question 16 had parts a) through g) so it is

became 7 items (items 30 ttnough 36) for the data analysis. The frequencies of responses

for the 48 items follow ttre list below and the key for the frequencies is at the end of

appendix C

"Item" Identification List

1 Habitation status of respondent
Zl-oca¡on, relative to lake
3 Years at Gull Lake
4 Age of conage
5 Number of users on weekends
6 Number months cottage open
7 Dishwasher/washer, bathtub
8 General water source
9 Drinking water source
10 Grey water disposal
11 Fertilizers
12 Herbicides
l3 Pesticides
14 Garden Sprinklers
15 Swimming
16 WaterskVpower boat
17 Non-motorized activities
18 Non-water related activities
19 Other activities
20 Shampooing
21 V/atering gardens
22 Washing cars/boats
23 Regulate fertilizers
24 Regulate herbicides

25 Regulate pesticides
26 Regulate "other" activities
27 Well water quatiry
28Lake water quality
29Lake level changes
30 Water depth a problem
31 Algae aproblem
32 Weed gowth a problem
33 Water clarity a problem
34 Swimmers itch a problem
35 Water pollution a problem
36 "other" problems perceived
37 Conservation progmm
38 Pollution program
39 Conserv.& Poll.program
40 Nature fix
41 There is no Problem
42 Enhancement proj. needed
43 Newspapers
44 Word of mouth
45 Government publications
46 Annual meetings
47 Ageof respondent
48 Sexofrespondent
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Frequencies for 48 Item Ouestionnaire Analysis

Item No. value cåses percent accumulaæd mean r¡ariance stddev median mode missing

5

4
J
2
1

l 0.6 100.0
15 8.4 99.4
5 2.8 91.1
4 2.2 88.3

ry 86.0 86.0

Total t'79 100.0

23
ôL

1

20 t3.2
80 52.6
52 34.2

100.0
86.8
34.2

Total t52 100.0

517
469
337
231
118

9.9
40.1
2r.5
18.0
10.5

r00.0
90.1
50.0
28.s
10.5

3.21 1.35

Toøl r72 100

5

4
3
)
1

48 29.3
40 24.4
26 15.9
28 t1.t
22 13.4

100.0 3.39
70.7
46.3
30.5
13.4

Total t& 100.0

54
J
a
L

1

I 0.6
15 8.7
51 29.7

105 61

100.0
99.4
90.7
61.0

r.49 0.46

Toøt t72 100

64
J
2

35 20.2
26 15.0
99 57.2
13 7.5

100.0
79.8
&.7
7.5

Total t73 100.0

7 2 35 47.3 100.0 r.4't 0.25 0.5 r.45 I 105

1 39 52.t 52.0

Total 74 100.0

37r
222
168

44.1
13.7
42.2

100.0

5s.9
42.2

0.93 2.07

Total 161 100.0
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Item No. vatue cases percert accurnulated mean variance std.dev. median mode missing
cåses

9 J 113 66.5
5 2.9

52 30.6

100.0
33.5
30.6

2.36 0.84 0.92 23s J 9
a

I
Total r70 100.0

103
2

63 37.5
75 44.6
30 r7.9

100.0
62.5
t7.9

t)) 0.51 0.72 2.22 2 ll

I
Total 168 100.0

11 2 146 86.4 100.0 1.86 0.12 0.34 1.92 2 r0

| 23 13.6 13.6

Total 169 100.0

12 2 r52 89.9 100.0 1.9 0.09 0.3 1.94 2 t0
t t7 l0.l 10.1

Total 769 100.0

132
I

154 91.1
15 8.9

100.0
8.9

1.91 0.08 0.28 1.95 2 10

Total t69 100.0

14 2 77 45.6 100.0 r.46 0.25 0.5 r.42 1 10

| 92 54.4 54.4

Total 169 100.0

15 2 19 10.8 100.0 1.11 0.1 0.31 1.06 1 3

t t57 89.2 89.2

Total n6 100.0

16 2 98 55.7 100.0 1.56 0.25 0.5 1.6 2 3

1 78 44.3 M.3
Toual 176 100.0

t7 2 73 41.5
103 58.5

r00.0
58.5

1.41 0.24 0.49 1.35 I J

I
Total 100.0

18 2 & 36.4 100.0 1.36 0.23 0.48 r.29 1 3

I trz 63.6 63.6

Total 176 100.0

t9 2 r32 76.7 10.0 t.77 0.18 0.42 1.85 2 'l

I 40 23.3 23.3

Total 1'12 100.0
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Item No. vatue cases perce¡t accumulaæd mean rariance std.dev. median mode missing
câses

20 5
4
J
)
I

25 14.0 100.0
2 r.r 86.0
3 r.7 84.8
12 6.7 83.1

136 76.6 76.4

1.7 2 t.4t 1.15 I I

Total 178 10.0

215
4
3
)
1

33 19.0 100.0

31 17.8 81.0
s7 32.8 63.2
22 12.6 30.5
3t 17.8 17.8

3.07 r.77 1.33 3.1

Total 104 100.0

225
4
J
)

25 r4.4
t6 9.2
34 19.5
19 10.9
80 46.0

r00.0
85.6
75.4
56.9
46.0

2.35 2.t9 1.48 1.87 I 5

I
Total 174 100.0

235
4
3
2

t7 9.7
10 5.7
29 16.6
u 13.7

95 54.3

r00.0
90.3
84.6
68.0
54.3

2.03 l.8 r 1.35 r.42

Total r7s 100.0

245
4
J
2

20 tt.4
13 7.4
20 11.4
19 10.8

104 59.r

100.0
88.6
8l .3
69.9
59.1

2.01 2.02 1.42 1.35

Total 176 100.0

25 5

4
J
,
I

18 10.5
ll 6.4
?Á 15.1

27 15.7
90 52.3

100.0
89.5
83.1
68.0
52.3

2.07 1.8',1 t.37 r.46

Total r72 100.0

26523.9
4r2.0
359.8
2 4 7.8
r 39 76.5

r00.0
96.t
94.1
84.3
76.5

r.49 1.03 r.02 1.15 r28

Total 51 100.0
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Itern No. "atue cases percent accumulated mean ra¡iance srd.dev. median mode missing
cases

27 5

4
3
j

1

29 22.1
21 16.0
23 17.6
t9 r4.5
39 29.8

r00.0
77.9
61.8
44.3
29.8

2.86 2.36 r.54 2.83 t 48

Total 131 100.0

28 5

4
J

2

1

r15 6.9
43 25.0
t2 7.0
2 t.2
0 0.0

100.0
33.1
8.1
1.2
0.0

4.58 0.45 0.67 4.75

Total 172 100.0

29 5

4
J
2

1

135 77.6
23 r3.2
6 3.4
5 2.9
5 2.9

100.0
22.4
9.2
5.7
2.9

4.6 0.83 0.91 4.86

Total r74 100.0

305
4
J
)

53
3 1.8

18 r0.7
33 19.6

109 &.9

r00.0
97.0
95.2
84.5
&.9

1.6 0.92 0.96 t.27 1l

Total r68 100

31 56
4I
3 ll
231
r 122

3.5
0.6
6.4

18.r
713.0

100.0
96.5
95.9
89.s
7r.3

r.47 0.83 0.9r t.2

Total r7r 100.0

32 5

4
3
1

1

5 2.9
2 1.2

11 6.4
37 2t.5
tr7 68.0

100.0
97.r
9s.9
89.5
68.0

1.49 0.8 0.89 r.24

Total 172 100.0

33 5

4
3
)
I

4 2.4
2 r.2
9 5.5

39 23.8
110 67.r

100.0
97.6
96.3
90.9
67.1

1.48 0.73 0.85 r.25 15

t& 100.0Total
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@ accumulated mean rariance std.dev. median mc& missing
cåses

34 5

4
3

2

6 3.6
7 4.2

u 20.4
36 2t.6
u 50.3

100.0
96.4
92.2
71.9
s0.3

1.89 1.19 1.09 r.49 I t2

I

Toøl 167 100.0

35 5

4
J
,)

I

4 2.5
5 3.1
14 8.6
30 18.5
r09 67.3

100.0
97.5
94.4
9.4
85.8

1.55 0.9 0.95 r.24 T7

Total 162 100.0 67.3

36 5
4
3

2
I

0 0.0
0 0.0
3 9.1
2 6.1

28 84.8

100.0
100.0
100.0
90.9
84.8

r.24 0.37 0.6 1.09 746

Total 33 100.0

375
4
J
2

6 3.7 100.0

t2 7.5 96.3

32 r9.9 88.8
44 27.3 68.9
67 41.6 4r.6

2.M 1.25 t.t2 1.8r 18

Total 161 100.0

38 5
4
J
2
1

2 t.2
5 3.1

4 2.5

39 23.9
113 69.3

100.0
98.8
9s.7
93.3
69.3

r.43 0.63 0.79 1.22 16

Total t63 100.0

395
4
J
2
1

8 5.3
I 5.3
13 8.7
4t 27.3
80 53.3

100.0
94.7
89.3
80.7
53.3

r.82 t.28 1.13 t.M 29

Total 150 100.0

40 5

4
J
2
1

99 62.3
35 22.0
t4 8.8
9 5.7
2 1.3

100.0
37.7
t5.7
6.9
1.3

4.38 0.9 0.9s 4.7 5 20

Total tsg 100.0
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@t accumulated mean va¡iance std.dev. median mode missing
cåses

415
4
3

2

r25 80.1
19 12.2
9 5.8
l 0.6
2 1.3

100.0
19.9
7.7
1.9

1.3

4.69 0.s2 0.72 4.88 5 23

I
Total 156 100.0

425
4
3
2

2 r.2
5 3.0
l0 5.9q 23.7

ttz 6.3

100.0
98.8
95.8
89.9
6.3

1.49 0.69 0.83 r.25 I l0

I
Total 169 100.0

43 2 155 88.6 100.0 1.89 0.1 0.32 r.94 2 4

t 20 tr.4 11.4

Total t75 100.0

44 2 59 33.7 100.0 r.34 0.22 0.47 1.25 r 4

1 116 63 6.3
Total 175 100.0

45 2 147 84.5 100.0 1.84 0.13 0.36 1.91 2 5

t 27 15.5 15.5

Total 174 100.0

46 2 59 33.9 100.0 r.34 0.24 0.49 r.26 I 5

1 r15 66.1 6.1
Total 174 100

474
J
2
I

76 M.7
57 33.5
3s 20.6
2 r.2

100.0 3.22 0.65
55.3
21.8
t.2

0.81 3.34 4 9

Total r70 100.0

483
)

8 5.1
61 34.9
10s 60.0

100.0
94.9
60.0

r.46 0.41 0.& t.33 1 5

I
Total 174 100.0
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1 Habitation status, respondent
1 property owner
2 renting
3 Trailer or campground
4 year-roundresident
5 other

ZLocation relative to lake
1 north shore
2 south shore
3 off-lake

3 Years at Gull Lake
1 less than 10 yrs
2 11-20 yrs
3 21-30 yrs
4 31-50 yrs
5 more than 50 yrs

4 Age of cottage
I 1980's
2 1970's
3 1960's
4 1950's
5 1940's or earlier

5 Number of users on weekends
1 up to 4 persons
2 5toTpersons
3 8 or more persons

6 Number months cottage open
I 3 or less
2 4-6
3 7,8
4 all year

7 Dishwasher/washer, bathtub
1 dishwasher&/or washing mach.
2 bathtub

8 General water source
1 shallow weli
2 deep well
3 lake water

9 Drinking water source
I same as above
2 same as above øfiltration
3 bring water in

10 Grey water disposal
1 some but not all
2 all grey water goes to field
3 all grey water to holding tank

11 Fertilizers
1 yes
2no

12 Herbicides
1 yes
2no

13 Pesticides
1 yes
2no

14 Garden Sprinklers
I yes
2no

15 Swimming in Gull Lake
I yes
2no

16 Waterski/power boat
1 yes
2no

17 Non-motorized activities
1 yes
2no

18 Non-water related activities
1 yes
2no

19 Other activities
I yes
2no

20 Shampooing
1 strongly agree
2 agree
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree
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21 Watering gardens
1 strongly agree
2 agree
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

22 Washing cars/boats
1 strongly agree
2 agr?.e

3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

23 Regulate fertilizers
1 strongly agree
2 aEee
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

24 Regulate herbicides
I strongly agree
2 age-e
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

25 Regulate pesticides
1 strongly agree
2 agrce
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

26 Regulate "other" activities
I strongly agree
2 aEee
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

27 Well, water quality
I strongly agree
2 agre.e

3 neural
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

28 Lake water quality
1 w.q.much better
2 w.q. improved somewhat
3 w.q. about the same
4 w.q. worsened somewhat
5 w.q.much worse

29 Lake level changes
I level up significantly
2 level up somewhat
3 level about the same
4 level down somewhat
5 level down signifrcantlY

30 Water depth a problem
1 strongly agree
2 agree
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

31 Algae a problem
1 snongly agree
2 agree
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

32 Weed growth a problem
1 strongly agree
2 agl:ee
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

33 V/ater clarity a problem
I strongly agree
2 agree
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

34 Swimmers itch a problem
I strongly agrce
2 agree
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 snongly disagree
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35 Water pollution a problem
1 strongly agree
2 age-e
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

36 "Other" problems perceived
I strongly agree
2 agree
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

37 Conservation program
1 strongly agree
2 agl.ee
3 neural
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

38 Pollution program
1 strongly agree
2 agree
3 neural
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

39 Conserv.& Poll.program
1 strongly ag¡ee
2 agree
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

40 Nature fix
1 snongly agree
2 agree
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

41 There is no problem
1 strongly agree
2 agr.e,e

3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

42 Enhancement proj. needed
1 strongly agree
2 aglee
3 neutral
4 disagree
5 strongly disagree

43 Newspapers
1 yes
2no

44 Word of mouth
I yes
2no

45 Govemment publications
1 yes
2no

46 Annual meetings
1 yes
2no

47 Age of respondent
1 25 yrs or less
2 26-40yrs
3 41-60 yrs
4 over 60 yrs

48 Sex ofrespondent
1 male
2 female
3 joint effort
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Monthly and Annual Precipitation Summaries

and

rù/ater Balances
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Table D-2 Annual Water Balance at Gull Lake using Pine Falls Precipitation Records

I 2 J 4 5 6 7 8 9

Yea l¿ke
volume

kecipitation Lalce
EJâN

Potential
.vâlvtfrânc

Epecæd
volume

Acn:al
volume

Net
Oudlow

Jul 1 July I Pine Falls -Jun 30 -Jun 30 (#8)-(#7)

Jun 30 (cu.m.) (meres) lcu.m.) (cu.m.) (cu.m.) lcu.m.) (cu.m.) lcu.m.)

r972-73 4,253,8ffi

l,råiål
I .sqs¡ I

| .+qor I

I .+sæ I

E.4B6ssnt 582,537 838234 5,3r9,626 4,155,167 -r.t&.459

r973-74 4,155,16',1 2,730,774 715-965 809,591 5,360,385 4,438,003 -922,382

r974-75 4,438,003 2.t97,722 476,323 710.335 5.349.067 4,537,961 -81r,106

r975-76 4.537,96t 2,293,536 584.6s9 7244W 5.522.438 4,128,095 -r,394,343

1976-77 4,128,095 1,706,881 7M,362 591,555 4.539,059 3,787,140 -75r,919

1977-78 3.787.140 2.409.923 753,853 833,559 4.609.651 4,r20,|M 489.s07

r978-79 4,t20,r44 2.323.026 s62AW 626267 s.254J03 4,147,784 -1.106,719

1979-80 4,147,784 t.,476,073 6',17,248 423,677 4,522,932 3.893,345 -629,581

1980-81 3.893.345 2.008.46 534,931 676.297 4,690,583 3,795,848 -894.735

1981-82 3.795.848 1,638,858 592,r70 538,058 4,3M,478 3.637.808 -666,610

1982-83 3,637,808 2.516,873 606,140 851,320 4,697,221 3,905,651 -79r,570

1983-84 3.905,651 t,749,347 695,1 l8 560,843 4.399.037 3,621,300 -'777.737

1984-85 3,62t,300 r.943,194 610,887 515,098 4,438,509 3,s01,6s3 -936,856

1985-86 3.501.653 2,037,169 612,238 626,781 4,299,803 3,648,183 -65t.620

1986-87 3,648,183 r,713,959 6M,957 641,006 4,116,179 3.450.539 -665,&0

1987-88 3.450.539 1.540.558 618,522 674,113 3.698,462 3,225,822 472,&0

1988-89 3,225,822 2.332,856 651,666 ul,734 4,065,278 3.342.251 -'123,027

1989-90 3.342,251 1,927,073 657,822 743,506 3.867.996 3,269,r75 -598.821

1990-9i 3,269,175 t.95t.452 617,000 æ0.557 3,963,070 3.258.195 -7M,875

Tota]s 9.8892 18.884.334 11,858,798 12.866.931 -r5,154,210

19 year
mean

3,834,719 .s205 2,M6,544 624,147 677,207 4,579,9t9 3.782.3r9 -797,590

mean se€pal
rince 1979

-709,48t
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Seven Stations Near Gull Lake

1972n3

JUL
AUG

SEP

ocr
NOV

DEC

JAN
FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JTJN

total

ß73n4
JIJL

AUG

SEP

OCT
NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JL]N

tota I

r974n5
JUL
AUG

SEP

ocr
NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JUN

tota I

TableD-3 Monthl tatron at S

Beausjour Brokenhd- Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk me¿ìn

54.9 5l.8 67.8 34.0 98.6 52.3 s9.9

169.9 45.0 73.4 105.9 7I.T 84.6 9r.7

54.6 74.4 7r.4 7r.6 78.0 42.7 65.5

51.3 2t.r 30.5 49.0 32.0 23.4 34.6

26.9 14.0 38.9 25.1 29.5 8.6 23.8

47.2 36.1 40.6 34.0 47.0 22.4 37.9

2.8 1.8 1.3 2.5 1.3 1.3 1.8

4.6 12.2 1.3 t3.7 14.0 5.8 8.6

3.6 t2.7 6.4 8.6 7.6 7.8

32.8 38.9 30.2 33.8 35.6 31.0 33.7

84.8 29.5 23.9 23-1 14.5 45.5 36.9

248.2 169.4 l19.1 215.9 203.2 131.3 181.2

781.6 50 6.9 504.8 617.2 632.4 448.9 s8 3.3

Beausjour Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk mean

74.9 40.6 37.6 97.5 68.r 59.9 63.r

98.6 148.8 110.0 92.7 rt7.9 66.0 105.7

I 11.8 I l8.r 58.7 148.3 104.1 72.6 r02.3

70.1 76.7 66.0 77.5 7r.6 52.3 69.0

42.4 60.2 59.7 43.4 58.4 42.7 5 r.l
13.5 25.9 58.6 21.3 21.6 rt.2 25.4

29.7 40.9 25.9 49.8 43.2 29.2 36.5

14.5 10.7 r0.2 t3.2 r0.2 7.4 11.0

15.7 26.4 39.4 25.9 25.4 11.4 24.0

57.4 63.0 36.1 79.2 47.2 53.r 56.0

94.0 83.1 t57.2 r39.4 95.0 133.3 117.0

26.4 30.2 56.1 25.9 31.8 22.6 32.2

6 49.0 7 24.6 715.5 814.1 69 4.5 561.7 693.2

Beausjour Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk mean

30.7 25.7 77.0 37.1 45.5 22.4 39.7

101.1 86.4 93.0 106.7 104.1 84.3 95.9

42.2 85.3 54.t 69.3 81.8 61.7 6s.7

3.3 6.1 5.8 9.9 13.5 4.8 7.2

7.4 9.7 16.0 19.6 20.3 6.1 13.2

9.1 6.6 5.1 8.6 10.9 8.4 8.r

33.3 49.3 36.1 4r.4 40.6 46.0 4t.l
23.4 19.1 14.0 22.6 15.2 10.4 77.5

38.r 28.7 16.0 38.1 20.3 26.2 27.9

19.3 36.3 27.7 3r.2 23.t 34.0 28.6

56.4 37.3 48.0 70.1 46.7 44.7 50.5

69.9 87.6 rt7.6 192.5 lll.5 12t.4 116.8

434.2 47 8.1 510.4 647.t 533.5 47 0.4 512.3
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Table D-3

AppendixD

Monthly Precipitation at Seven Søtions Nea¡ Gull Lake

r975n6
JUL
AUG

SEP

ocr
NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JUN

total

ß76n7
JUL

AUG

SEP

OCT
NOV

DEC

JAN
FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JUN

total

D77n8
JUL
AUG

SEP

ocT
NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JLIN

total

Beausjour Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk me¿ìn

4.3 63.2 26.4 30.0 27.9 20.6 28.7

r12.8 119.1 108.2 r 10.2 r54.4 t4t.2 124.3

49.8 50.3 36.3 60.2 56.6 31.8 47.5

27.9 38.6 20.3 32.5 49.0 35.8 34.0

2l.t 14.7 8.9 r7.5 16.3 t5.2 15.6

8.4 2t.3 8.1 25.r 26.2 17.3 17.7

35.8 21.6 53.3 33.5 29.2 2t.8 32.5

24.1 u.t 9.4 24.6 16.0 6.6 t7.5

31.0 39.9 35.6 27.2 27.9 23.6 30.9

43.2 40.4 30.2 40.4 43.9 30.5 38.1

7.6 8.9 7.4 15.2 9.7 tt.7 r0.l
234.2 r25.5 154.9 t72.2 126.2 r79.1 t65.4

600.2 567.6 499.0 588.6 58 3.3 535.2 562.3

Beausjour Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk mea.n

63.8 t7.5 28.2 65.3 31.0 13.2 36.5

57.2 26.9 22.9 37.8 4t.t 28.2 35.7

6.9 5.6 r0.7 7.6 9.t 5.1 7.5

2.3 5.3 1.3 8.9 2r.8 6.t 7.6

8.6 5.1 1.3 4.8 10.2 1.5 5.3

22.4 10.4 24.9 20.3 26.7 20.9

14.6 r4.0 L).J 17.4 8.5 15.6

39.9 42.3 21.4 32.0 36.8 29.6 33.7

8;',Ì 12.4 t3.7 3.8 6.4 9.0

t.2 4.6 18.6 10.0 6.3 1.4 7.0

79.7 105.9 101.6 1t4.4 103.7 t20.3 104.3

t25.0 136.8 109.6 l15.7 r32.6 118.8 r23.t

393.3 399.4 340.0 458.4 434.1 365.8 40 6.1

Beausjour Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk mean

40.3 97.5 60.r 81.0 92.0 r22.4 82.2

r02.9 46.9 94.0 r28.3 103.8 84.9 93.5

99.5 156.5 73.8 148.5 r23.8 t32.9 r22.5

10.8 15.5 14.5 12.6 20.9 16.0 15.1

50.2 39.2 l9.l 58.9 46.9 28.3 40.4

30.5 12.6 29.2 16.8 t5.2 20.9

20.2 r0.2 11.5 12.2 10.6 14.1

25.2 t2.8 2.5 l1.3 8.9 10.5 11.9

13.2 22.6 25.4 27.6 29.5 r0.2 21.4

10.4 4r.6 16.8 21.4 t2.7 17.3 20.0

87.4 90.2 113.0 tM.4 87.2 96.4

42.1 s2.6 t7.4 48.4 41.0 26.6 38.0

394.6 623.3 436.6 697.7 612.9 562.L 57 6.4
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Table D-3

Appendix D

Monthly Precipiøtion at Seven Stations Nea¡ Gull Lake

r978n9
JUL
AUG

SEP

ocr
NOV
DEC

JAN
FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JUN

total

t979ß0
JUL
AUG

SEP

ocr
NOV
DEC

JAN
FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JUN

total

1980/81

JUL

AUG

SEP

ocr
NOV

DEC

JAN
FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JUN

total

Beausjour Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selki¡k mean

77.0 116.3 nt I 100.4 136.2 138.3 tt3.2

2r.6 42.2 18.0 2t.2 12.2 26.7 23.7

47.6 s0.8 39.1 40.2 60.9 4r.4 46;t

23.3 12.5 9.7 23.5 29.3 2.3 16.8

61.4 40.8 20.8 38.1 30.8 38.4

21.7 30.9 25.5 33.3 30.6 22.2 27.4

10.1 7.5 11.3 6.3 8.8

25.8 29.4 11.5 ')i )

61.9 40.7 49.7 35.0 30.4 43.5

52.9 34.5 53.8 36.3 44.4

81.4 120.5 100.6 r08.9 154.0 88.6 109.0

21.8 41.2 r7.9 37.4 40.r 36;l 32.5

3 55.8 60 s.9 425.4 547.2 552.4 4t7.4 526.5

Beausjour Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selki¡k mean

29.3 81.0 29.9 15.7 26.2 28.2 35.1

51.9 56.7 76.8 85.2 7t.2 63.2 67.5

26.9 s3.3 4l.l 35.2 30.5 37.4

22.3 18.2 50.3 40.3 19.4 30.1

37.4 30.1 32.3 24.9 15.3 28.0

38.2 15.4 27.7 34.0 28.8

42.5 38.0 20.2 39.7 31.0 J4.J

29.9 23.0 25.4 25.0 25.8

18.5 15.1 7.0 15.5 l1.0 13.4

5.5 1.1 1.5 4.3 2.0 0.0 2.4

30.2 20.7 I 1.1 24.4 2L.7 29.9 23.0

61.4 61.0 4r.l 76.3 60.3 4L.6 57.0

303.6 447.4 3L7.6 424.6 338.0 2L2.8 3E2.8

Beausjour Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selki¡k mean

r6.3 40.8 s0.0 40.9 38.0 14.9 33.5

75.6 88.9 51.9 86.6 96.9 77.4 79.6

79.2 96.6 108.4 lll I 106.3 103.0 100.8

45.2 æ.7 37.4 38.1 39.5 37.4 43.1

27.9 25.9 12.5 2r.9 15.5 20.7

10.5 16.0 12.9 t7.t 16.0 14.5

27.7 8.9 10.5 18.0 15.5 16.r

3.0 3.0 0.0 1.6 4.5 2.4

tt.4 20.1 t4:l 23.0 18.6 t7.6

21.4 r3.3 7.7 20.3 15.8 15.7

41.4 38.3 2r.2 37.4 3r.2 33.9

9s.6 94.3 98.0 r35.7 l13.0 83.3 103.3

455.2 50 6.8 425.2 551.7 510.8 316.0 48 1.1
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Table D-3

AppendixD

Monthly Precipiøtion at Seven Stations Near Gull Lake

r98rß2
JUL
AUG

SEP

ocr
NOV
DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR
APR
MAY
JUN

total

t982ß3
JUL
AUG

SEP

ocT
NOV

DEC

JAN
FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JI.IN

total

1983ß4

JUL
AUG

SEP

ocr
NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JI.JN

total

Beausjour Brokenhd. Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk meån

25.0 44.5 54.5 l8.l 34.5 23.4 33.3

52.6 148.2 86.3 r03.2 80.8 85.3 92.7

87.4 63.8 84.8 61.9 99.5 67.6 62.8 75.4

58.7 55.8 73.9 41.0 47.4 56.0 55.5

2.3 4.0 3.5 t3.2 2.0 5.0

9.7 8.0 10.9 L2.9 10.4

19.2 3l.0 10.0 28.5 17.0 2r.l
9.8 10.0 9.5 12.7 t4.5 11.3

13.4 48.5 42.4 34.8

t2.6 t9.7 37.0 27.3 15.6 20.5 22.1

25.0 27.5 32.0 25.0 49.4 24.4 30.6

46.2 38.4 70.2 34.2 47.3

235.7 211.6 548.7 370.6 50 0.4 37 L.6 216.4 439.4

Beausjour Brokenhd. Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selki¡k mean

222.4 r53.4 r39.8 2r2.5 182.0

54.8 88.r 51.7 64.9

51.6 30.9 39.6 57.5 44.9

53.2 45.4 53.9 49.6 50.5

7.9 t2.l 15.2 2.5 5.7 8.7

37.7 3r.4 33.8 34.3

t9.6 2t.0 2t.9 14.0 14.2

15.0 17.0 10.0 l6.t 10.5 13.7

43.6 46.6 69.2 38.5 26.9

2.2 4.8 0.0 7.9 7.2 4.4

26.5 28.0 28.8 2r.3 45.4 ))) 28;1

103.4 173.8 131.0 7 5.5 128.0 116.5 12t.4

190.7 717 .4 464.0 58 2.3 57 E.9 tE2,9 594.7

Beausjour Brokenhd. Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selki¡k meån

77.0 26.8 28.6 58.3 34.3 46.7 45.3

32.9 9.4 10.9 28.5 25.6 40.2 24.6

&.4 40.2 55.6 51.5 53.t 25.9 48.6

23.0 53.8 3r.4 29.6 62.6 41.1 40.3

33.5 M.0 27.7 19.0 Lt.7

5.2 7.7 l1.0 3.0 11.4 8.8 3.9

15.6 18.4 r7.5 14.8 22.0 t8.2 17.8

6.4 11.0 r6.0 21.3 11.5 0.6 11.r

11.5 7.0 t6.2 10.0 15.0 11.0 10.0 11.5

45.0 46.1 &.2 32.3 42.5 30.0 30.4 4r.5

45.2 65.0 33.8 38.1 40.2 36.1 35.2 4r.9

r30.2 103.6 r52.0 ru.3 r39.1 135.2 130.7

47 4.3 14t.4 432.4 39 5.4 465.1 444.9 392.3 42E.8
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Table D-3

AppendixD

Monthly hecipitation at Seven Stations Near Gull Lake

t984ßs
JUL
AUG

SEP

ocr
NOV
DEC

JAN
FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JUN

total

1985/86

JUL
AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN
FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JUN

total

1986ß7

JUL

AUG

SEP

ocr
NOV

DEC

JAN
FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JUN

tota I

Beausjour Brokenhd. Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk meå.n

48.3 32.6 80.7 74.3 47.6 56.7

19.9 15.r 18.2 19.3 10.9 15.0 24.3 17.5

68.0 53.0 u.6 59.9 39.7 57.6 73.8 62.4

99.6 110.0 131.8 109.3 121.5 77.8 r01.8 107.4

36.4 26.5 23.3 28.7

39.9 22.0 3r.4 16.0 27.3

34.0 r9.8 7.7 t7.0 24.5 20.6

17.0 17.5 18.5 27.0 20.0

t5.4 9.2 12:'t 3.0 10.1

27.5 L7.8 29.2 30.6 28.8 20.5 25.7

39.3 43.6 48.4 62.2 60.4 72.r 54.3

68.0 103.3 73.6 65.7 81.1 66.8 76.4

459.9 L78.1 536.3 391.4 5L4.2 46 5.5 406.9 507.2

Beausjour Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk meån

48.6 40.9 26.6 43.6 26.3 49.6 39.3

t70.4 r44.6 125.4 97.5 140.2 231.4 151.6

4r.6 54.3 5 r.0 59.6 65.1 s8.8 55.1

69.8 46.2 20.3 6r.7 54.6 2r.0 45.6

39.9 s0.0 53.5 46.6 26.0 50.0 44.3

15.5 l5.r 29.5 t7.r 15.0 18.4

8.8 13.4 29.8 9.9 7.0 15.0 14.0

27.5 16.0 38.0 18.9 23.0 14.0 22.9

t5.7 36.0 31.3 26.4 12.o 24.3

84.9 56.5 25.r 89.9 44.0 60.5 60.2

21.5 34.4 37.0 17.7 33.6 17.9 27.0

4r.3 98.5 94.5 56.9 42.1 66.7

5 44.2 548.7 534.7 58 8.3 518.1 57 2.3 56 9.3

Beausjour Gimli Gr Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk mean

96.5 63.6 46.4 99.6 78.9 95.4 80.1

49.2 92.2 22.0 52.3 28.9 48.9

115.3 58.2 8.8 90.3 98.9 98.r 78.3

14.2 12.8 53.0 t4.4 9.4 r4.8 r9.8

59.s 54.3 6.2 55.9 63.8 47.9

3.0 11.6 9.4 7.0 0.0 6.2

10.5 4-O 23.0 7.6 7.0 10.4

46.6 0.8 38.0 23.5 27.2

7-2 17.0 2.0 13.9 1.0 5.0 7.7

2.0 2.2 94.4 1.6 0.6 r.8 t7.t

58.9 33.5 72.7 66.9 5l.l 52.3 55.9

42.t 47.2 96.8 34.6 42.4 75.4 56.4

409.2 400.2 496.3 454.2 43 5.9 371.7 455.9
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Table D-3

Appendix D

Monthly Precipiøtion at Seven Søtions Nea¡ Gull Lake

1987i88

JUL
AUG

SEP

OCT
NOV
DEC

JAN
FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JUN

total

1988/89

JUL
AUG

SEP

ocT
NOV

DEC

JAN
FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JUN

total

1989/90

JTIL

AUG

SEP

ocr
NOV

DEC

JAN
FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JUN

total

Beausjour Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selki¡k meân

127.5 36.9 r29.2 43.7 191.7 105.8

87.6 91.8 79.7 71.5 9t.9 84.5

16.3 29.4 30.2 7.7 9.8 30.4 20.6

33.8 40.6 t7.7 29.3 4.2 25.r

tr.4 10.8 11.5 15.5 15.6 13.0

18.0 23.8 20.3 2t.0 20.8

9.0 15.6 4.0 16.8 0.0 9.r

14.8 r0.3 20.0 0.0 l1.3

37.8 27.0 42.2 35.7

7.2 9.0 4.4 10.4 0.0 6.2

38.0 29.6 46.7 53.2 43.4 4t.9 42.1

&.3 51.0 131.2 93.1 r17.9 37.2 82.5

285.6 481.7 305.2 501.7 341.9 408.7 456.6

Beausjour Gimli Grt Fa]ls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk me¿llt

r14.2 86.2 137.3 r34.6 94.6 r27.9 115.8

33.2 23.8 51.3 36.8 88.9 22.1 42.7

67.9 6r.2 72.0 75.7 100.7 60.9 73.1

42.7 22.0 24.5 37.5 12.7 27.9

20.0 25.0 29.1 18.5 23.2

39.5 25.4 42.3 25.5 33.2

s0.8 33.2 46.0 30.0 40.0

8.1 5.5 11.0 8.2

22.4 13.5 18.0

2r.0 11.0 17.6 16.5

't3.r 61.3 73.r 55.4 65.7

203.4 r50.6 85.2 146.4

368.3 604.8 573.0 35ó.0 54 5.1 27 9.2 610.6

Beausjour Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk mean

54.t 61.4 73.1 49.7 59.6

s0.3 55.7 r03.2 r05.2 't8.6

l0.l 9.5 9.r 2r.0 t2.4

38.4 29.3 38.2 14.0 25.1 29.0

22.6 25.9 6.0 3.0 t4.4

19.0 r7.7 10.0 15.6

36.7 38.7 37.7

23.0 9.4 6.0 t2.8

36.1 M.8 0.0 27.0

t9.9 43.r 26.t 3.0 23.0

30.2 5s.9 s0.8 30.2 41.8

t69.4 188.9 240.3 155.6 178.1 186.5

395.3 56 8.2 447.2 0.0 417.8 40 9.3 53 8.3
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Table D-3

Appendix D

Monthly Precipitation at Seven Stations Near Gull Lake

t990D1
JUL
AUG

SEP

ocr
NOV
DEC

JAN
FEB

MAR
APR

MAY
JUN

total

Beausjour Gimli Grt Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selki¡k mean

40.0 r01.3 62.r 78.3 37.4 63.8

22.4 20.8 52.0 48.5 18.7 32.5

13.2 40.2 55.1 37.0 34.2 35.9

8.0 5.2 7.6 5.2 6.5

20.4 26.0 43.5 30.0

2r.0 23.3 13.0 11.0 t7.t

17.5 14.9 19.0 23.0 r8.6

19.5 6.4 8.0 4.0 9.5

40.0 43.9 43.0 42.3

60.8 31.0 61.1 51.0

72.6 6.9 35.5 23.9 83.9 56.6

r41.4 94.2 tu.6 140.1

47 6.8 47 4.1 29 5.8 0.0 268.7 425.1 50 3.8
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Appendix D

Table D-4 Annual Precipitation Summary at Six Søtions Nea¡ Gull Lake

1915

1916

t9t7
1918

1919
1920

mean

l92r
1922
1923
t924
1925

t926
1927

1928
t9z9
1930

mean

1931

1932
1933

t934
1935

1936
193'7

1938

1939
t940

mean

194t
1942
1943
t9M
1945

1946
1947

1948
t949
1950

mean

Beausiour Gimli GreatFalls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk Means

(1960- ) (194-) (1922-\ (r915- ) 0959- ) (1963- )

66É..7

476.2

523.7

528.3

332.6
50 5.7 50 5.7

563.4

608.9
432.4

293.0

430.6 347.5

388.2
417.8 305.1

413.0

301.5

4r9.5
4t7.5 407.3 412.4

Beausiour Gimli GreatFalls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk Means

274.7

336.4

312.3

320.3

388.6

328.9 26t.6
450.7 343.3

434.5 269.7

355.7 267.4

426.3 30 5.9 366.1

536.2 402.9

573.2

496.7 36É,.t

632.r 360.0

539.0 327.8

496.4 324.5

452.6 344.5

385.7 443.4 271.7 366.9
615.1 ffi.2
537.2 &r.8 393.2 524.1

s0 8.0 55 2.5 357.0 47 2.5
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Appendix D

Table D-4 Annual Precipitation Summary at Six Starions Near Gull Lake

1951

1952
r953
1954
1955

1956

1957

r958
1959

1960

mean

61

62
63

&
65

6
67

68

69

70
mean

7t
72
73

74

75

76
77

78

79

80
mean

Beausiour Gimli Great Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk Means

416.8 276.0

783.9 493.5

517.6

624.2 527.6 573.0 60r.7 508.3 567.0
551.2 582.4 578.0 676.4 676.1 576.r 606.7
393.6 515.0 452.4 516.8 528.9 481.3
43t.6 452.6 356.8 399.0 458.9 391.5 415.1
598.2 617.2 514.3 676.6 654.6 724.0 630.8
434.6 487.2 424.6 496.5 435.6 467.7 457.7
582.8 520.1 46r.5 629.1 569.6 690.0 5 /5.5

53 0.8 542.2 457,7 570. I 534.7 563.1 533.1

Beausiour Gimli Great Falls Pinawa Pine Falls Selkirk Means

475.9 506.8 504.8 520.1 6s6.3 532.8
615.5 403.4 454.7 498.6 515.0 378.6 477.6
788.1 734.8 572.8 778.3 7r7.9 7 18.4

431.5 474.1 575.4 584.6 528.9 444.7 50 6.5
464.7 &5.4 467.6 67t.4 s87.8 5M.6 563.6
535.6 343.2 365.6 462.4 386.4 354.1 407.9

573.8 702.7 539.3 767.6 7M.8 684.7 662.2
530.7 386.7 495.9 477.9 424.1 463.1

594.0 437.0 529.5 470.2 507.7
438.6 494.7 377.0 501.3 463.2 455.0

527.3 538.3 46 8.5 s81.0 566.2 464.3 524.3
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Appendix D

81

82

83

u
85

86
87

88

89

90
mean

436.2 543.7 530.3 439.5 487.4

503.3 610.5 576.5 504.5 548.7
440.9 475.0 418.9 400.3 433.8

572.8 480.9 56s.6 490.4 527.4

590.0 561.8 482.7 s32.8 s52.0 543.9
447.3 435.0 553.8 50t.2 398.7 467.2

386.0 444-3 275.8 368.7
494.0 576.0 523.5 531.2
469.5 506.8 419.3 465.2

440.3

552.6 469.5 524.7 497.2 485.2 50 5.8
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1972 Month Bissett Indian B Gimli Mean

May 126.0 115.1 120.

June 150.1 157 .2 150.6 152.7

July 127.8 130.8 r37.2 131.9

August 109.7 112.5 ll7.I 113.1

Sept 67.3 t02.9 85.1

Ocober
Tot¿ls 454.9 629.4 519.9 534

Appendix D

Summary of Pan Data,1972-89

1973 Month Bisseu Irdian B Gimli Mea¡r

May 113.8

June 98.3 112.3 105.3

July 130.3 132.3 131.3

August 105.7 125.7 115.7

Sept 69.1 79.2 74.2

Ocober 40.4 47.2

Totals 403.4 610.6 507.0

1975 Month Bissen Indian B Gimli Mean

May
June 115.8 109.0 112.4

Juty 156.2 152.9 154.6

August 93.0 101.3 97.2

Sept 72.6 65.0 68.8

October

Totals 437.6 428.2 432.9

1977 Month Bisseu Indian B Gimli Mean

May 109.5 109'5

June 119.6 109'7 114.7

July 161.8 137.4 149.6

August 93.5 87.1 90.3

Sept 100.3 57.9 79 't
October 5 1.3 5l .3

Totals 475.2 553.0 514.1

1979 Month Bissett Indian B Gimli Mean

May 58.6 58'6

June

July
August 93.8 94.0 93.9

Sept 55.5 62.5 59.0

Ocober 29.6

Totals 149.3 244.7

1974 Month Bissett Indian B Gimli Mean

May 90.9 90.9

June 150.1 151.4 153.4 151

July 144.0 158.5 151.1 l5l.
August 96.8 90.2 102.4 96.4

Sept 45.7 66.0 55.9

Ocober
Totals 436.6 491.0 472.9 46f.

1976 Month Bissett Indian B Gimli Mean

May 137.2 137.2

June

July 154.2 146.6 150.4

August 135.4 125.0 130.

Sept 76.2 82.8 79.5

Ocober
Totals 365.8 137.2 354.3 285

1978 Month Bissett Indian B Gimli Mean

May 114.6 714

June 115.2 114.1 ll4.
July ll2.r 123.2 117.

August 92.5 106.1 99.3

Sept 84.9 68.5 76.7

Ocober 16.9 16.9

Totals 4M3 543.4 474.1
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1980 Month Bissett IndianB Gimli Mean

May 130.2 125.0 r27
June 116.2 114.1 119.7 116.

July 133.6 I 19.I 115.6 1

August 87.2 83.4 89.1 86.6

Sept
Ocober

Totals 337.0 446.8 449.4 4ll.l

Appendix D

1981 Month Bisseu Irdian B Gimli Mean

May 58.8 58.8

June 99.1 109.9 104.5

July 142.8 142'2 142.5

August 95.4 96.5 96.0
Sept 63.0 7t.5 67.3

Ocober 23.1 23.1

Tot¿ls 400.3 502.0 45L2

1982 Month Bissett Indian B Gimli Mean

May 57.6 57.6

June

July 119.1 119.1

August 96.1 96.1

Sept 7I.2 71.2

Ocober
Totals 215.2 128.8

1984 Month Bissett Indian B Gimli Mean

May 99.4

June 116.4 110.3 124.8 ll7.
July 125.9 119.3 129.5 124.

August 114.1 129.6 126.6 1

Sept 54.9 47.4 80.2 60.8

Ocober
411.3 506.0 46r.t 459.5

i986 Month lndian B Gimli Mean

May 105.9 105.9

June 121.1 105.8 113.5

July lll.2 112.4 111.8

August 99.1 109.1 104'1

Sept 48.4 55.9 52.2

Ocober
Totals 485.7 383.2 434.4

1988 Month Indian B Gimli Mean

May 106.6 I
June 154.4 165.3 159.

July 160.0 146.2 153.1

August 100.8 124.2 ll2.
Sept 56.6 83.0 69.8

October

Totals 578.4 518.7

1983 Month Bissetr Indian B Gimli Mean

May
June 107.3 108.4 107.9

July 134.7 128.8 131.8

August 139.0 135.2 137.r

Sept 73.1 71.7 72.4

October

Totals 454.1 444.1 449.1

1985 Month Bisseu Indian B Gimli Mean

May
June 102.8 104.8 103.8

July 129.3 123.1 126.2

August 77.4 83.7 80.6

Sept 58.9 58.9

Ocober
309.5 370.5 340.0

1987 Month Indian B Gimli Mean

May

June 134.0 156'4 145'2

July lM.l ll5'2 L09.7

August 97.3 142.1 119.7

Sept 60.1 70.6 65.4

October
395.5 484.3 439.9

1989 Month Indian B Gimli Mean

May 103.7 103.7

June 105.5 137.0 121.3

July 130.7 137.0 133.9

August 114.1 107.6 110.9

Sept 6.3 74.8 70.6

October

520.3 456.4 488.4
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Appendix D

Weather Station l-ocations

Låtih¡de Inngiude Altin¡de(M) Period of Record

Beasejour s003N 96 3l V/ 1960-

Bisser 5102N 9540W 258 1933-52; 19ß-92

Gimli 5037N 9659W 223 194-

Great Falls 5028N 96 00 \v u9 t922-

Indian Bay 4937N 9512W 327

Pine Falls 5034N 9613W 23r 1959-

Selkirk s009N 9653W 225 t963-
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Appendix E

Monthly Water Balance, 1972-L991
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1

month

JULY

AUG

1572t73
2

Lake Volume

SEPT.

4.253.800

ocT.

4.208.554

NOV.

oo\o

4.140.590

DEC.

3

Precip

4.069.218

.IAN

Appendix E Gull Lake Monthly Water Balance 1972-1991

lm.l

FEB
MAR.

.0599

Precipitation

.0917

APR.

4

1 973

.0655

MAY

(cu.m.)

JJNE

,0346

235.527

.0238

360.368

Lake evaþ.

month

.0379

5

257.349

.0018

4.135.100

(cu.m.)

Annual totals

135,851

.0086

JULY

129.918

.0078

93.713

AUG.

1973t74

1 48.957

Lake Volume

)ot.evapotl

.0337

79.695

SEtr.

6

121.798

.0369

ocT.

(cu.m.)

4.155.167

7.209

.1812

33.815

NOV.

4.071.301

1 1 5.408

30.591

.5833

DEC.

132,574

4

176,580

Exo. lake vol

Precio

084.3

JAN.

7

1 26.1 01

4.

145.025

lm

075.2

FEB

(cu.m.)

712 413

2,293,391

MAR.

.)

.0631

4.244.O01

64

Precioitation

.1 057

76

APR.

4.312.647

197 4

.1 023

4.150.040

MAY

Actual lk.vol

(cu.m.)

134.739

I

,l lt\F

.0690

(month e

1 1 6.387

248,1 09

.0511

582.537

415.481

Lake evao

.o254

4.208.554

402,113

4.140.590

0365

4.569.690

nd)

(cu.m.)

271.439

Annual to

71,062

4.069,218

0110

349.082

(A-E) vol.

201,056

154.275

9

o240

lmonthlv)

838,234

138.646

rot.evaootr

.0560

99.676
143,321

tals

.1170

81 .814

-35.447

(cu.m.)

-172.O57

55.885

4.382.043

43.383

0322

121.574

94.499

.6932

10

5.126.420

-80.822

Annual

203,586

220,192

Exo. lake vol

Gain/Loss

460.044

1 97.035

126 479

lcu.m.)

2.725.793

4.135.100

4.127.428

4.155.167

4.144.550
4.207,627

Actual lk.vol.

107.626

4.290.831

(month end)

177 .718

715.965

4.071.301

-226.876

4.084.364

225,422

4.075.276

lA-E) vol

61.975

lmonthlvl

809.591

-56.127

4 456 476

-60.186

-971.253

-132,350

5,355,405

Annual
Gain/Loss

4.569.690
4.438.003

ÞEfd
(D

o.
X
r¡

-18.473
-917.402



1

mônlh

JULY

AUG

197 4175

2

Lake Volume

SEPT.

ocT.

4.438.003

NOV.

4.265,1 59

\o

DEC.

4.223.920

3

Precio

JAN.

4.237.330

Appendix E Gull Lake Monthly Water Balance 1972-1991

(m.)

FEB

MAR.

.0397

Precipitation

4

.0959

APR

1 975

.0657

(cu.m.)

MAY
.r ll\F

.o072

156.231

.01 32

377.210

Lake evao.

.0081

month

5

258.463

.0411

(cu.m.)

Annual to

28.441

.01 75

JULY

1 70.496

51.837

.o279

AUG.

1975176

Pot.evapot

114,611

Lake Volume

31,915

.0286

b

SEPT.

161 .671

tals

54.1 09

.0505

(cu.m

ocT.

4.537.961

68,613

.1 168

NOV.

109.703

4.307,7s5

76,553

.5123

.)

DEC.

1 84.833

4.318.924

1 12.455

Exp. lake vol

Precio

JAN.

7

126,647

1 98.697

4.302,075

(m.)

(cu.m.)

FEB

459.061

4.271 .406

2.O14,298

4.347.185

MAR.

.o287

Precioitation

4,

.1243

APR.

34

1 976

4.301.028

Actual lk.vol.

.0475

(cu.m.)

iJAY

2,925

I

4.265,771

(month end)

.0340

137.107

rlt\F

112.979

.01 56

476.323

488.81 3

Lake

4.265,159

.0177

186.770

4.223.320

.0325

4 083.985

(cu.m.)

Annual totals

133,754

97.362

ev

4.237,3

.0175

224.940

(A-E) vol.

I

184,941

ap.

61.405

.0309

(monthlv)

710.335

1 10.1 12

Pol.evapot

69,727

.0381

30

127.921

85,958

.0101

-82.026

(cu.m.)

-1 19.604

68,679

38.243

.1 654

121 .368

10

s5.360

5.265.643

Annual

-63.698

5623

239,51 I

1 49,809

Exo. lake vol

Gain/Loss

39.648

91 .517

(cu.m.)

650.156

2.211.A2

4.410.640

4.537.961

4.446.937
4.328.218

Actual lk.vol.

165,405

4.397.s86

lmonth en

4.332.811

584.659

4.307.755
4.318.924

d)

19.427

4.302.07s

318.577

lA-E) vol.

4.271.406

724.400

(monthlv)

-102.885
-128,013

4

-727,682

415.5

5.439,93

Annual

-26.143
-126,179

Gain/Loss

65

4.083.985
4.128.095

\J
(D

o.
x
EI

-287.469
-1 .311 .836



1

month

JULY

AUG.

197 6t77
2

Lake Volume

SEPT.

ocT.

4.128.095

NOV.

3.934.048

\o

DEC.

3

3.797.552

Precio

JAN

Appendix E Gull Lake Monthly Water Balance 1972-1991

(m.)

FEB.

MAR.

.0365

Precipitation

4

APR.

,0357

1977

.0075

lcu.m.)

I¡AY
JJNF

.0076

1 43.51 I

.0053

1 40,307

Lake evao

.0209

month

5

.01 56

29.490

3.735.268

(cu.m.)

Annual totals

29,949

.0337

JULY

182,573

20.643

.0090

AUG.

1977 t78

1 60.31 4

)ot.evaDot

Lake Volume

82.336

.0070

sEfrr.

6

.1 043

61 .1 82

90.221

ocT.

(cu.m.)

132.377

3.787.140

.1231

NOV.

3.741.894

70.324

35.388

.4061

EC.

3,728.452

lxp. lake vol

Precio

68.750

27.590

JAN.

7

409.977

1 4,450

(m.)

FEB

483 964

(cu.m.)

1.596.720

MAR.

.o822

4.018.717

Precipitation

.0 935

APR.

3.845.291

1 978

.1225

3.722.371

Actual lk.vol.

t\rlAY

(cu.m.)

129.648

I

.0151

TJIü

(month end)

141 .606

323.276

.0404

704.362

367.511

Lake evao

3.934.048

.0209

481.670

.01 41

3.797.552

200.889

4.155.546

lcu.m.)

Annual totals

59.177

.0119

237.142

(A-Eì vol

191 .571

1 58.984

I

.0214

(monthlv)

591,555

110.704

)ot.evaoot

82,O22

0200

1 1 8,755

55.598

0964

-84.669

(cu.m.)

60.739

3.840.483

46.660

o380

-47.739

158.405

84.210

.5764

4,428,898

10
Annual

1 80,080

lxp. lake vol

Gain/Loss

78
379,202

236.018

77

lcu.m.)

149.482

3.735.268

2.266.562

3.760.439

3.787 .140

3.818.620
3

Actual lk.vol.

135.686

855.3

(month end)

1 36.397
753.853

49

3.741.894
3.728.452

-53.343

1 85.809

(A-E) vol.

73,246

(monthlv)

833.559

-18.546

4.095.385

-90.168

-641.758

4.466.290

Annual
Gain/Loss

4.155.546
4.120.144

ÞUïJ
(D

Þ-
x
ln

24,759
-346.146



1

month

JULY

AUG.

1978t79
2

Lake Volume

SEPT.

ocT.

4.120.144

NOV.

4.O90.232

\o
N)

DEC.

3

3.997.650

Precio

JAN.

3.935.180

Appendix E Gull Lake Monthly Water Balance 1972-1991

(m.)

FEB.

MAR

.1132

Precipitation

.0237

4

APR.

1 979

.0467

MAY

(cu.m.)

TJI\E

.0168

445.168

.0384

Lake evap.

.o274

month

92,992

5

183.493

.0088

lcu.m.)

Annual totals

65.927

.o222

JTJLY

1 50,91 0

132,726

.0435

AUG.

1 979/80

109.520

1 07.606

Pot.evapot

Lake Volume

.0444

SEPT.

6

100.522

.1 090

34.602

ocT.

(cu.m.)

4.147.784

20,010

87.421

NOV.

o325

218,132

4.113.518

171 .199

.5265

DEC.

17 4.483

3.978.158

Precio

lxo. lake vol

45.566

JAN.

428.588

3.889.559

7

89,91 2

(m.l

FEB,

127.856

3.860.594

lcu.m.l

2.070.244

MAR.

.0351

4.214.453

Precioitation

4.028.138

APR.

.0675

1 980

.o374

iNAY

3.990.710

Actual lk.vol.

(cu.m.)

69,382

I

.0301

JJNE

3.981.097

(month endì

1 30.240

137,817

.0280

562,400

265.41 0

Lake evao

.0288

4.090.232

147 .O57

.0343

3.997,650

3.964.906

210.008

Annual totals

(cu.m.)

1 18.353

3.935.180

.0258

lA-Eì vol.

1 1 0.096

1 48.000

62.649

I

.0134

{monthlv)

626.2

111 ,059

113.340

Pot.evapot

.o024

134,789

-124,221

65.712

0230

lcu.m.l

67

101 .544

35,046

0570

-30.488

52.767

.3828

67.530

10

5.001.721

-55,530

Annual

1 30.051

Exp. lake vol

Gain/Loss

L437
90.436

72,O58

223.927

(cu.m.)

1.504.973

4.O70.O70

4.147.784

4.137.818

31.850

3.987,445

Actual lk.vol.

1 48.000

3.972.866

(month end)

137.58

3.970.690

677,248

4.1 13.518
3.978.158

44.314

3

109.724

(A-E) vol.

889.5
3,

(monthlv)

423,677

860,5
59

43,448

94

-159.660

3.941,528

-853.937

4,551,832

-97,886

Annual

-112.272

Gain/Loss

3.964,906
3.893.345

o
o-
X
l^1

-48.183

-658,487



Appendix E Gull Lake Monthly Water Balance 1972-1991

mon th

JULY

AUG.

1 980/81
Lake Volume

SEPT.

ocT.

3.893.34s

NOV.

3.825.760

(O
('[)

DEC.

3.789.033

Precip.

JAN.

3.788.654

lm.)

FEB.

MAR.

.0335

Precipitation

.0796

APR.

1 981

.1008

(cu.m.)

MAY
.il tNF

.043 1

131 .656

.o207

312.791

Lake

month

.01 45

396,21 5

.0161

3.781.460

(cu.m.)

1 69,273

Annual totals

ev

o024

JULY

aÞ.

134.502

.01 76

81.5s0

AUG.

1 981/82

1 03,245

Pot.evaÞot

Lake Volume

.0157

57,01 4

srpl.

78

63.384

.0339

lcu.m

ocT.

3.795.848

.736
31.494

NOV

1 033

9.51 5

3.664,84

69,046

.4811

64,512

DEC.

.)

153.267

3.588.738

:xo. lake vol

Precio

61.732

JAN.

133.295

194,145

3,543,303

lm.)

FEB.

406.241

(cu.m.)

3

1.891.711

MAR.

.0333

3.825.988

Precipitation

.o927

3.882.038

APR.

1 982

3.91 2.366

.0754

Actual lk.vol.

À/AY

lcu.m.)

69.619

JUNE

.0555

3.926.432

(month end)

117.334

1 31 .067

.0050

534,931

364.627

Lake evao

3.825.760

.0104

296.473

3,789,033

.o211

(cu.m.)

3.708.006

21 8.095

Annual totals

65,31 4

3.788.654

.01 13

1 99.058

(A-E) vol.

1 69.075

1 9.660

.0348

lmonthlv)

676.297

112,954

Pot.evapot

40.795

.o221

7 4.592

.0306

83,122

lcu.m.)

-0,228

27,350

44,4

3:871.309

.o473

-93.005

136.703

-123.712

64,223

.439 4

4.s73.829

Annual

178.667

32

Exo. lake vol

86.963

Gain/Loss

145 ,27

120.123

(cu.m

185.787

3.78't .460

1.727.845

3.693.61 7

3.795.848

2

3.737.849

.)

3.665.347

Actual lk.vol.

68,1 98

3.734.O47

(month end)

140.000

592.1 70

3.664.843
3,588.738

-75.461

58.860

3.543.303

(A-E) vol.

91,036

lmonthlv)

538,058

-28,77 4

-149.1 1 1

3.662.758

-777,980

-122,045

4.393.466

Annual

Gain/Loss

3.708,006
3.637.808

IJto
CD

o-
x
rn

-24.949
-755.658



1

month

JULY

AUG

1 982/83
2

Lake Volume

SEPT.

ocT.

3.637.808

NOV

3.694.186

J
rot

DEC.

3

3.644,397

Prccin

JAN.

Appendix E Gull Lake Monthly Water Balance 1972-1991

{m

FEB.

.)

MAR

.1 820

Precioitation

.0649

APR.

4

1 983

(cu.m.)

.0449

[/AY

.0505

JUNE

715.722

.0087

255.056

month

Lake evao.

.0343

5

17 6 .s47

.0142

3.827.653
Annual totals

lcu.m.l

1 98.664

.01 37

JULY

141 .014

34,1 30

AUG

.0269

1 983/84
Lake Volume

113.782

134.868

rot.evapol

SEPT.

.0044

6

84,301

.0287

55.933

ocT.

3.905,651

lcu.m.)

29

53,94

NOV.

1214

350,704

3.814.022

1 05.869

.5947

00

DEC.

3.636.824

124.977

Precio

Exo. lake vol

17,379

0

JAN.

7

7

112.848

86.508

{m.)

FEB

477.2

(cu.m.)

2.338.177

MAR

.0453

3.861 .812

Precioitation

APR

.0246

3.710.482

14

1 984

.0486

MAY

3.650.1 35

(cu.m.)

Actual lk.vol.

111.000

.0403

JLJNE

I

lmonth end)

127 .043

178.054

.0117

606,1 40

Lake evap

.0039

96,662

3.694.186

190.899

.01 78

3.644.397

lcu.m.)

Annual totals

158.263

55.296

.0111

233.835

lA-E) vol.

1 59.485

I

.01 15

45.906

851.320

lmonthlv)

164.576

Pot.evapot

.0415

1 5.204
69.793

86.550

.0419

-167,626

(cu.m

43.77 6

29,000

.1 307

3.943.989

-66,086

87.246

45.330

.4288

4.51 8.525

10

.)

Annual

1 63.1 78

Exo. lake vol

47.364

Gain/Loss

1 64.91 I

93,540

51¿ O43

(cu.m.)

1.686.028

3.827.653

3.836.973

3.905.65 1

3.698.744
3.647.632

Actual lk.vol.

1 17,690

lmonth end)

1 37.81 I
695.1 1 I

3.814.O22
3.636.824

-38.338

80.810
251.881

(A-E) vol.
lmonthlv)

560.843

-22.551
-61 .920

-612.87 4

4.335.717

Annual

Gain/Loss

3.621 .300

ici

o
o.
x
ln

-7 14 417



1

month

JULY

AUG.

1 984/85
2

Lake Volume

SEPT.

ocT

3.621.300

NOV

3.531.944

J
(.o
('l

DEC.

3

3.401 .317

Precip.

JAN

Appendix E Gull Lake Monthly Water Balance 1972-1991

(m.)

FEB.

MAR.

.0567

Precipitation

APR.

.0175

4

1 985

.0624

MAY

(cu.m.)

.il tNtr

.1074

222.944

.o287

Lake

68.922

month

.o273

5

245.244

.0206

3.558.637

lcu.m.)

Annual totals

422.297

ev

.0200

JULY

ap.

112.979

149.066

.0101

AUG

1 985/

Pot.evapot

1 35.094

107,442

Lake Volume

.0257

SEPT.

6

80.999

65.002

.0 54s

ocT.

lcu.m.)

86

3.501.653

29.000

78.640

.07 64

NOV.

109,243

3.399.045

39.61 5

.5072

DEC.

3.467.198

101 .183

Exp. lake vol

Precio

33,772

JAN.

21 3.639

7

120.170

(m.)

FFR

300.470

(cu.m.)

1.994.376

MAR.

3.s85,936

.0393

Precioitation

3.432.000

APR.

.1516

1 986

.0551

Actual lk.vol.

3.461.390

MAY

(cu.m.)

111.000

I

.0456

.ITJNE

(month end)

121 ,715

154.397

.0443

610,877

596.026

Lake evao

3.531.944

.01 84

216.522

3.401 .317

.0090

(cu.m.)

1 04.683

3 AÂq Â43

Annual totals

179.299

.0215

147 .230

lA-E) vol.

153.091

17 4.319

I

.0319

lmonthlv)

515.098
Pot.evapot

72.506

.0560

91.642

35,388

69.738

.0250

-53.992

lcu.m.l

84.538

3.590.1 62

29.000

o544

-30,683

125.431

7 5.654

.5s21

10

4.489.701

Annual

292.O53

220.192

lxo. lake vol

Gain/Loss

1 06.096

98,300
213.901

(cu.m.)

3.558.637

2 170.418

3

3.501.653

427.3
3.611 ,377
3.507.887

Actual lk.vol.

125.386

05

(month end)

143,382
612.238

3.399.045
3.467.198

-RR 50Â

48.167
1 04,81 1

(A-E) vol
(monthlv)

626.781

-28.259
-144 .17I

3.655.350

-988.048

4.433.452

Annual
Gain/Loss

3.689,643
3.648.1 83

13
hd
o
J

X
tÍ

-7 .167
-785.2 69



1

month

JULY

AUG.

1 986/87
2

Lake Volume

SEPT.

ocT.

3.648.183

NOV.

(o
Ct¡

3 .614.67 4

DEC.

3

3.579.651

Precio

JAN.

3.485.827

Appendix E Gull Lake Monthly Water Balance 1972-1991

lm.l

FEB.

MAR

.0888

Precioitation

APR.

.0398

4

1987

.0922

MAY

(cu.m.)

JUNE

.0124

349,1 62

.0573

156.494

Lake

month

oo74

5

362.530

.0058

3.538.381

Annual totals

(cu.m.)
eva

48.757

.0328

JUI

225.304

131 .661

Þ

.0075

AUG.
-Y

1 987/88

117 .334

Pot.evaÞott

Lake Volume

.0017

29.097

SEPT.

6

.0595

57,306

22.806

ocT.

(cu.m.)

128.970

3.450.539

.0524

29.000

NOV.

3.436.1 51

1 71 .089

29.490

.4576

DEC.

3.435.400

Exo. lake vol

Precio

76,68

JAN.

6.684

7

233.954

3.429.700

177.640

lm.)

FEB.

206.O37

(cu.m.l

1,799,283

2

MAR.

.1178

3,

Precioitation

694,595

APR.

3.577.152

.0919

1 988

.0156

3.707.236

Actual lk.vol.

MAY

(cu.m.)

111,000

.,[.JNE

I

3.505.584

.o276

(month end)

1 58.656

463.1 90

.0142

604.957

361.351

Lake

3.614.67 4

.o237

3.579.6s 1

.0091

61.339

114 .637

(cu.m.)

Annual totals

108.523

ev

3.485.827

.0113

1 00.9s8

(A-E) vol

ap.

123.254

I

55,834

.0357

lmonthlv)

641,006

115,203

Pot.evapot

93.1 88

.0062

35.781

71.O40

.o421

(cu.m

-79.920

3.484.803

44,333

.0825

29.000

226,963

140.241

-221.409

10

.4776

2,499

4,201,s03

.)

Annual

177.062

Exo. lake vol

Gain/Loss

24.378
1 65.668

30,056

324.193

(cu.m.)

3.538.381

1.878.022

3,563,511

3.450.539

3.505.236

Actual lk.vol.

3

126.214

39
3.509.223

lmonth end)

1 82.81 0

5,643

â19, 522

3.436.151
3.435.400

-34,265

81.177

3.429.700

(A-E) vol.

158.855

(monthlv)

674.'l 't 3

-127.360
-69.836

-750,964

4

Annual

34.057

035.92

Gain/Loss

5

3.225.822

Þ
Fd
o
o.
X
tÍ

-810.103



1

month

JULY

AUG

1 988/89
2

Lake Volume

SEPT.

ocT.

3.225.822

NOV.

(O
\J

3.282.238

DEC.

3.179.630

3

Precio

JAN.

3.17 4.140

Appendix E Gull Lake Monthly Water Balance 1972-1991

(m.)

FEB.

MAR

.1 158

Precioitation

APR.

4

.0427

1 989

.073 1

NTAY

(cu.m.)

.0279

JUNE

455.326

.0232

167.962

Lake evap.

month

,0332

5

287.298

.0393

3.352.663

lcu.m.

1 09.624

Annual totals

.0082

JULY

1 89,440

91,026

.0203

AUG.

1 1 9.347

1 989/90

130,444

)

Lake Volume

)ot.evaoot

.0160

SEPT.

6

67,014

1 54.528

.0701

ocT.

(cu.m

29.000

3.342.2s1

32.242

NOV.

1 352

3.213.895

223.110

79.820

.6049

DtrC

.)

3.161.645

Precip.

=xp. lake vol

62.912

82,301

JAN

140 .77 6

3.060.929

275.633

7

(m

FEB.

531.606

liu.m.)

2.378.421

.)

MAR.

.0620

3.2 68.598

Precioitation

.0748

APR.

3.248.551

1 990

121,952

.01 45

3.259.137

lcu.m.)

Actual lk.vol.

MAY

I

124.912

.031 3

3.254,7 64

.ITJNE

lmonth end)

243.784

.0148

651,666

294.1

Lake evao

.01 70

3.282.238

.0553

57.O14

3.179.630

1 35.060

3 17s R19

(cu.m.)

Annual totals

123.O72

14

.0157

3.17 4.140

260.487

(A-E) vol

154.7 49

I

58.1 94

.0384

841,734

(monthlv)

1 34,976

Pot

66.844

.0310

217.440

.0507

.evapol

78.144

lcu.m.)

13.640

29.000

.1 839

61,732

3.498.870

-68.922

1 50,989

1 1 9.454

.5894

10

4.110.843

-84.997

Annual

121,892

144 .116

Exp. lake vol

Gain/Loss

1 99.352

27.937

723.095

(cu.m.)

3.352.663

2 317.521

3.311.832

3.342.251

3.228.917
3.1 12.578

Actual lk.vol

1 1 0.000

3.155.001

(month end)

142,080

648.949

3.213.895

-156,620

3.161.645

97,683

3.060.929

354.31 6

(A-E) vol.
lmonthlvì

743.506

-97.936

3.406.51 7

-67.2

-768.593

4.267 .317

-51,648

Annual
Gain/Loss

73

3.1 79.81 9
3.269.1 7

Þrd
Fd
o
o-
x
trl

5 -137.3 4 2

-998.142



1

month

JULY

AUG.

1 990/91
2

Lake Volume

SEPT.

ocT.

3.269.175

NOV.

(o
00

3.175.275

DEC.

3.043.891

3

Precip

JAN.

Appendix E Gull Lake Monthly Water Balance 1972'1991

(m.)

FEB

MAR.

.0681

Precipitation

.0318

4

APR

1 991

.0359

lcu.m.)

h/AY

.0065

JUNE

267.769

.0300

125,038

I ake evan

.0171

5

141 .316

.0186

3.048.056

(cu. m.)

Annual totals

25.558

.0095

1 50.000

117 .829

.o423

1 20.000

rot.evaÞot

67,1 39

.0510

6

73.000

.0566

73,1 35

lcu.m.)

37.256

29.000

-1401

1 66.324

131.207

.s074

200.401

Exp. lake vol

61 .268

222.394

7

69,245

550.7 42

lcu.m.)

1 .994.900

3.255.738
3.119.044
3.042,962

Actual lk.vol.

1 10.000

I

(month end)

1 35.000
617.000

3.17 5.27 5

3.043.891

1 08.973

3.010.000

269.864

(A-E) vol

I

lmonthlv)

640.557

-80.462

3. 1 93.934

-75.1 53

10

4

-32,962

Annual

006.51

Gain/Loss

3.048.056

I
3.258.195 64.261

-748.324

Þ
'Ú¡d
o
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X
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Drillers' Reports (Basin Stratigraphy Assessment)
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Appendix F

The following are selected drillers reports supplied by the Water Resou¡ces Branch, of

deep wells in the vicinity of Gull Lake. A general stratigraphic proflle of the basin was

formed by selecting welis that formed a line along the south shore of the lake. This prof,rle

is illustrated in frgure 4.7. There were too few deep wells to do the same for the north

shore.

r¡cÀfroN - 35-16-0?E

1, os¡r¡or -JDERKSE¡Í. w€Il ID -
Driller - Ec¡o D¡{IÎ.Ì'ÎNG
l{e1l Use - Production

Date Completeð, - søp/07/89 lVàt€r Use - Domestic

I{ELL I¡G (Irnperial units)
From To (fÈ. ) Log----1t 

- 3 SÀ¡fD-
3 26 TTLL W:TTH BOULDERS

26 720 SOFT CrÀv

2L5 237 gravel Pack

Top of, Casing - 1.5 ft. ¡bove grorrnd

PU}4PING TEST

32 ÀRNOLD ST., GIJLL I,ÀKE

Dat6 : s€p 07 89 PtùnPlng €- -10 Imp. gallons/:ninutc
Wator levãl bcforc punrplng: 60 !t. bclow ground
!,trmoinq lcvel at end of t¡et: 115 ft. below ground
iesi dúration: 12 hours, ¡nl'nutcs 9laÈer tetçeracure3 ?? drgro€s F

RE}IÀRKS

From To (ft. ) Log-rzu ìr90 sorT-TrLL
190 221 SÀND TrLl
227 238 SÀ¡¡D

Àguifer - sG

WET¿ CONSTRUqIION
Inside Outside Scra€n Slot

From To (ft. ) Dia. (in) Dia. (in) Size (in) Tlæe llaterial---n- -2i1 casing --T:T- ---------fN5$lf BLlfG"TFõg
23L 236 perfoiations 4 .015 WIRE v¡oUND S. s.

SILICA S.

r¡cÀTroN - 35-16-07E.¡-
L1 Otrner - KEÀRNEY

WeII ID
DTIlÌsT - ITÍGAÂRD,S gIELL DRII.LING
WeLl Use - Production

Date Conpletøð - Jvnr/Agrtq1 WrÈrr Usa - Do¡ncstic

WELL IÆ (fnBerial Unlts)

Fronì To (f t. ) l,og--_T 
-16 BOIJ]5ERS GRÀVEL A¡TD SÀT¡D

16 19 Lrcrf,r BRCr?r¡r Trl¿
19 22 SÀND
22 87 GF.EY TILL À¡¡D BOULDERS
87 163 GREY TII¿ W:TÎH IÀYEI.S OF SOFT CI,ÀY

Àquifor - sc

}¡ELL CONSTRUCTION
Inside outslde Screên SIot

250 265 gravel pack'

Top o! Casing - 1.0 ft. abovc around

ÞUMPING TEST

Fro¡n To (ft. ) Dia. (in) Dia. (in) siz6 (in) r\Eê llaterial
---lt- 258 casing 

- 

----¡¡SETF- 
G¡ùVTNTãSU

258 263 B€rforälions 4,5 WIRE IrrcUND s. S.

From To (ft. ) Log
-rõ:t -t6 cR-Érf¡LL
2L6 22L FINE SÀ¡fD
22L 255 GREY TILL
255 264 sÀ¡¡D ÀfrD coÀ¡sE GtÀvEL
264 266 GÎÀ¡¡ITE BOULDEB.S

NO. 10-30 SrLrCÀ S.

Da!€ : Ju¡ 08 87 Prunping ê 15 lrnp. gallons/nr-inute
Water level before pumping: 78 f,t. below ground
Pumping level at end of test: 85 ft. below ground
Test durat,ion: t hours, ninutes Wat6r tetnp€EatuEe: ?? degrees F

REMÀRI(S

WE 40, GIIT¿ Lå.KE
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3.
I¡CÀÍION - 3 5-16-07E

Appendix F

DrillcT - FORD DRIIJ.TNG LÎD.
I{eIl Us€ - Tcgt l9cll
wÀter Us. -

InsLde or:tslde screen Slot
Dia.(in) Dia.(in) Size (in) lYPe

Osn6r - f EIPiARDS
WoII rD
D¡te CoÍE lðteà - tuJ-/3ln3

wELL IÆ (IrnPcrial uniÈa)

Fron 1o (ft') r'os

-Ìt 
-:12 sÀ¡fÞ7-GR.À¡frrE¡ Bot LDERS

12 38 COÀASE SÀ¡{D

¡quifcr - Eß\¡

I{ELL CONSTRUCTTON

Fro¡n To ( tt . )
--lt- -200 oPen hole

From--F To (!t.) r,os--ZOO BLLfTSff GREY CXÀT

t{atc rial

Top of Casing - 0.0 f,t. below Eround

4. tocÀlroN - 35-16-07E

Omer - J HoBLEY
VJcll ID
Data corpl.tcd - ocl/!L/89

}IELL IÆ (IrnPcrlal Llnlte)

Fron To ( ft. ) Log_-U _ 5 GRÀVEE
6 13 SOF:T BLUE CIÀY

15 192 G85Y TILL

Àquifer - sG

}JELL CONSTRUCION

DTIII€T - EéIO DRÍLLING
Ifel} Usc - Productlon
Wator Uac - Domcstic

Fron To (ft.) Ircg

-TI ZO5 sÀ¡¡D-
205 230 GREY TII¿

From To ( ft. )---U- -T98 caslng
198 203 Perforations
185 205 Eravel Pack

Inslde outside Scr€€n SIot
o:.ã.i!n) Dia. (in) 9:g!1}nr# ,uft"'i.l

4 .015 VrtRE !€UND S. S.
sII.rcÀ s.

Top of, Caelng - 0.0 !t. bclow ground

PUMPING TEST

Da!ê : oct 11 89 Punrplng g 3 fnB. gallons/nlnuto
wii"r t.".f bcforc punplng: 75 ft. brlow ground
Þunotnq ltvol Àt rnã of trst: 85 ft. bclow grounc
iJJi-äi.ãÈiãi:--1 hours, nlnuÈrs wator t'anpcratur': ?? dcgrccs F

RE.¡'ÀRKS

1?4 ÀRNOIÐ ST., GULL TÀKE
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DRILLER'S I JPORT

5.

WELL
LOCATION

en.-U.Ê ¡¡c.35-r"lÉ-'<-J-r.qr.o Appenüxts locrlt0r trfÌcr of ttLL

aa"^
- G*r\ La-k e -1.¿\1 l-lc\c ¡¡ ¿l

I

W ELL
O\¡THER

.^". ß.fr c* Sl.Cl¿*c^tq .-À A1.t¡J,S'f<

WE LL
usE

rtgoeclro¡ o 1r¡ttfLL.....X
rlcx¡rgE, El ol¡¿rv¡t¡o¡ ¡trl . . D

WATER
USE

00r¿¡1tc.
lrou3llt^L
ô"xft. -

o
o-

lrYtslocr El ru¡tctt^a ....X
rtrrollror Þ trr cotÞtlro¡rro..O

o
o¡rf r€LL co¡pLErEo, o.t --.4- to.lx ¿ì, rr.aJ

(9
o
J
J
J
qÌ

0LFl x aELqt
clou¡o tÈ tttl oESCl rrllor r^ltr r€coto

lxrx0 or r^1E¡lfo
fl al <,,-,\ t ãç^.,e l. ¡âhr<¿
., l aa l lr \r

2-i ,1 L l;ll " licl-,t ¿-.v a-¿"¿llv roq.. l-\

4t)
1o ,-a)Ô é. t-'-,' .' nln-,, . €,.*^

ø ttô' '^,.-l -)-',,-l ..-- ^.!,tle.
Ã .- -'-.r - r. t

tõ tt.t' <-¡..- ¿¿bLlc<
ô r!- <,,6 ^¿|.'Llc<
u-\ ¡¿ ê t,

aôo q¡T C ta r , da-V 4F ¿ \, €i¡*
1tl 11 ¿) Sq*)'a-l n-o..1 I

2-1 ê t \a C t.,., å^ - t r^-..r
.,) 2't f.. i\'-- -¿ h'--'^t-x-

¡ <-{_ <-.,J ^-J ^-¿-. I

7-tç â 4-t /-Þa 
- 

. \ ã

3u-{..^- èqÉ'qq [^¿.1 Tc b¿ 4É<d To
.oa.Fs¡I +L- o-)fo.. o-awe-l
L"-^-.J h.' tJ..t,*- c¡nA Patt--

I

,¡ ló É q^ 
^l- - l/,Và,- L-- 

^^r-- ^tr I ? 
^-^ 

|

9
tsu
G
Þ
2o
I

J
J

Ì

0¿rfx tELor
6roux0 LrYtL

tx ftEl
o

¡
o

¡l=l¡
Él:ll\ I > l=

a lo ¡u

t
Þ 3

9:f

a
l>-
c¡t
i<o
"- E=

d-

=zI r-

30

l.f rt

¿ -l-l¿<-l

y^lElraL

a

¡^x f

trot fo
lclîeJ 2 L a,'n. < -T ). u7-2 -f{'
O,., ,l 

^. S l/.'-2-ou t^ t l*^
þ

Ã/-tz ¿. - - -t ,l^ t^J.2- f. . 4-- a='6.-tt
I lêPÞ t¡f

E.'^ lJ t').,f, tO. - 1..¿ Ì<
Ea - !^^

'Ua 
Cf - 12-

HarJ¡¿<< - L a- Pa- -.J- r t ¡ - /.3- nÞt
tor o7 c¡3r¡r¡ or trllfrl u¡r?- tl¿f ¡¡0vt o l(L0r o aroufÞ LTYEL

D^r! Of ffrf . Þrr-å rO¡rr-û¡¡+-- l¡ Jjl

?u¡2r¡a C¡ tLorrra Cl r^lt-t.a. t ¡.'

r¡r¿r L¡vtL lt¡orr ?urrr¡.:- rt.llfficeo. ltrrr-

?er"r¡o civrL 
^r 

rro or rrrr-rr.llffi$rro.r.rttu
out^t¡o¡ o" llt?-tsourt_ rttutÍt
t¡ttt 1f ¡rct^lutf ___-.?.

Þ
U
Þ
(t

r
)À

IE
o
tsu
É.
F

0rttL otft^1ol

rlco¡¡c¡ot0 ?rr¡rria r^tÍ-t.ttt t rYx
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Appendix F

6.
I¡CÀTroN - 35-16-07E

Or.mer - H VÀ¡¡SGIIJNDEL Driller - EGIO DRll.r.lNG
WeIl ID - WelI Use - Production
D¿t€ ComPleted - l¿rzynLl/gQ Water Usê - Doo€stic

HELL r.oc (IÍq,erial Units)

Fron 1o (ft. ) I¡s
-U 

_27 
SÀDfDfrRCÉ¡N TILI¡ À¡{D BOULDSÈS

21 55 GRCY TII.L
55 95 T{ÀRD BLUE CLÀY
95 221 SOFT GREY TILL

227 240 EoUT,DERS

From To (f,t. ) Log

-4V -52 GRETTII¿
252 259 SÂND
259 260 BOÍJLDERS
260 26L sÀND. 261 264 GAÀ¡¡rrE

PÀ9€ 6

tôcÀTroN - 36-16-07E
l-I . otner - D MIDDLEIþN Drill€r - TNTERI.À,KE rùgER SUTPLY LTD.

W6Il ID - I{o11 Use - Production
Datr Cour¡llctcd - ?'Etr/23r/8.7 Water Us. - Donestlc

WELL l,oc (lnpcrial Units)

Frorn To ( fÈ. ) Log Fron To ( ft. ) Loq

-Ìt 
---t0 SÂl{lt- -TS -10 s¡fltgfil¡rE oR SrL¡c.6, s¡trD

10 265 BLUE CTÀT ÀI{D SOIE GRES TII.L 27O 272 RED GS.ANIrE

åquiÍoE - sG

VJELL CONSTRUCTION- Inslde Outslde Screen SIot
Fron To (ft, ) Dia. (in) Dia, (in) Size (in) I.r¡¡e Material---Í- a68 caslng ---T ----fNsEArf GÀITrÃNTãD
268 272 pcrloratlons 3.8 .013 WIR.E ÌïTCUND S. S.

Top of Caslng - 1.5 ft. abovc ground

PIJHPING TESÎ

Date : Apr 24 87 Pu:rping € Inp. 9¿11ons/tninut6
Wat,er level before punpinE: 70 ft. below ground
Pu:nplng level at 6nd oÉ tcst: ft. betow ground
T€st durÂLion:??? houEs, ?? ¡rlnutes Wð,ter t.mporature3 ?? degreos F

REI'IÀRXS

IÊf 287 ARNOLD 5?. GUI¿ f.ÀKE
HÀRDNESS=22 GPG - IRoN=O

8.
I¡CÀlrON - ¡¡W:}5-16-078

osner - c SMITH Driller - EC{o DRILLING
t{ell ID - l{el} Use - Production
Date Completeð, - Ntg/LL/89 Wator Us€ - Dornestic

I{ELL Î¡c (I¡nperlal Units)

From To (ft.) toc Fron To (ft.) Lô9

--ú --o sÀ¡¡1tlË¡¡D sÀr¡Dy rrI.r -Trg -T92 Trr.tr-
30 7O GREY TILL L92 203 SA¡ID
70 16I Cr.åv 203 2L0 TrLL

Àquifer - SG

WELL CONSTRUEION
fnside Or.¡tside Screen Slot

Frorn To (ft. ) Dia. (in) Dia. (in) size (in) lyP€ lraÈorial
-1t- T95 casins 

-=- 

-lNSEi{r- 

Br,xctrfToÑ
195 200 pcrforations 4 .015 I{:[RE Itr)UND S. S.
180 205 ãravel pack SILICÀ S.

Top of Caslng - 1.0 fÈ. ¡bove ground

PUMPING TEST

Datc : ÀuE 11 89 ørmping I 10 Img. 9allond,4ninut6
gJat.cr level before punping: 75 ft. belor¿ gEound
hr¡rping levcl aÈ cnd of Èsst: 95 ft. bslow Eround
Tcsf dúration: 3 hours, urinutes Water t,enperatÌ¡rê: ?? degrees F

RE¡.IÀRKS

JOHN ST., GIJLL T.ÀKE
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Appendix F

9. t cÀTroN - N?r:15-16-07E

ordror - F ¡rÀÎI¡gIoNS
w6ll ID -
D¡Cr compl.toà - NrE,/15/89

$IELL fÆ (fmPcrlel tnlts)

From To (ft. ) ræ9
---1t --T0 sÀ¡fÚ:ÐrD GnÀ\¡EL'

50 110 GREY TII¿
110 200 crÀv

Àguifor - SG

WELL CONSTRUCION

DrilJ.rr - EcHo DRIÍ.LING
?lcl.I Usc - Production
Wat€r Usc - Domrstlc

SÀITDY TILL
Frorn
760

225

1o (ft.) l,os

-25 TILtr
240 SÀND

From To (ft.)
-.1J_ -730 casinE
230 235 Perforations
210 238 gr¡vel P¿ck

fnside Outside Scre€n Slot
Dia. (in) Dia. (in) sizs (in) fyP. HaÈerial
---a-5- -------NsEk!- Br.ÃFrTtõÑ

4 .015 llrRE hAUND S. S.
srl.rcÀ s,

To9 of Caslng - 1.5 !t. abovc gror:nd

PUMPING TEST

\ Dac. 3 Àuc 15 89 Punptng I 10 Iurp. ErLlons/'rîInutc
Xatcr IcvãI bcfore pumptng: 60 ft. below gror:nd 

-'n-oi"q level at enä oi tõgt: 80 ft. below ground
ii"[-ãútitio": 2 hours, ¡inutes water temperature: ?? degrees F

RE}TÀRKS

JOrü{ ST, , GttLf. rÀKE

10. (\/
!¡c.ÀTroN - 

) -¡ 6-te-o'¡t

"-'.' 
- G PFONISHEN

Wcll IÞ
Date Co¡nPleÈod - Nov/A6/90

VIELL I¡C (Irnperial Units)

From To ( fÈ. ) Log
---1t - 5 Trrr*

5 2r clÀY

Àguifer - sG

WEI¿ CONSIRUCÍION

!¡n 346 JOHN ST., GULL r.AKE

Drillcr - Ecx{o DRILLING
Wcll Uee - Productlon
?¡âler U6€ - Donestic

From To (ft- ) LoS
--7t --5 SÀ¡lÞ-

35 40 TrLf.

Inslde Outside Screen SIot
oiä.tl¡rr óii.iinl gg|.=F 

=-_Ë@4 .015 WIRE I'iOUND s. s 'srl.lcÀ s'

above ground

From To (ft.)---lt- --0 casing
30 35 PerforaÈions
20 35 gravel Pack

Top of Casing - 1.0 !t.

rwtPrN:G TEST

D¿Ee : Nov 05 90 Pumping € 10 lrnp' gallons/uinute
¡siÈer'fà".f before punging: f2 ft- below ground 

-
ä-ãinã level at enä oi tÃst: 30 ft. below sround
i;Ji'äir;Ëi;;,--r-üouiã,----¡ninutãs 

- watar €cnperâturo: ?? degroes F

RÈ{ÀRKS
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Appendix G

Gull Lake Hydrograph (1972-9I)
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